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Abstract

A diverse suite of numerical simulators is currently being applied to predict or understand the
performance of enhanced geothermal systems (EGS). To build confidence and identify critical
development needs for these analytical tools, the United States Department of Energy, Geothermal
Technologies Office has sponsored a Code Comparison Study (GTO-CCS), with participating teams
representing universities, industry, and U.S. national laboratories. A principal objective for the study was
to create a community forum for improvement and verification of numerical simulators for EGS
modeling. Each participating team brought unique numerical simulation capabilities to bear on the
problems. To accurately characterize the state of knowledge and simulation capabilities, two classes of
problems were developed during the study, including benchmark problems and challenge problems. The
benchmark problems were structured to test the ability of the collection of numerical simulators to solve
various combinations of coupled thermal, hydrologic, geomechanical, and geochemical processes. This
class of problems was strictly defined in terms of properties, driving forces, initial conditions, and
boundary conditions. Study participants submitted solutions to problems for which their simulation tools
were deemed capable or nearly capable. Some participating codes were originally developed for EGS
applications whereas some others were designed for different applications but can simulate processes
similar to those in EGS. Submissions of solution from both types of codes were encouraged. In some
cases, participants made small incremental changes to their numerical simulation codes to address specific
elements of the problem, and in other cases participants submitted solutions with existing simulation
tools, acknowledging the limitations of the code. The challenge problems were based on the enhanced
geothermal systems research conducted at Fenton Hill, near Los Alamos, New Mexico, between 1974 and
1995. The problems involved two phases of research, stimulation, development, and circulation in two
separate reservoirs. The challenge problems had specific questions to be answered via numerical
simulation in three topical areas: 1) reservoir creation/stimulation, 2) reactive and passive transport, and
3) thermal recovery. Whereas the benchmark class of problems were designed to test capabilities for
modeling coupled processes under strictly specified conditions, the stated objective for the challenge class
of problems was to demonstrate what new understanding of the Fenton Hill experiments could be realized
via the application of modern numerical simulation tools by recognized expert practitioners.
This report begins with a general description of the mathematical formulations and numerical solution
schemes of modern numerical simulators for modeling EGS reservoirs. Next detailed descriptions of the
individual numerical simulators applied during the GTO-CCS are presented highlighting coupled process
modeling capabilities, governing mathematical models, numerical solution techniques, multiple processor
computing approaches, and development history. A selective list of applications outside of the GTO-CCS
are additionally presented for each numerical simulator used during the study: AD-GPRS (AutomaticDifferentiation General Purpose Research Simulator), CFRAC (Complex Fracturing ReseArch Code),
FALCON (Fracturing And Liquid CONvection), FEHM (Finite Element Heat and Mass), FLAC3D (Fast
Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in 3-Dimensions), GeoFrac-Mech, GeoFrac-Stim, GEOS (open source
massively parallel code), MULTIFLUX, NUFT (Nonisothermal Unsaturated-saturated Flow and
Transport), STOMP (Subsurface Transport Over Multiple Phases), TOUGH2, TOUGH-FLAC (TOUGH2
and FLAC3D sequentially linked), TOUGHREACT (TOUGH2 with REACtive Transport),
TOUGHREACT-ROCMECH (TOUGHREACT and ROCMECH sequentially linked), TR_FLAC3D
(TOUGHREACT and FLAC3D sequentially linked), UDEC (Universal Distinct Element Code).
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These introductory sections are then followed with descriptions, solutions, and comparisons for the
seven benchmark problems. The comparison standard, ISO-13258, developed by the chemical and
physical measurement communities for proficiency testing was applied to quantify the uncertainty in
simulation results among the participants and codes. Problem 1 involved a poro-elastic fault layer in lieu
of a single, robust fracture in a geothermal reservoir under water injection, resembling the experimental
site at the Raft River EGS demonstration in southern Idaho. The observed reservoir behavior includes a
strong non-linear response between the injection rates and pressures over multiple-day, variable-rate
injection tests. The behavior is simplified with the assumption of the permeability being an exponential
function of hydrodynamic pressure in the inferred fault zone. Problem 2 involved the injection of cold
water at a specified pressure at one location inside a three-dimensional domain with outside boundaries
held fixed at initial conditions of pressure, temperature and far-field stresses. This problem was motivated
by the shear stimulation treatment of the well Desert Peak 27-15 conducted in September 2010 and the
subsequent modeling analysis. Problem 3 involved injection into three fractures and investigated the
coupling of fluid flow, fracture shear, and fracture opening. Problem 4 considered the responses of a
single planar fracture in the rock based on the first experimental EGS in the U.S. at Fenton Hill, Phase I.
The thermal-hydrologic-mechanical (THM) responses of this fracture during a 24-day injection and
production period were simulated. The rock mechanics model component includes the thermo-elastic
response of the self-propped fracture layer coupled to the thermal model of the reservoir during coolant
injection. Problem 5 considered the flow of water through an idealized horizontal fracture with
temperature dependent reaction of the water with amorphous silica, the principal mineral constituent of
the formation. The dissolution and precipitation of amorphous silica along the length of the fracture zone
is to be computed for two forms of injected water: 1) pure water and 2) recycled water. Changes in
intrinsic permeability and porosity due to mineral dissolution and precipitation are also considered. A
relationship between changes in porosity and intrinsic permeability was used that considered the effects of
pore-throat clogging by precipitates. Problem 6 involved injection into a fault surrounded by a porothermoelastic medium. Problem 7 entails the calculation of ground surface deformation caused by a
pressurized subsurface fracture. Surface deformation, usually measured using interferometric synthetic
aperture radar (InSAR) or tiltmeter, provides an important means to infer reservoir condition, particularly
fracture extent development. A rectangular shaped fracture with various dipping angles (0°, 45°, and 90°)
is considered, and both 2D and 3D solutions are compared.
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Summary
Scientists and engineers have sought to develop numerical models of geologic systems for their inherent
ability to yield quantitative predictions, but more importantly to understand complex coupled processes.
Enhanced geothermal systems (EGSs) require the development of hydraulic connection across wells
drilled into hot dry impermeable rock, via the opening of natural fractures, the creation of new hydraulic
fractures, or a mixture of both mechanisms. Numerical simulation of this stimulation stage of an EGS
requires modeling capabilities for tightly coupled thermal, hydrologic, and geomechanical (THM)
processes. Once created the recovery of thermal energy from an EGS system involves the circulation of a
working fluid through the reservoir, with injection and production pressures being critical controlling
parameters. EGS reservoirs are dynamic systems, with changes occurring in response to controlling
pressures, decreasing temperature over time, and alterations in the hydrologic network via dissolution and
precipitation of the formation minerals in response to fresh-water injection and temperature transitions
across the reservoir. Numerical simulation of the thermal recovery stage of an EGS system, therefore,
requires modeling capabilities for tightly coupled thermal, hydrologic, geomechanical, and geochemical
(THMC) processes. Numerical simulators have evolved over the last three decades, since the first formal
comparison of codes for geothermal systems at the Sixth Workshop on Geothermal Reservoir
Engineering held on the Stanford University in 1980, to include full THMC modeling capabilities. The
verification of each individual component of these capabilities can be made against analytical solutions or
published numerical solutions. The verification of codes that model coupled processes, however, is more
challenging, especially for those involving geomechanics in the suite of coupled processes. Geomechanics
stands out in the suite of THMC processes due to the varied numerical approaches adopted to solve rock
mechanics problems (e.g, boundary element, discrete fracture, continuum mechanics).
The Geothermal Technologies Office (GTO) was interested in knowing how the various numerical
simulators being applied to EGS projects compared. This report documents the comparison of modern
computer codes against seven benchmark EGS problems. All seven EGS problems involve the solution of
coupled processes from the THMC suite. Twelve teams from universities, national laboratories, and
industry participated in the solution of the seven problems, referred to as benchmark problems because of
their scale and strict prescriptions of parameters, boundary conditions, domain, and initial conditions.
Problems were conceived during an opening workshop at Stanford University in 2013 immediately
following the annual Stanford Geothermal Workshop. Problem champions were assigned to each
problem, and the problems were finalized after the formal start of the code comparison study in June,
2014. Over the course of the study, problem champions presented their problems and provided initial
solutions, and then study participants submitted solutions via a data management system, developed for
the project and known as GTO-Velo, which allowed for interactive comparison of results. Solutions were
discussed during study teleconferences, and participants were permitted to re-submit solutions or
withdraw solutions. Participants were not required to submit solutions for every problem, but were
encouraged to submit solutions for problems considered to be somewhat outside the capabilities of the
simulator. Solution submissions were closed on May 31, 2015. Solutions recorded in this report are those
posted to the GTO-Velo system by May 31, 2015.
This study has demonstrated that while the U.S. EGS simulation community has a diverse set of
computational tools with respect to conceptual approaches, they are able to simulate coupled subsurface
processes with comparable results, as evidenced by the benchmark problem solutions. The evolution of
numerical simulators over the last thirty five years has been impressive, but work remains to be done.
Uncertainty in simulation results as measured by the ISO-13528 standard tend to increase with the
number of coupled processes in the problem and the modeling of strongly coupled THMC processes
remains challenging. The collaborative nature of this study has formed the foundation for the EGS
v

simulation community to collectively address field-scale systems, where coupled process modeling will
be essential for understanding the system and experimental observations. Confidence in numerical
simulation grows from agreement among field experts, especially when diverse perspectives are
represented. This study yielded convergence in understanding over the course of each problem via open
dialogue and discussions among the participants.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ADETL

Automatic Differentiation Expression Template Library

AD-GPRS

Automatic-Differentiation General Purpose Research Simulator

BEM

Boundary Element Method

bgs

below ground surface

CCS

Code Comparison Study

CFRAC

Complex Fracturing ReseArch Code

CFRAC-UT

Complex Fracturing ReseArch Code – The University of Texas at Austin

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

CFL

Courant Flow Limit

CPU

Central Processing Unit

DD

Displacement Discontinuity

DECOVALEX

DEvelopment of COupled models and their VALidation against EXperiments

DEM

Distinct Element Method

DISAC

Direct Iteration and Successive Approximation Coupler

DHP

Downhole Pressure

DOE

U.S. Department of Energy

EERE

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

EGS

Enhanced Geothermal System

EOS

Equation of State

FALCON

FALCON numerical simulator

FDM

Finite Difference Method

FEHM

Finite Element Heat and Mass

FEM

Finite Element Method

FLAC
FLAC

Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua
3D

Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in 3 Dimensions

FVM

Finite Volume Method

GEOS

GEOS advanced supercomputer code

GPa

109 Pascals

GPU

Graphical Processor Unit

GTO

Geothermal Technologies Office

HM

Hydrological-Mechanical

HPC

High Performance Computing

IBI

Inside Balance Iteration

IAPWS

International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam

INL

Idaho National Laboratory
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IPGT

International Partnership for Geothermal Technology

ISO

International Organization for Standarization

kPa

103 Pascals

LBNL

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

LDRD

Laboratory Directed Research and Development

LLNL

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

MINC

Mulitple INteracting Continua

MOOSE

Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation Environment

MPa

106 Pascals

NUFT

Nonisothermal Unsaturated Flow and Transport

NTCF

Numerical Transport Code Functionalization

OMP

Open Multi-Processing

ORNL

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

OU

The University of Oklahoma

PFLOTRAN

Parallel FLOw and TRANsport

PNNL

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

PSU

Pennsylvania State University

SI

Strategic Initiative

SIF

Stress Intensity Factor

STOMP

Subsurface Transport Over Multiple Phases

THC

Thermal-Hydrological-Chemical

THM

Thermal-Hydrological-Mechanical

THMC

Thermal-Hydrological-Mechanical-Chemical

TOUGH

Transport Of Unsaturated Groundwater and Heat

TR-FLAC3D

TOUGH-REACT-FLAC3D

TST

Transition State Theory

UNR

University of Nevada, Reno

UTA

The University of Texas at Austin

WHP

Well-Head Pressure

XFEM

Extended Finite Element Method
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Introduction

Enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) are a promising yet currently under-utilized energy resource (Wood
2009). Extracting energy from geothermal sites can be accomplished in a seemingly straightforward
fashion (i.e., drilling a pair of wells to depE9DH96C6C@4<E6>A6C2EFC6D2AAC@249
R7C24EFC:?82?5
hydraulically connecting the rock between the wells, and circulating a geofluid from one well to the other
through the fractured rock). Potential geofluids are natural brines, compressed CO2, or engineered liquid
mixtures, including those with nanoparticles. The geofluid flashes to steam at ambient surface pressures
or exchanges heat with a working fluid, which vaporizes during the heat exchange process and
subsequently drives an electricity-producing turbine. The cooled geofluid is re-injected into the thermal
reservoir directly, or further cooled via secondary heat recovery systems (e.g., building heating).
Although conceptually straightforward, like geologic sequestration of greenhouse gases, EGS presents
challenges to hydrogeologists to fully realize this energy resource. Mathematical models and numerical
simulation are the analytical tools that will be used to help meet these challenges, evaluate the feasibility
of EGS at various geothermal sites, and will be essential in designing and evaluating operations of
geothermal systems. To establish the credibility of numerical simulators as practical analytical tools, it is
essential to demonstrate their capabilities for accurately and reliably modeling EGS processes
individually and coupled. A common approach to evaluating numerical simulators, which contributes to
their acceptance as practical analytical tools, is to exercise a suite of numerical simulators on problems
that consider key processes of interest – to conduct a code comparison study.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is supporting the Department of Energy (DOE)
Geothermal Technologies Office (GTO) in organizing and executing a geothermal code comparison study
(CCS). The purpose of the study is directed at testing and demonstrating modeling capabilities, and also
diagnosing differences among those to develop an understanding of the current state of modeling tools
available to support geothermal energy developments. The project involves a group of participating teams
principally from the United States (U.S.) including those from universities, industry and DOE National
Laboratories. r These participating teams generally have unique numerical simulators and analytical
approaches, which collectively provide a diverse set of mechanistic approaches, modeled processes and
solution schemes for the purposes of this study.. The study design comprises two stages with the
participating teams developing solutions for: 1) benchmark problems for the first stage; and 2) challenge
problems for the second stage. During the first stage of the study seven benchmark-scale problems were
chosen by the participants, with each problem having a champion. Benchmark-scale problems were
specifically designed to investigate specific coupled processes typical of enhanced geothermal systems.
The plan for the second stage of the study is to undertake problems having laboratory-scale or field-scale
observational data. Problem descriptions in the benchmark suite were specific enough to define the
required coupled processes to be modeled and the expectation was for numerical simulation results to be
comparable between the participating teams. For the challenge problem suite, laboratory or site data will
be made available to the participating teams, but the processes to be modeled and the approach for
modeling those processes will be the responsibility of each individual team. The benchmark-problem
stage of the study was specifically designed to compare numerical simulators under controlled problem
conditions; whereas, the challenge-problem stage of the study is designed to investigate the ability of
participating teams and numerical simulators to recreate experimental observations.
Numerical simulation of geothermal processes requires the solution of nonlinear equations that describe
multifluid flow, heat transport, geomechanics and geochemistry. Early publications on numerical
simulations applied to geothermal systems included the works of Mercer and Pinder (Mercer and Pinder
1973), Coats (Coats 1977), and Donaldson and Sorey (Donaldson and Sorey 1979). The Donaldson and
Sorey (Donaldson and Sorey 1979) paper noted and discussed differences between numerical simulations
and observed data from geothermal fields. In 1980 the results from a geothermal code comparison study
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were published (Stanford Special Panel 1980), as the topic for the panel analysis for the Sixth Annual
Workshop in Geothermal Reservoir Engineering. This study involved a suite of six geothermal problems:
1) 1-D Avdonin Solution (C.R. Faust, J.W. Mercer, and W.J. Miller), 2) 1-D Well Test Analysis (M.L.
Sorey), 3) 2-D Flow to a Well in a Fracture/Block Media (A.F. Moench), 4) Expanding 2 Phase System
with Drainage (M.J. O’Sullivan), 5) Flow in a 2-D Areal Reservoir (J.W. Pritchett), and 6) Flow in a 3-D
Reservoir (K. Pruess). Whereas the Stanford 1980 suite of problems considered a variety of geometric
configurations and petrophysical property distributions, the principal processes of concern were singlephase flow, two-phase flow, single-phase to two-phase flash, and heat transfer (i.e., TH processes). A
total of six numerical simulators were applied to the suite of problems; some simulators were identified
by name and others by the developer’s institute: 1) Intercomp, 2) Geotrans, 3) Stanford University, 4)
Systems, Science and Software (S3), 5) Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and 6) New Zealand Group. Not
all problems were attempted by all participating groups. Principal conclusions from the 1980 study were:
1) by supporting the study the U.S. DOE responded rapidly to a relevant industry problem, 2) the
problems were well conceived and the reported results demonstrated that the numerical simulators were
mathematically sound, and 3) the numerical efficiency of the simulators was an unanswered concern. Two
interesting observations from the study were that extensions to the study would be of limited benefit, and
that application of the numerical simulators to field sites would only test the ability of the geothermal
engineer rather than the simulator.
Regardless of these findings from the Stanford code comparison study (Stanford Special Panel 1980), the
role and integration of numerical simulation with respect to geothermal projects has transformed from
being supplemental to essential over the last 35 years. Wood (Wood 2009) noted that in spite of the
numerous advantageous of EGS technology, a significant determent to its realization is the large upfront
capital cost required before producing a single kilowatt of power. Numerical simulation has the potential
for reducing the risks and uncertainty associated with the development of advanced geothermal power
systems (Fairley et al. 2010). In recognition of the value of numerical simulation in the evolution of EGS,
the U.S. DOE, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) has been supporting recent
code development projects (U.S. DOE 2010, 2011, 2015). Over the last twelve years other subsurface
science communities have sought to assess the capabilities of numerical simulators for their domainspecific applications via similar code comparison studies. In 2002 a code comparison study was
conducted (Pruess et al. 2004) that involved eight test problems addressing CO2 disposal into geologic
reservoirs. This effort resulted in valuable insights into the state of numerical simulators in this domain at
the time, and provided an assessment of their successful and reliable applications for supporting a new
technology development. Conclusions from this study were that results from the participating simulators
showed satisfactory agreement on basic problems involving processes that would be induced by CO2
injection into geologic reservoirs. Recognizing the value in such evaluations for tracking and
demonstrating the advances in the subject domain, a second CO2 code comparison study (Class et al.
2009) later was conducted with an emphasis on injection scenarios in deep geologic formations. Three
problems were developed for this study that focused on 3-dimensional geometries and the developments
in numerical simulators since the previous CO2 code comparison study (Pruess et al. 2004). Similarly, a
third study considered the scientist/engineer component in conducting numerical simulations
(Mukhopadhyaya et al. 2013). For reasons similar to those of the geothermal and carbon sequestration
communities, the gas hydrate community conducted an international code comparison study (Anderson et
al. 2008; Wilder et al. 2008). A diverse suite conceptual models and numerical solution schemes were
applied during this study, yielding good agreement in results for simple problems, but declining
agreement between numerical simulators with increasing problem complexity. The field of earthquake
rupture dynamics conducted a code verification exercise (Harris et al. 2009) on a series of benchmark
problems that have increased in complexity over time. A diverse range of numerical simulators was
applied during the study, including those that use finite-element, finite-difference, spectral-boundaryintegral, and spectral-element formulations. For the field of geologic disposal of radioactive waste and
spent nuclear fuel, the DECOVALEX project (Hudson and Jing 2013; Tsang et al. 2009) has supported an
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international model comparison collaboration since 1992, principally directed at understanding and
modeling coupled thermal-hydrological-mechanical (THM) and thermal-hydrological-mechanicalchemical (THMC) processes in geological systems. A contemporaneous international study focused on
reactive transport problems has recently published a description of mathematical and numerical
formulations used in modern numerical reactive transport codes for continuum representations of
subsurface environments (Steefel et al. 2015). A series of reactive transport benchmark problems were
additionally published from this study (Molins et al. 2015; Wanner et al. 2015). While these studies
collectively demonstrate the value of coordinated code comparison exercises, they also serve to inspire
the project described in this paper.

1.1 Approach
1.1.1

Study Objectives

The objective of this effort was to create a community forum for Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS)
reservoir modeling code improvement and verification, building confidence in the suite of available
numerical tools, and ultimately identifying critical future development needs for the geothermal modeling
community to support the EGS technology development. Numerical simulation is a key method for
understanding the creation and evolution of EGS. The development of predictive numerical tools has
paralleled roughly four decades of growth of EGS concepts and technology, as well as studies of other
unconventional subsurface energy and geologic carbon sequestration settings. These are complex
geologic environments where thermodynamics, hydrodynamics, rock mechanics, and geochemistry all
contribute critically to system behavior across disparate length and time scales. The usefulness of
numerical tools in these settings is moderated by confidence in the quality of the results they produce.
Validation with analytical solutions, laboratory and field data, and inter-comparisons with other codes is,
therefore, crucial to ensure that simulation can contribute robustly to EGS development.
The principal issues of concern for this project are to determine 1) whether valid mathematical models for
the fundamental processes associated with geothermal technologies exist, and 2) whether available
numerical simulators assimilate these models to yield reliable and accurate numerical solutions to
problems involving conditions of practical interest. The intent for this project is to create a common
platform for participants with available numerical simulators to benefit from testing and comparing their
codes, diagnosing differences with other codes, and identifying needs in simulation capabilities and
additional research. A number of ancillary benefits are also envisioned to result from the study.
Importantly, the community-driven nature encourages broad participation and regular interaction across
the numerical modeling community, promoting greater awareness and understanding of the capabilities of
available tools. The result is a consortium of developers and their codes that includes academic, national
laboratory, industry, and international partners. As developers tune their codes to solve benchmark
problems, it is also anticipated that they will identify and address new development needs leading to more
robust simulators. A collaborative knowledge management system, GTO-Velo (White et al. 2015b)
served as a dynamic framework for the participants in this study. A more enduring archive on the U.S.
DOE GTO Geothermal Data Repository will be created to document the study, benchmark problems and
associated data, and as a library of available codes and their capabilities. These advancements will benefit
the existing modeling community, new code developers, and customers of numerical tools alike.

1.1.2

Study History and Structure

The code comparison study evolved from a series of discussions held by a Reservoir Modeling Working
Group established in the U.S. and through the International Partnership for Geothermal Technologies
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(IPGT). These groups jointly held workshops in March 2010 in Orkugardur, Iceland, and online, with the
goal of identifying needs for the next generation of reservoir models to address technical challenges
associated with the simulation of EGS and supercritical geothermal systems (Podgorney et al. 2011).
These workshops were followed by annual discussions at the May 2010 and May 2011 GTO Peer Review
meetings in the Washington, DC area. A common goal identified through this series of meetings was the
need to predict and improve the performance of EGS through modeling. Specifically, the modeling
community highlighted opportunities to estimate resource lifetime and production potential, manage and
mitigate associated environmental issues such as induced seismicity, reduce the cost and risks associated
with EGS stimulations by reducing uncertainties, and guide exploration. A new code comparison effort
for the geothermal community was identified as a priority towards meeting these goals.
In reaction to the priorities identified by the Reservoir Modeling Working Group and in alignment with
DOE goals, GTO engaged PNNL to coordinate the CCS in 2012. The structure and goals for the effort
were outlined during a meeting of the working group at the May 2012 GTO Peer Review in Westminster,
CO. The following September, the IPGT held a Reservoir Modeling Benchmarking Workshop in
Castasegna, Switzerland. There, an international group defined a set of problems that formed a starting
point for a GTO Code Comparison problem set. The IPGT defined three categories of test problems: 1)
Benchmarks (simple problems for which analytical solutions are known); 2) Test Cases (more complex
but well-constrained problems for which there may be no analytical solution but for which all codes are
expected to provide comparable solutions, and 3) Challenge Problems (highly complex problems with
extensive process coupling, perhaps based on field experimental data, for which the solution is not known
a priori and different codes may be expected to provide different solutions).
PNNL and GTO then held a project kickoff workshop in association with the February 2013 Stanford
Geothermal Workshop in Palo Alto, CA. The primary goals of the workshop were to 1) introduce the
project and its objectives to potential participating team members, and 2) develop an initial set of test
problem descriptions for use in the execution stage (Scheibe et al. 2013). The workshop included two
breakout sessions during which participants discussed simple to moderate-difficulty benchmark and test
cases, and more complex challenge problems. Discussions addressed core code capabilities for EGS
simulation, the completeness of the problems identified at the IPGT workshop for meeting CCS goals,
metrics for comparison of model outputs, and logistical issues for project implementation. Nine candidate
test case problems were identified, along with two classes of challenge problems spanning synthetic and
field-based foundations.
During 2013 teams were solicited, problem coordinators identified, problem sets refined from the kickoff
workshop results, and participation protocols established. Funded teams were procured in parallel, and the
CCS officially began its implementation phase in May 2014. Over the past nine months, participating
teams have developed detailed problem descriptions, applied their codes to the selected problems, and
submitted simulation results. PNNL has coordinated weekly consortium conference calls and led the
development of comparisons of the model outcomes. The effort is underpinned by a web-based
knowledge and data management framework for numerical simulation and modeling known as Velo
(Gorton et al. 2012), developed at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, during both the
organization and execution stages of the project and as a portal for the dynamic code comparison archive.
The dedicated GTO-Velo platform serves as a framework for participant interaction and project
execution. The tool facilitates discussion boards, host’s simulator details and problem descriptions, and
serves as a repository for associated data, source codes, and other materials needed to maintain an
effective study. GTO-Velo is described in more detail by White et al. (White et al. 2015b).
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1.2 Participants and Codes
Participation in the code comparison study was solicited by email and announcements at two consecutive
Stanford Geothermal Workshops. As discussed above, one-day workshop was held at Stanford
University, following the 2013 Stanford Geothermal Workshop, at which the structure of the study was
discussed and problems were proposed in two categories: benchmark and challenge (Scheibe et al. 2013).
A study kickoff meeting was held during the 2014 Stanford Geothermal Workshop to announce the
schedule for the study and introduce participants. Problem champions were assigned to each of the
proposed benchmark problems. Problem champions were responsible for developing problem
descriptions, submitting initial results, and leading results discussions. Results for the benchmark
problems were submitted by 11 teams. Although the study was open to international teams, all
participating teams had U.S. affiliations and were from universities, national laboratories, and industry.
Team affiliations, members and computer codes are shown in Table 1. The first requirement for all
participating teams was to document the codes being applied to the benchmark problems on the GTOVelo code catalog. A synopsis of the code catalog is shown in Table 2, which lists the code name, code
developer(s), modeled process classes, key capabilities, spatial and temporal discretization methods or
numerical solution approaches, and primary applications. The study schedule was organized around
weekly teleconferences/web-conferences. A minimum of three teleconferences/web-conferences were
dedicated to each of the benchmark problems: 1) problem description by the problem champion, 2)
preliminary result submission and discussions, and 3) final result submission and discussions. Each
participating team additionally had the opportunity to present an overview of the computer code(s) they
would be applying during the study. A number of the benchmark problems required alterations from their
original forms to make them either more specific, to include additional parameters, or to be more
approachable across the suite of computer codes. Three of the weekly teleconferences/web-conferences
were used to define challenge problems that would be proposed for a sequential study. Participating teams
were given the freedom to submit or not submit solutions to the problems, but a diverse suite of solution
approaches were sought and encouraged for each problem.
Table 1-1. GTO-CCS Codes and Teams

Code(s)
FALCON

Team Affiliation
Idaho National Laboratory

FLAC3D

Itasca Consulting Group

TOUGH, FLAC3D

Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
The University of Oklahoma

NUFT, GEOS
FEHM
PFLOTRAN
GeoFrac-Mech,
GeoFrac-Stim
STOMP
TOUGHREACT,
FLAC3D
CFRAC_Stanford,
GPRS
CFRAC_UT
MULTIFLUX,
TOUGH2, NUFT, 3DEC

Stanford University

Team Members
Robert Podgorney, Hai Huang,
Mitch Plummer, Yidong Xia
Jason Furtney, Christine Detournay, Azadeh
Riahi, Branko Damjanac
Jonny Rutqvist, Eric Sonnenthal,
Jens Birkholzer
Charles Carrigan, Pengcheng Fu,
Bin Guo, Yue Hao, Souheil Ezzedine
Sharad Kelkar
Charlotte Barbier, Yarom Polsky
Ahmad Ghassemi, Qinglu Cheng,
Quan Gan, Kai Huang, M.R. Safari,
Varahanaresh Sesetty, Qingfeng Tao
Mark White, Signe White,
Diana Bacon, Tim Scheibe
Derek Elsworth, Yi Fang,
Kyungjae Im, Baisheng Zheng
Roland Horne, Jack Norbeck, Yang Wong

The University of Texas at Austin
University of Nevada, Reno

Mark McClure, Kit-Kwan Chiu
George Danko, Davood Bahrani

Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory
Pennsylvania State University
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FEHM (Finite Element Heat
and Mass) + George
Zyvoloski

CFRAC_Stanford (Complex
Fracturing ReseArch Code) +
Roland Horne and Jack
Norbeck
CFRAC_UT (Complex
Fracturing ReseArch Code) +
Mark McClure
FALCON (Fracturing And
Liquid CONvection) +
Robert Podgorney and Hai
Huang
FLAC3D + Lee Petersen

3DEC (Distinct-Element
Modeling of Jointed and
Blocky Material in 3D) + Lee
Petersen

Code + Developer(s)

THMC

M+TH

THMC

THM

THM

Class
Type1
M

Table 1-2. Code Characteristics
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Large-Strain Simulation of Continua +
Slip Planes Simulating Faults, Joints or
Frictional Boundaries + 3 Elastic Models
+ 8 Plasticity Models + Optional Thermal
Creep + Optional Variably Saturated
Flow through Geologic Media
Coupled Geomechanics (THM) Problems
(Fluid Flow and Heat Transfer Coupled
with Stress/Deformation) + Non-Linear
Elastic and Plastic Deformation +
Nonlinear Functional Dependence of
Rock Properties (e.g. Permeability,
Porosity, Young's Modulus) on Pressure,
Temperature and Damage/Stress

Discontinuous Medium Modeled as an
Assemblage of Convex Polyhedra or
Concave Polyhedra + Rigid or
Deformable Blocks + Linear and
Nonlinear Force Displacement Relations
for Normal and Shear Direction + Elastic,
Anisotropic + Mohr-Coulomb, Drucker
Prager, Bilinear Plasticity, and StrainSoftening Material Models
Continuum-Elastic + Discrete Fractures +
Fracture Propogation + DisplacementBased Governing Equations + StressDependent Permeability
Continuum-Elastic + Discrete Fractures +
Fracture Propagation + Stress Dependent
Permeability
Continuum-Elastic + Continuum-Plastic
+ Discrete Fractures + Discrete Damage +
Stress-Dependent Permeability +

Key Capabilities

3D + Finite Element Method +
Control Volume Method +
Unstructured Grids + Fully
Implicit Temporal

2D + Unstructured Mesh + Finite
Volume Method + Implicit
Temporal
3D + Structured Mesh +
Unstructured Mesh + Adaptive
Mesh + Finite Element + Implicit
and Explicit Temporal
3D + Explicit Finite Difference
Formulation + Stable Solutions to
Unstable Physical Processes +
Automatic 3D Grid Generator

2D Structured + Finite Difference
+ Implicit Temporal

Spatial and Temporal
Discretization
3D + Explicit Time Marching
Solution + Automatic Mesh
Generation in Fully Deformable
Blocks + Automatic Time Step
Calculator.

Basin-scale groundwater systems,
migration of environmental isotopes
in the vadose zone, geologic carbon
sequestration, oil shale extraction,
geothermal energy, migration of
nuclear and chemical contaminants,
methane hydrate formation and
formation of karst.

Advanced geotechnical analysis of
soil, rock, and structural support in
three dimensions

Hydraulic fracturing and induced
seismicity in complex fracture
networks
Geothermal + reactive flow and
transport + repository design

Modeling evolution of
geomechanics–driven permeability
evolution.

Advanced geotechnical analysis of
soil, rock, and structural support in
three dimensions and the response
of discontinuous media subject to
static or dynamic loading.

Primary Application

THMC
S

TH

GEOS + Randolph Settgast,
Scott Johnson, Stuart Walsh,
Pengcheng Fu et al.

GPRS (General Purpose
Reservoir Simulator) +
Roland Horne and Yang
Wong
MULTIFLUX + George
Danko, Davood Bahrami

NUFT (Nonisothermal
Unsaturated-saturated Flow
and Transport) + John Nitao,
Yue Hao, et al.
THC

THMC

THM

GeoFrac-Stim

GeoFrac-Mech

Class
Type1
THM

Code + Developer(s)
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Ideal Gas Law + Cubic Equation of State
(Peng-Robinson) + Fundamental (SpanWagner) Solute Transport + SingleComponent Reactions + MultiComponent Reactions + Equilibrium
Reactions + Kinetic Reactions +
Precipitation/Dissolution + PorosityPermeability Modification

Elastic fracture mechanics analysis of
fractures and fracture networks +
Thermo-poroelastic fracture mechanics
analysis of fractures and fracture
networks
2D and 3D Thermo-Poroelastic Fractured
Reservoir Model (Injection/Extraction) +
3D Thermo-Poroelastic Reservoir Model
with Stochastic Fracture Networks and
Continuum Damage Mechanics
Continuum-Elastic + Continuum-Plastic
+ Fracture Propagation + DisplacementBased Governing Equations + StressBased Governing Equations + StressDependent Permeability + Solute
Transport + Precipitation/Dissolution
Two-Phase (Water-Air) + Three Phase
(Water-Oil-Air) + Darcy Flow + Discrete
Fracture Flow + Ideal Gas Law + Cubic
Equation of State (Peng-Robinson)
Numerical Transport Code
Functionalization (NTCF) + Direct
Iteration and Successive Approximation
Coupler (DISAC) + Inside Balance
Iteration (IBI)

Key Capabilities

3D + Structured Mesh +
Unstructured Mesh + Finite
Volume + Cartesian Coordinates
+ Fully Implicit Temporal
External or Internal
Computational Fluid Dynamic
Solver + External Porous-Media
Hydrothermal Code (e.g.,
TOUGH2, NUFT) + External
Rock Mechanics Code (e.g.,
3DEC)
3D + Structured Mesh +
Unstructured Mesh + Finite
Volume + Cartesian Coordinates
+ Cylindrical Coordinates + Fully
Implicit Temporal

3D + Unstructured Mesh + Finite
Element + Finite Volume +
Discrete Element + Lagrangian
Particle Tracing + Fully Implicit,
Explicit and Euler Temporal

Boundary Element Method and
Finite Element Method

Spatial and Temporal
Discretization
2D Boundary Element Method

Subsurface flow and transport
modeling

Enhanced Geothermal Systems +
Mine Ventilation + Nuclear Waste
Repository Ventilation

Multiphase, multi-component mass
and energy flow

Hydraulic stimulation of fractured
rock formations + long term
production from fractured reservoirs

Geothermal Reservoir Creation +
Hydraulic Stimulation + Hydraulic
Fracturing + Potential Occurrence
of Micro Earth Quake

Fracture Mechanics in Geothermal
and Petroleum Reservoir
Engineering

Primary Application

THC

TOUGHREACT (Transport
Of Unsaturated Groundwater
and Heat) + Karsten Pruess

Richard’s Equation + Multiphase WaterSupercritical CO2 + Surface Flow +
Discrete Fracture Network + Aqueous
Complexation + Sorption + Mineral
Precipitation and Dissolution + Multiple
Continuum for Heat + Subsurface FlowReactive Transport Coupling +
Multiphase Ice-Water-Vapor Flow
Coupled Flow and Transport + Sequential
Geochemistry and Geomechanics + Stress
Dependent Permeability + ContinuumElastic + Equilibrium, Conservation, and
Kinetic Reactions +
Precipitation/Dissolution
Different Fluid Mixtures + Properties
Described in Equation-of-State (EOS)
Modules + Thermophysical Properties of
Water by Steam Table Formulations +
Double-Porosity, Dual-Permeability and
Multiple Interacting Continua (MINC)
methods.
TOUGH2 + Precipitation/Dissolution +
Modification of Porosity, Permeability,
and Unsaturated Characteristics + Mass
Conservation Written in Terms of Basis
(Component) Species + General Rate
Law for Kinetically Controlled Mineral
Dissolution and Precipitation Reactions

Key Capabilities

3D + Integral Finite Difference
Spatial + First-Order Fully
Implicit Temporal

3D + Integral Finite Difference
Spatial + First-Order Fully
Implicit Temporal

3D Structured + Finite Volume
Method + Implicit Temporal

Spatial and Temporal
Discretization
3D + Structured Grid +
Unstructured Grid + Finite
Volume + Fully Implicit
Backward Euler Temporal + Fully
Implicit or Operator Splitting
Reactive Transport

Reactive chemistry with interactions
between mineral assemblages and
fluids under local equilibrium or
kinetic rates, and chemically active
gas phase.

Nonisothermal multiphase flow in
fractured porous media, primarily
designed for geothermal reservoirs
and high-level nuclear waste
isolation.

Modeling of multifluid flow, heat
transfer, and geochemistry in
geologic media.

HPC Subsurface Flow and Reactive
Transport + Hanford 300 Area +
Copper Leaching + CO2
Sequestration + Multiple
Continuum Model

Primary Application
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Class Type Key: T-thermal energy transport, H-hydrologic mass transport, M-geomechanics, C-geochemistry, S-seismic wave propagation

TH

TOUGH2 (Transport Of
Unsaturated Groundwater
and Heat) + Karsten Pruess

1

THMC

Class
Type1
THC

STOMP (Subsurface
Transport Over Multiple
Phases) + Mark White and
Diana Bacon

PFLOTRAN (A Massively
Parallel Reactive Flow and
Transport Model for
Describing Surface and
Subsurface Processes) + Peter
Litchner, Glenn Hammond et
al.

Code + Developer(s)

1.3 Benchmark Problems
1.3.1

Benchmark Problem 1: Poroelastic Response in a Fault Zone
(Permeability-Pressure Feedback)

Problem Champion: Robert Podgorney, Idaho National Laboratory
The first benchmark problem is based on recent
observations at a test well from the Raft River EGS
demonstration site in Idaho (Bradford et al. 2013;
Bradford et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2013), involves a
poroelastic fault layer defined as a single fracture in a
geothermal reservoir undergoing water injection.
Water injected into a fracture within a geothermal
reservoir alters the effective stress within the fracture
by altering the fluid pressure and formation
temperature. This problem considers changes in
fracture permeability and injection pressure in
response to changes in the effective stress within the
fracture (Nathenson 1999). In this problem water is
injected from a vertical well into a horizontal fracture
Figure 1-1. Schematic representation of
with a uniform thickness of 4 m at a depth of 2,000 m
?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
below ground surface (Fig. 1-1). Water is injected at a
=IHMN;HNL;N?I@EA M;N;N?GJ?L;NOL?I@d QBC=BCM?KOCP;F?HNNINB?@ILG;NCIHN?GJ?L;NOL? NBOM
eliminating the thermal stress component. The computational domain extends horizontally 2,000 m (i.e.,
2,828.4 m radially) from the center of the well. IHMN;HNJL?MMOL?=IH>CNCIHM;L?MJ?=C@C?>;NNB?ION?L
L;>C;F>CMN;H=??KOCP;F?HNNINB?CHCNC;FJL?MMOL?I@*-; Two scenarios are considered: 1) no-leak-off
and 2) leak-off. In the no-leak-off scenario, the reservoir formation outside of the fracture (i.e., basalt) is
assumed to have near zero permeability and in the leak-off scenario the basalt formation has finite
permeability. -LI<F?GMJ?=C@C=;NCIHM;L?given and the results are discussed below in Section 5.
Eleven teams submitted results for this problem. Based on the results presented in Section 5, the constant
injection rate formulation of this problem leads to a similitude solution during the transient stage of the
simulation. Increases in pore pressure decrease the effective stress, leading to an increase in fracture
permeability. Simulation results during the transient stage were dependent on the fracture compressibility
and basalt formation permeability. The leak-off scenario yielded lower injection pressures and increases
in fracture permeability, as injected fluid was lost into the basalt. The original formulation of this problem
included a thermal stress component that was affected by injecting cold water into the fracture. The
problem was altered to its isothermal form to aid in the initial round of code comparisons. Saturated water
?KOCFC<LCOGJL?MMOL?;Nd CM *-; MINB?L?M?LPICL@FOC>L?G;CHMCHFCKOC>@Irm (i.e., no flash
=;F=OF;NCIHM;L?L?KOCL?>@ILNBCMJLI<F?G
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1.3.2

Benchmark Problem 2: Shear stimulation of randomly oriented fractures
aby injection of cold water into a thermo-poro-elastic medium with
stress-dependent permeability

Problem Champion: Sharad Kelkar, Los Alamos National Laboratory
The second problem was motivated by the shear
stimulation treatment of Well 27-15 at the Desert
-?;EA?INB?LG;F@C?F>CH0?JN?G<?L  B;<IL;?N
al. 2012b). 4;N?L;Nd CMCHD?=N?>;N;Mpecified
pressure over a period of 27 days into a threedimensional fractured reservoir via a well with a
flowing surface area of 1.131 m2. The initial reservoir
N?GJ?L;NOL?Q;M;OHC@ILGd ;H>NB?CHCNC;F@FOC>
pressure in the reservoir at the injection horizon was
 *-; 1B?JLI<F?G>IG;CHQ;MMJ?=C@C?>NI
extend horizontally to 200 m (282.4 m radially) from
the injection point. Fluid pressure at the external
<IOH>;LC?MQ;MMJ?=C@C?>;M<?CHA?KO;FNINB?CHCNC;F
pressure and the external boundaries were considered
to be adiabatic for heat flow. The problem
MJ?=C@C=;NCIHOM?>; ;LN?MC;HALC>@ILILC?HN;NCIH 
taking advantage of the 1/8 symmetry, with the
Figure 1-2. *I>?F>IG;CHMBIQCHAthe
injection point being located at the coordinate system
location of the injection point
origin (i.e., x,y,z = 0,0,0). The downward vertical
(i.e., negative z->CL?=NCIHG?=B;HC=;FMNL?MMQ;M *-; NB?GCHCGOGBILCTIHN;FMNL?MM ;JJFC?>;NNB?
external boundary in the x->CL?=NCIHQ;M *-; ;H>NB?G;RCGOGBILCTIHN;FMNL?MM ;JJFC?>;NNB?
external boundary in the y-directioHQ;M *-; #FOC>@FIQCHNB?L?M?LPICLQ;M;MMOG?>NII==OL
through randomly oriented fractures, with an isotropic intrinsic permeability that was a function of a
*IBL- IOFIG<MNL?MM QBC=BQ;M>?@CH?>;M;@OH=NCIHI@NB?FI=;FG;RCGOG;H>GCHCGOGJLincipal
MNL?MM?M NB?FI=;F@FOC>JL?MMOL? ;H>;=IHMN;HN=I?@@C=C?HNI@@LC=NCIH;H>=IB?MCIH -?LG?;<CFCNSQ;M
?RJL?MM?>;M;FCH?;L@OH=NCIHI@NB?*IBL- IOFIG<MNL?MMOJNI;G;RCGOGFCGCN -LI<F?GMJ?=C@C=;NCIHM
are given and the results are discussed <?FIQCH0?=NCIH
"CABNN?;GMMO<GCNN?>L?MOFNM@ILNBCMJLI<F?G *?NLC=M@ILNBCMJLI<F?GQ?L?NB?CHD?=NCIHL;N?P?LMOM
NCG? ;H>N?GJ?L;NOL? JL?MMOL? ;H>NB?>?@CH?>*IBL- IOFIG<MNL?MM;NNQI>CMN;H=?M@LIGNB?CHD?=NCIH
point (i.e., x = y = z = 2.5 m or r = 4.33 m and x = y = z = 7.5 m or r = 13.0 m). The original problem
specifications include grid dimensioning, but no reference to an injection surface area. -L?FCGCH;LSL?MOFNM
for this problem, conducted by the LBNL team, indicated a strong sensitivity to spatial discretization and
the surface area for the well. After the LBNL analysis of the problem, teams were advised to conduct
independent grid convergence analysis and the well surface area was specified. MJL?M?HN?>CH0?=NCIH 
agreement of results between teams for this problem was scattered, with similar modeling approaches and
grid discretization yielding acceptable agreement in injection rate and temperature, pressure, and
displacement at the nearest metric point, but poorer agreement for the second metric point away from the
Q?FF 0;NOL;N?>Q;N?L?KOCFC<LCOGJL?MMOL?;Nd CM *-; MINB?L?M?LPICL@FOC>L?G;CHMCHFCKOC>
@ILGC ? HI@F;MB=;F=OF;NCIHM;L?L?KOCL?>@ILNBCMJLI<F?G
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1.3.3

Benchmark Problem 3: Fracture opening and sliding in response to fluid
injection

Problem Champion: Mark McClure, The University of Texas at Austin
This isothermal problem involves the injection
of fluid into three horizontally connected
fractures of finite length. The first fracture is
oriented parallel to the maximum principal stress
of σyy *-;;H>J?LJ?H>C=OF;LNINB?
minimum principal stress of σxx *-;;H>
has a length of 17 m. The second (central)
fracture is joined to the end of the first fracture
;H>CMILC?HN?>;N;HAF?I@ dNINB?
maximum principal stress and has a length of
 G 1B?NBCL>@L;=NOL?CMDICH?>NINB??H>
of the second, oriented parallel to the maximum
principal stress, and has a length of 17 m. Fluid
is injected into the center of the second (central)
@L;=NOL?;N;=IHMN;HNJL?MMOL?I@ *-; 
QB?L?NB?CHCNC;F@FOC>JL?MMOL?Q;M*-; No
Figure 1-3. -LI<Fem geometry for
fluid was allowed to leak from the fractures. The
?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
interesting element of this problem is that the
injection pressure was selected to be the normal stress on the fracture at all times and for all fracture
elements (i.e., σnormal *-;@ILNB?@CLMN;H>NBCL>@L;=NOL?M ;H>σnormal  *-;@IL the second,
central, fracture). At the injection pressure, however, the shear stress on the central fracture (i.e., σshear =
 *-;CMMO@@C=C?HNNI=;OM?MFCJ;FIHANB?@L;=NOL? SC?F>CHA@L;=NOL?IJ?HCHAH?;LNB?@CLMN-second
fracture joint and second-third fracture joint. -LI<F?GMJ?=C@C=;NCIHM;L?ACP?Hand the results are
discussed below in Section 7.
Seven teams submitted results for this problem. Based on the results presented in Section 7, Fracture
opening and slip occurred in response to the fluid injection. Fracture opening occurred via two
mechanisms: 1) increase in fluid pressure and 2) shear along the central fracture, yielding fracture
opening in the first and third fractures. Fracture opening purely due to the increase in fluid pressure was
A?H?L;FFSMG;FFC ?  GG;N?KOCFC<LCOG BIQ?P?L G;RCGOG@L;=NOL?IJ?HCHAMCHNB?@CLMN;H>
third fractures near the joints with the second fracture due to slip along the second (central) fracture were
more than 30 times that purely due to the increase in fluid pressure. Agreement between the teams for the
@L;=NOL?IJ?HCHA;H>MFCJJLI@CF?M;FIHANB?F?HANBI@NB?@L;=NOL?MQ;MAII>;N?KOCFC<LCOG *IL?P;LC;H=?
was noted during the transient stage of the problem, both in terms of the injection rate and fracture
opening and slip profiles. A temperature was not specified for the problem, but the fluid in the fractures is
assumed to remain in FCKOC>@ILGQCNB;>?HMCNSI@EA G3.
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1.3.4

Benchmark Problem 4: Planar EGS fracture of constant extension, pennyshaped or thermo-elastic aperture in impermeable hot rock

Problem Champion: George Danko, University of Nevada at Reno
The fourth problem was motivated by the first
experimental EGS in the U.S. at Fenton Hill
*OLJBS?N;F  and involves a single planar
fracture oriented vertically with two slanted wells
that intersect the fracture at different elevations. The
injection well intersects the fracture at 2750 m bgs
and the production well intersects the fracture at
G<AM 1B?@L;=NOL?B;M;>C;G?N?LI@G 
with the bottom of the fracture being at 2770 m bgs.
This arrangement is an idealization of the
configuration at Fenton Hill. Two scenarios are
considered for this problem: 1) constant aperture,
penny-shaped fracture, and 2) variable aperture,
lens-shaped fracture. In the first scenario water
flows from the injection well to the production well
Figure 1-4. Simplified reservoir geometry for
through the fracture, which has a constant aperture
Benchmark -LI<F?G *OLJBS?N;F 
of 0.141 mm. In the second scenario the fracture
aperture varies with the elastic and thermal dilatation of the rock, starting with an initial aperture of 1 x
10- m. 1B?LI=EN?GJ?L;NOL?;NG<AMQ;Md A?INB?LG;FAL;>C?HNI@d EGQ;M;MMOG?>
from the bottom of the domain until 2300 m bgs, and then the gradient NL;HMCNCIHMNId EGuntil the
ground surface. Water is injected at a constant rate of 7.5 kg/s for the first 24 days and then at 15.0 kg/s
between 24 and 75 days. The injection temperature was specified via tabular input as a function of time,
>?MCAH?>NI<?CH;AL??G?HNQCNB;=IHMN;HNMOL@;=?N?GJ?L;NOL?I@d Rock matrix properties were
isotropic-homogeneous and based on data from Fenton Hill *OLJBS?N;F . To more accurately
model the Fenton Hill field test, outlet pressures were specified as a function of time. -LI<F?G
specifications are given and the results are discussed below in Section 8.
Six teams submitted results for penny-shaped (i.e., constant aperture) scenario and four teams submitted
results for the lens-shaped (i.e., variable aperture) scenario. While pressure results for the constant
aperture scenario show similar trends among the team results, they vary in magnitude; moreover, none of
the pressure results match the trends observed at Fenton Hill. At Fenton Hill measured pressure values
also increased in response to the jumps in inject rate; however, the magnitude of the measured increase
was significantly lower than the predicted results. Furthermore, the measured data shows pressure decline
over time at the field with constant injection, indicating further fracture opening in the system. Submitted
simulation results for temperature showed generally good agreement among the teams and reasonable
agreement with the outlet temperature history observed at Fenton Hill. As the injection rate is specified
for this problem, the agreement between simulation results in terms of temperature indicates all of the
simulators are modeling fluid enthalpy and heat transfer processes correctly. -L?MMOL?L?MOFNMfrom three
of the participating teams showed similar trends capturing the measured behavior with varying
magnitudes The results from these three teams did yield declining pressures, following sharp pressure
increases with jumps in the injection rate.
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1.3.5

Benchmark Problem 5: Amorphous Silica dissolution/precipitation in a
fracture zone

Problem Champion: Mark White, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
For this problem, flow of water through an
idealized horizontal fracture zone is
considered with temperature dependent
reaction of the water with a formation
mineral. This problem is an altered version
of the simulations conducted by Xu and
-LO?MM(Xu et al. 2004a) that investigated the
effects of mineral scaling and clay swelling
in a fractured geothermal reservoir. The
temperature dependent amorphous silica
reaction kinetics follow the general form of
the rate law (Steefel and Lasaga 1994). The
fracture zone comprises three regions: 1)
fracture, 2) altered granite, and 3) unaltered
granite. The flow of water is predominately
Figure 1-5. Idealization of model domain
through the fracture, but the altered granite
for ?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
and unaltered granite have finite intrinsic
permeability and porosity. 4;N?L;Nd CMCHD?=N?>CHNINB?@L;=NOL?TIH? QBC=BCMCHCNC;FFS;N
d The dissolution and precipitation of amorphous silica along the length of the fracture zone is to be
=IGJON?>@ILNQI@ILGMI@CHD?=N?>Q;N?LJOL?Q;N?L;H>L?=S=F?>Q;N?L  B;HA?MCHCHNLCHMC=
permeability and porosity due to mineral dissolution and precipitation are also considered. A relationship
<?NQ??H=B;HA?MCHJILIMCNS;H>CHNLCHMC=J?LG?;<CFCNS>?P?FIJ?><S3?LG;;H>-LO?MM(Verma and
-LO?MM is used to more accurately capture the effect of pore-throat clogging by precipitates. *?NLC=M
for this problem were profiles of temperature, pressure, porosity, and permeability within the fracture
;=LIMMNB?>IG;CH;NS?;LM;KO?IOM=IH=?HNL;NCIHMI@H+, OH-, HSiO3- ;H>0C,;K;M;@Onction
of time at 3.0 m from the inlet; and change in amorphous silica abundance as a function of time at 3.0 m
from the inlet. -LI<F?GMJ?=C@C=;NCIHM;L?ACP?Hand the results are discussed below in Section 9.
Three teams submitted results for this geochemical problem OMCHA1% GI>?FM. For the fresh water
scenario, all simulation results showed general agreement in the temperature, pressure, porosity, and
permeability profiles at 10 years. The pressure profile showed a nearly linear decay, with a slower decay
rate near the inlet, due to the dissolution of amorphous silica. Sharp decreases in porosity and
permeability were additionally noted in all the simulation results near the inlet, indicating the inlet water
Q;MM;NOL;N?>QCNB;KO?IOMMJ?=C?M;NNB?Iutlet. For the recycle-water scenario, the problem is designed
NIB;P?MOJ?LM;NOL;N?>=IH>CNCIHM@IL>CMMIFP?>;KO?IOMMJ?=C?M;NNB?CHF?N This results in precipitation of
amorphous silica near the inlet. All the simulation results show decreases in porosity and permeability
near the inlet for this scenario after 10 years, indicating precipitation of amorphous silica. IGJ;LCMIHI@
NB?;KO?IOMMJ?=C?M=IH=?HNL;NCIHM;H>=B;HA?CH;GILJBIOMMCFC=;;<OH>;H=?;N G@LIGNB?CHF?N
between the submitted simulation results agree with the changes in porosity and permeability, indicating
JLIJ?LGI>?FCHAI@NB??KOCFC<LCOGL?;=NCIHM
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1.3.6

Benchmark Problem 6: Injection into a fault/fracture in thermoporoelastic rock

Problem Champion: Ahmad Ghassemi, The University of Oklahoma
The principal objective of this problem is to illustrate
the role of coupled thermo-poroelastic processes on
natural fracture opening and shear deformation, which
develops upon water injection into the fracture. The
problem is two-dimensional and considers a 40-m long
@L;=NOL?ILC?HN?>;NdNINB?JLCH=CJ;FBILCTIHN;F
stress directions; where, the minimum principal stress
CM*-;;H>NB?G;RCGum principal stress is 20
*-; The original problem specified an initial pore
JL?MMOL? QBC=BQ;MHINCH?KOCFC<LCOGQCNBNB?
mechanical stress state. The final form of the problem
MN;LNMOH>?L?KOCFC<LCOG=IH>CNCIHMQCNBNB?JLCH=CJ;F
stresses, initial poL?JL?MMOL?I@*-; N?GJ?L;NOL?
Figure 1-. 0=B?G;NC=I@?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
I@d( ;H> an aperture of 1 mm. 4;N?L;Nd(
CMINB?LG;FILd(HIHCMINB?LG;FCMCHD?=N?>CHNIthis L?M?LPICL;N;=IHMN;HNL;N?I@ R-7 m3/s
per meter thickness of reservoir. The rock matrix properties are modeled after a Westerly granite. The
problem is designed such that water injection into the fracture yields opening and shear. The shear
strength of the fracture is modeled using the Bandis-Barton model (Bandis et al. 1983; Barton et al.
1985). The fracture normal stiffness is modeled following the Bandis (Bandis et al. 1983) joint closure
@OH=NCIHQCNB;MJ?=C@C?>DICHNHILG;FMNC@@H?MMI@ $-; G;H>G;RCGOGDICHN=FIMOL?I@ GG
*?NLC=M@ILNB?JLI<F?GCH=FO>?L?JILNCHAI@NB?@FOC>JL?MMure, fracture aperture, and fracture shear as a
function of time; and profiles of fracture aperture and shear along the fracture length at 5, 75, and 180
days after the start of water injection. -LI<F?GMJ?=C@C=;NCIHM;L?ACP?Hand the results are discussed below
in Section 10.
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1.3.7

Benchmark Problem 7: Surface deformation from a pressurized
subsurface fracture

Problem Champion: Pengcheng Fu, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
1BCMJLI<F?GCMF;LA?FS<;M?>IHNB?QILEI@-IFF;L>;H>
Holzhausen -IFF;L>;H>%IFTB;OM?H and entails the
calculation of ground surface deformation in response to fluid
injection into a subsurface fracture. The fluid pressure is
assumed to act uniformly over the fracture surfaces and the
fracture is idealized as being rectangular in shape, oriented at
various dipping angles. The rock matrix is assumed to have
isotropic-homogeneous properties and the mechanical
characteristics are to be modeled as being linear elastic. The
problem was posed in both 2- and 3-dimensional forms. In 3dimensional form the fracture is specified as being 2a wide and
2b long, with the coordinate system centroid being located on
the ground surface, vertically (y-direction) directly above the
centroid of the fracture. The z-direction coordinate system axis
is oriented with the length of the fracture and the x-direction is
oriented with dipping or width direction. The dipping angle is
respect to a horizontal axis. The in situ stress is assumed to be
Figure 1-7. Geometry of the fracture
isotropic and the specified net fluid pressure is the difference
CH!@IL?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
between the normal in situ stress on the fracture and the actual
fluid pressure. A static solution to the problem is sought, ignoring the transients. *?NLC=M@ILNB?JLI<F?G
are the vertical surface displacements from x = -;NIR;@IL>CJJCHA;HAF?MI@d d ;H>d 
Additional metrics are the mode-I and mode-II stress intensity factors at the two fracture tips. -LI<F?G
specifications are given and the results are discussed below in Section 11.
Six teams submitted results for this problem, three teams submitting both 2D and 3D results, two teams
submitting only 2D results, and one team submitting only 3D results. The LLNL team conducted a suite
of simulations for the 2D scenario to determine the sensitivity of simulation results of surface vertical
displacement to the mesh resolution and grid element types. They noted that for meshes with element
F?HANBMF?MMNB;H ; NB?L?MOFNM;L?HINP?LSM?HMCNCP?NIG?MBL?MIFONCIH;H>NB;NKO;>LCF;N?L;F;H>
triangular grid elements yielded comparable results. Simulation results submitted for the 2D scenarios
show good agreement, with the flat fracture (β dSC?F>CHANB?AL?;N?MNMOL@;=?>CMJF;=?G?HNM;H>NB?
vertical fracture (β dSC?F>CHA;MSGG?NLC=al double peaked surface profile, with negative surface
displacements near the center and peak fringes. *IL?>CP?LM?L?MOFNMQ?L?MO<GCNN?>@ILNB?!M=?H;LCIM 
but agreement between the teams is considered to be acceptable.
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1.4 Comparison Standard
Advances in numerical simulation capabilities in terms of modeling coupled processes, heterogeneous
environments, time varying driving forces, and computational domains, makes comparison of numerical
simulators against analytical solutions more and more difficult. The alternatives for EGS are comparisons
against controlled laboratory-, meso-, or field-scale experiments, comparison against field operations, or
comparisons among numerical simulators. One difficulty with code comparison studies is the absence of a
true P;FO?@ILNB?N;LA?NKO;HNCNS? A JL?MMOL? @FIQL;N? @L;=NOL?J?Lmeability, shear displacement). The
use of the ISO-13528 standard, developed by the chemical and physical measurement communities to
proficiency test computer simulation for canopy reflectance models, is reported by Widlowski et al.
(Widlowski et al. 2013). The central concept followed is to use a surrogate for the unknown true value of
;N;LA?NKO;HNCNS L?@?LL?>NI;MNB?LI<OMNaverage, and a robust standard deviation of the collective
numerical simulation results using a robust algorithm (ISO 13528 2005).
The algorithm (ISO 13528 2005) to compute the robust average and robust standard deviation is iterative.
IHMC>?L;MCGOF;NCIHQBIM?IONJONI@CHN?L?MNCMNB?JL?MMOL?;N;FI=;NCIn within a three-dimensional
domain over time. The algorithm is initialized by estimating the robust average and robust standard
deviation

P∗ = median of Pi (i = 1, 2, ..., N )

s∗P = 1.483 median of Pi − P∗
!
where, Pi is the pressure solution from each team. Updates to the robust average and robust standard
deviation are then computed in an iterative process

(1.1)

δ = 1.5 s∗P

⎧ ∗
∗
⎪ P − δ if Pi < P − δ
⎪
Pi∗ = ⎨ P∗ + δ if P > P∗ + δ
i
⎪
P
⎪⎩
i
P∗ =

(1.2)

N

1
Pi∗
∑
N i

(

1 N ∗
s∗P = 1.134
Pi − P∗
∑
N −1 i
!
IHP?LA?H=?Q;M>?N?LGCH?><S;MN;<F?LI<OMN;P?L;A?JL?MMOL?

ΔP∗
∗

( ΔP P ) < 10
∗

∗

−6

!P
The standard uncertainty of the robust mean was then estimated as

u = 1.25 s∗P
! P
 

N

)
(3)

(4)

where according to the ISO 13528 (2005), the factor 1.25 represents the ratio of the standard deviation of
the median to the standard deviation of the arithmetic mean, for large samples (i.e., N > 10) from a
normal distribution. #IL>;N;HINHILG;FFS>CMNLC<ON?>"KH SC?F>M;P;FO?<?NQ??HNhe standard
deviation of the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the median, yielding a conservative estimate of
the standard uncertainty.
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2.0

Governing and Constitutive Equations

2.1 Heat Transfer Modeling
Heat transfer in EGS is generally considered to be via thermal conduction and fluid advection. Radiation
heat transfer is largely ignored in the modeling of heat transfer in the subsurface for EGS. The governing
?KO;NCIH@ILB?;NNL;HM@?L?KO;N?MNB?=B;HA?CHCHN?LH;F?H?LASIP?LNCG?I@;PIFOG?I@A?IFogic media,
including fluids in the pore space, with the flux of thermal energy into the volume over the surface of the
volume via thermal conduction and advection, plus source rates of thermal energy and fluid mass into the
control volume:

∂
∂t

⎤

⎡
∫ ⎢ ∑ φ ργ sγ uγ +
Vn ⎢⎣γ =l,g

(

) ( (1− φ ) ρ u )⎥⎥ dV
r

r

⎦

n

=

∫ ⎡⎣E i n ⎤⎦ dΓ n

Γn

(2.1)

⎡
⎤
+ ∫ ⎢ ∑ hγ mγ + qe ⎥ dVn
⎥⎦
Vn ⎢⎣γ =l,g

(

)

where, t is time (s), Vn is the volume (m),

φ is the porosity, ργ is the fluid density (kg/m3), sγ is the
!

fluid saturation, uγ is the fluid internal energy (J/kg), ρr is rock density (kg/m3), ur is the rock internal
!
!
!
2
energy (J/kg), !E is the energy flux tensor (W/m ), !n is the unit surface normal vector, Γ n is the volume
!

surface area (m2), hγ is the enthalpy of the fluid (J/kg), mγ is the mass rate into the volume (kg/s), and

!

!

q is the thermal energy source into the volume (W). Energy flux into the control volume is via thermal
!e
conduction and fluid advection:

(

) ∑

E = − ∇ ke ∇ T +

γ =l,g

(ρ

γ

hγ Vγ

)
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where, k e CMNB??@@?=NCP?NB?LG;F=IH>O=NCPCNSN?HMIL4 G( !T CMNB?N?GJ?L;NOL?d  ;H> Vγ is the
!
!
fluid flux tensor volume (kg/s m2). Fluid flux is generally assumed to follow Darcy’s law, avoiding the
need @IL;GIG?HNOG<;F;H=??KO;NCIH

Vγ = −

krγ k

µγ

( ∇ P +ρ
γ

γ

gz

)

(2.3)

where, krγ is the fluid relative permeability, !k is the intrinsic permeability tensor (m2), µγ is the fluid
!

PCM=IMCNS-;M  Pγ CMNB?@FOC>JL?MMOL?-; !g is the acceleration of gravity (m/s2), and !z is the
!
AL;PCN;NCIHOHCNP?=NIL 1B?<?H=BG;LEJLI<F?GMI@NBCMMNO>SIHFS=IHMC>?L?>;H;KO?IOM@FOC> <ONGIL?
general situations for EGS include gases ;H>;KO?IOM@FOC>M The general practice in solving the
=IHM?LP;NCIHI@?H?LAS?KO;NCIHCMNICAHIre the off-diagonal tensor values. Density, internal energy,
enthalpy, viscosity, and thermal conductivity of the fluids are typically considered to be functions of fluid
=IGJIMCNCIH N?GJ?L;NOL?;H>JL?MMOL? #ILNB?;KO?IOM@FOC>, the founding formulations are those of pure
Q;N?L QBC=B;L?A?H?L;FFS;>IJN?>@LIGNB?&HN?LH;NCIH;FMMI=C;NCIH@ILNB?-LIJ?LNC?MI@4;N?L;H>

2.1

0N?;G&-40 (Wagner et al. 2000). 1B?L;HA?I@P;FC>CNS@ILNB?&-40@ILGOF;NCIHMare temperatures
<?NQ??H ;H> ;H>JL?MMOL?M<?FIQ*-; which is sufficient for EGS applications.

2.2 Fluid Flow Modeling
Fluid flow outside of geologic media is often solved via the Navier-0NIE?MGIG?HNOG?KO;NCIH =IOJF?>
QCNB;=IHM?LP;NCIHI@G;MM?KO;NCIH ;H>;MMI=C;N?>=IHMNCNONCP??KO;NCIHM@ILNB?@FOC>JLIJ?LNC?M Fluid
@FIQCHA?IFIAC=G?>C;NSJC=;FFSN;E?M;>P;HN;A?I@!;L=SbM?KO;NCIHM scaling viscous losses with
pressure gradient and eliminating the need to solve the Navier-0NIE?MGIG?HNOG?KO;tion. For EGS,
fluid flow is often dominated by discrete fractures or fracture systems, but may also involve flow through
the rock matrix. A principal assumption taken in the codes applied during this study is that fluid flow in
both fractures and matrix c;H<?GI>?F?>PC;!;L=SbM?KO;NCIH QBC=BL?>O=?MNB?@FOC>@FIQ?KO;NCIHMNI
;G;MM=IHM?LP;NCIH?KO;NCIH 1B?AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIH@ILG;MM=IHM?LP;NCIH?KO;N?MNB?=B;HA?CHG;MM
of fluid components over time with the component mass flux into the volume over the surface of the
volume via diffusive and advective fluid transport, plus component mass source rates into the control
volume:
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⎡
⎤
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i
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m
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⎦
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⎦
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)

(
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i

where ω γi is the mass fraction of component !i in fluid γ , and !F is the combined advective and
!
diffusive mass flux tensor of component !i (kg/s). Advective flux of components is via fluid flow and
diffusive flux is via component diffusion within the fluid:

Fi =

∑

γ =l,g

(ρ

γ

ω γi Vγ + Jγi

)

(2.5)

where, Vγ is the Darcy velocity tensor of fluid γ (m/s) and Jγi is the diffusive flux tensor of component

!
!
!i in fluid γ (kg/s). The diffusive flux depends on component concentration gradients, diffusion

coefficients and fluid tortuosity factors:

Jγi = −φ ργ sγ

Mi
Mγ

i

(τ

γ

Dγi

)∇ χ

i
γ

(2.

where, !M is the molecular weight of component !i (kg/kmol), Mγ is the molecular weight of fluid γ
(kg/kmol), τ γ is the tortuosity factor for fluid γ

!

, Dγi is the effective diffusion-dispersion coefficient
!

(m2/s) of component !i in fluid γ , and χγi is the mole fraction of component !i in fluid γ .
!

2.2.1

Fracture Transmissivity

Fracture transmissivity is the product of permeability and fracture hydraulic aperture, following the cubic
law (Jaeger et al. 2007):

2.2

e3
(2.7)
12
where !T is the transmissivity (m3), !k is the permeability (m2), and !e is the hydraulic aperture (m).
T =k e=

2.3 Rock Mechanics Modeling
Numerical modeling of rock mechanics via the participating simulators was solved by one of two
approaches; continuum or discrete fracture geomechanics. In the continuum approach the problem
domain is spatially discretized (i.e., gridding or meshing). Solutions are sought for all node locations
assuming elasticity with the incremental solution of plastic flow when either shear or tensile failure limits
are reached. Within the continuum geomechanics approach, two discretization approaches were
employed: 1) finite-element based with an implicit temporal formulation, or 2) finite-difference based
with an explicit temporal formulation. 1B?CGJFC=CN;JJLI;=BL?KOCL?M the solution of a linear system
QBIM?IL>?L?KO;F?>NB?HOG<?LI@@CHCN?-element nodes times the number of unknowns per element. The
explicit fILGOF;NCIH>I?MHINL?KOCL?;AFI<;FFCH?;LMSMN?GMIFONCIH QCNBNB?>L;Q<;=E<?CHAMG;FFNCG?
steps.
Two distinct approaches were used for modeling the mechanics of discrete fractures and fracture
networks. In both approaches individual fractures are discretized and a stress field around the fracture
elements yield shear and normal deformations of the fractures. Rock joint models are then used to
transform those fracture deformations into changes in fracture apertures and permeability. In the solid
finite element method the stresses on the fracture elements are determined from a finite element based
MIFONCIHI@NB?=IHNCHOOGA?IG?=B;HC=M?KO;NCIHM(Fu et al. 2013). In this approach the discrete fractures
are mapped into the finite element mesh of the solid domain. In the discrete fracture approach the solid
domain is not discretized and stresses on the fractures are commonly determined using the boundary
element method, but other methods involve using finite elements to model the solid domain (Garipov et
;F .
The discrete fracture geomechanics is defined by CHN?AL;F?KO;NCIHILCH@FO?H=?@OH=NCIH, and only
L?KOCL?s that the fractures or discontinuities be discretized. These approaches yield lower-order systems of
;FA?<L;C=?KO;NCIHM L?KOCLCHAIHFSNQI-dimensional discretizations for three-dimensional problems and
one-dimensional discretizations for two-dimensional problems. The discrete fracture approaches are
@IOH>?>IHNB?ILCACH;FQILEMI@ LIO=B  LIO=B LIO=B;H>Starfield 1983) where the
displacement discontinuity method is developed for homogeneous, isotropic, linearly elastic material for
infinite, finite, and semi-infinite domains. The central concept of this approach is to create a number of
displacement discontinuities, having normal and shear components, of unknown magnitude along the
boundaries of a fracture, then set up and solve a system of algebraC=?KO;NCIHMNI@CH>NB?>CM=IHNCHOCNS
values that produce the prescribed boundary tractions or displacements.
The discrete fracture and continuum geomechanics approaches are founded on the s;G??KO;NCIHMI@
motion for bodies of rock mass; where the integral of the surface tractions acting on the boundary of the
<I>SJFOMNB?CHN?AL;FI@NB?LI=EG;MMNCG?M<I>S@IL=?M?KO;FNB?;==?F?L;NCIHI@NB?LI=EG;MM (Jaeger
et al. 2007):

∇T τ + ρ F = ρ

∂2 u
∂ t2

(2.8)

where τ CMNB?MNL?MMN?HMIL-;  ρ is the rock mass density (kg/m3), !F is the body force per unit mass
vector (N/m), !t is time (s), and !u is the displacement vector (m):
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⎢ x ⎥
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τ
τ
τ = yx
(2.9)
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⎣
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For situations where rock displacements occur MFIQFSILCHNB?FCGCNNB?LI=ECMCHMN;NC=?KOCFC<LCOG the
?KO;NCIHMI@GINCIHL?>O=?NI?KO;NCIHMI@?KOCFC<LCOG:

τ xx

τ xy

τ xz

∇T τ + ρ F = 0

(2.10)

"KO;NCIHM2.8) and (2.10) are independent of any stress-MNL;CHGI>?F =IGJLCM?NBL???KO;NCIHM IH?@IL
each coordinate direction, but have at least six unknowns. FIMOL?CHNB?M??KO;NCons is provided by the
six strain-displacement relationships and the stress-strain model:
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where, ε is the strain tensor. For example, the linear-elasticity stress-strain model relates the six
components of the stress tensor with the six components of the strain tensor with the shear modulus and
Lamé parameter:

τ xx = ( λ + 2 G ) ε xx + λ ε yy + λ ε zz ; τ yy = λ ε xx + ( λ + 2 G ) ε yy + λ ε zz
τ zz = λ ε xx + λ ε yy + ( λ + 2 G ) ε zz ; τ xy = τ yx = 2 G ε xy = 2 G ε yx

(2.12)

τ xz = τ zx = 2 G ε zy = 2 G ε zx ; τ zy = τ yz = 2 G ε zy = 2 G ε yz
where, λ CMNB?);GVJ;L;G?N?L-;;H>!G CMNB?MB?;LGI>OFOM-; Linear elasticity is defined by two
independent parameters, which can be related to a number of other parameters:

λ=

Eυ
E
; G=
;
2 (1+ υ )
(1+ υ ) (1− 2 υ )

E = 2 G (1+ υ ) ;

2.3.1

K=

2 G (1+ υ )

E
2Gυ
; λ=
3 (1− 2 υ )
(1− 2 υ )

2
K=
; λ = K − G;
3
3 (1− 2 υ )

9KG
3K −2G
E=
; υ=
3K +G
6 K +2G

(2.13)

Continuum Geomechanics

-;LNC=CJ;NCHAHOG?rical simulators that approach geomechanical problems via the continuum approach
use either implicit finite element methods !?<-;H>??N;F  or explicit finite difference
methods &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ . Finite element methods are numerical approaches in

2.4

which the continua are discretized into small, finite elements. The geometry of these elements is relatively
flexible allowing the modeling of complex physical systems. Node points are then distributed on the finite
element depending on the degree of the polynomial that is chosen to mathematically describe the
distribution of primary variables, such as displacement components, across the finite element. A set of
MCGOFN;H?IOM?KO;NCIHM;L?NB?H>?P?FIJ?>NIMIFP??CNB?LNB??KO;NCIHI@GINCIH"KH 2.8), or the static
?KOCFC<LCOG?KO;NCIH"KH 2.10) for each element in terms of the discrete nodal points. 1B?M??KO;NCIHM
are solved simultaneously L?KOCLCHA;FCH?;LMSMN?GMIFONCIH QB?L?NB?HOG<?LI@OHEHIQHMCM?KO;FNI
the total number of defined node points times the number of primary variables per node point. Finite
element methods allow for heterogeneous distributions of geomechanical properties and can be used to
C>?HNC@SLI=EG;MM@;CFOL? PC;;HOG<?LI@=LCN?LC;GI>?FM? A *IBL- IOFIG< *IBL, Drucker-L;A?L!LO=E?L;H>-L;A?L, Hoek-Brown (Hoek and Brown 1980)). Finite element methods have
additionally been applied to systems where the elasticity assumption is dropped and the elastic-plastic
formulation of the stress-strain relationship is resolved via nonlinear solution methods. *IL?IP?LNB?
finite element method has been applied to rock joints using discrete joint elements; where joint elements
evolve dynamically with fracture propagation. Extended finite element methodM5#"* *I?M?N;F 
*IB;GG;>C-IGGC?L?N;F  are being developed to investigate crack propagation
without the need for remeshing through the use of discontinuous enrichment terms. The mathematical
<;=EALIOH>I@NB?5#"*CMNB?J;LNCNCIHI@OHCNS=IH=?JN 5#"*;JJLI;=B?M;L?=OLL?HNFS<?CHA
developed for the GEOS numerical simulator, but were not fully implemented for the current study.
The mathematical foundation of the finite diff?L?H=?<;M?>G?NBI>OM?>CH#) 3D is essentially identical
NINBIM?OM?>CHNB?@CHCN??F?G?HN<;M?>G?NBI>M;M?NI@?KO;NCIHML?F;NCHAG?=B;HC=;FMNL?MM;H>
kinematic strain rate are solved for particular geometries and properties for specified boundary and initial
conditions &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ. An important distinction between the two methods, however,
CMNB;N#) 3D CM@ILGOF;N?>QCNBNB?@OFFCH?LNC;FN?LGM?P?H@ILJLI<F?GMCHPIFPCHA?KOCFC<LCOGILH?;L
?KOCFC<LCOG=IH>CNCIHM 1B?#) 3D spatial discretization is based on tetrahedra, assuming linear
distributions of the primary variables over the volumetric domain of the tetrahedron between the node
points, located at the four apices of the tetrahedron. Temporal discretization also uses linear variations of
the variables over time, but unlike the @CHCN??F?G?HNG?NBI> NB?#) 3D approach solves the governing
?KO;NCIHM;NNB?HI>?JICHNMOMCHA;H?RJFC=CNNCG?@ILGOF;NCIH QBC=B?FCGCH;N?MNB?AFI<;FFCH?;LMSMN?G
solution. 1B?L?MOFNCHA?KO;NCIHM;L??RJL?MM?>CHIL>CH;LS>C@@?L?HNC;F@ILGQCNBL?spect to time, and
relate deformation rate with nodal velocities. The assumption of linear variation over time allows the
>C@@?L?HNC;F?KO;NCIHCHNCG?NI<??P;FO;N?>OMCHA=?HNL;F@CHCN?>C@@?L?H=?M QB?L?HI>;FP?FI=CNC?M;L?
stored for times that are advanced by half time steps from the displacements and forces. The node
FI=;NCIHM;H>>CMJF;=?G?HNM;L?MO<M?KO?HNFS=IGJON?>OMCHANB?=?ntral difference approximation (Itasca
IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ. The numerical formulation just described is termed the Large-0NL;CH*I>?CH
#) 3D. The simulator additionally provides a Small-0NL;CH*I>? QB?L?MG;FF>CMJF;=?G?HNM 
displacement gradients, and rotations are assumed, which translates numerically to static node coordinates
(i.e., node translations and rotations are not taken into consideration).

2.3.2

Discrete Fracture Geomechanics

Whereas the continuum geomechanics approaches are considered with displacements of the bulk rock
mass and any discontinuities, such as cracks, fractures and faults, the discrete fracture geomechanics
approaches are specifically concerned with the normal and shear displacements of the fracture surfaces.
Typical settings for EGS are formations with relatively low intrinsic permeability, where pre-existing or
new fractures are stimulated to develop flow pathways. In the discrete fracture modeling approach, preexisting or potential new fractures are conceptualized as a network of discrete fractures, either in two or
three dimensions. 1B?AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIH@IL>CM=L?N?@L;=NOL?G?=B;HC=M;L?@IOH>?>IHNB?;MMOGJNCIH
I@KO;MC-MN;NC=?KOCFC<LCOGCH;LI=E =IHNCHOOG ;MMOGCHANB;NNB?<I>S@IL=?M;L??KO;FNIT?LI:

2.5

∇T τ = 0

(2.14)

Fracture segments are considered to be either mechanically open or closed. Open fracture segments have
Q;FFMNB;N;L?HINCH=IHN;=N;H>L?KOCL?NB??@@?=NCP?HILG;FMNL?MMNI<?T?LI and the shear stress is zero:

σ n′ = σ n − P = 0, τ = 0

(2.15)

where σ n′ CMNB??@@?=NCP?HILG;FMNL?MM-;  σ n CMNB?HILG;FMNL?MM-; !P CMNB?@FOC>JL?MMOL?-;  τ
!
!
CMNB?MB?;LMNL?MM-;. To approximate inertia in the shear stress component of open fracture segments, a
radiation damping term can be included (Rice 1993):

⎛ G ⎞
σ n′ = σ n − P = 0, τ − ⎜
⎟v=0
⎝ 2 vs ⎠

(2.)

where !G is the shear modulus, !v s is the shear-wave velocity (m/s) and !v is the shear velocity (m/s).
FIM?>@L;=NOL?M?AG?HNMB;P?Q;FFMNB;N;L?CH=IHN;=NQCNBHIH-zero normal stress and nonzero shear
stress:

σ n′ = σ n − P > 0, τ = µ f σ n′ + So

(2.17)

where σ n′ CMNB??@@?=NCP?HILG;FMNL?MM-;  σ n CMNB?HILG;FMNL?MM-; !P CMNB?@FOC>JL?MMOL?-;  τ
!
!
CMNB?MB?;LMNL?MM-;  µ f is the coefficient of friction, and So CMNB?@L;=NOL?=IB?MCIH-; As with

!

!

open fracture segments inertia in the shear stress component can be approximated with a radiation
damping term:

⎛ G ⎞
σ n′ = σ n − P > 0, τ − ⎜
⎟ v = µ f σ n′ + So
⎝ 2 vs ⎠

(2.18)

The terms open and closed fractures have been used in the literature to mean those fractures that are
hydraulically conducting and not, respectively. For this manuscript, mechanically closed fractures refer to
those fractures with walls that are in contact, but contain and conduct fluids. Hydraulically closed
fractures will refer to those fractures with walls that are in contact and do not conduct fluid.
2.3.2.1

Displacement Discontinuity Method

1B?AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIHM@IL>CM=L?N?@L;=NOL?G?=B;HC=M=;H<?MIFP?d using the Displacement
Discontinuity (DD) method, originally deP?FIJ?><S LIO=B;H>0N;L@C?F> LIO=B;H>0N;L@C?F>.
0BIO;H> LIO=B0BIO;H> LIO=B further developed these approaches, where it was shown that
KO;>L;NC=<;MCM@OH=NCIHMCH=L?;M?NB?;==OL;=SI@MNL?MM?M;H>>CMJF;=?G?HNMIP?La linear or constant
basis function. 1B?G?NBI>I@0BIO;H> LIO=B0BIO;H> LIO=B calculates the stresses induced
<SMB?;L;H>HILG;F>CMJF;=?G?HN>CM=IHNCHOCNC?M<SM;NCM@SCHANB??KO;NCIHMI@KO;MC-MN;NC=?KOCFC<LCOG
and compatibility for small strain deformation in an infinite, two- dimensional, homogeneous, isotropic,
linearly elastic G?>COGCHJF;H?MNL;CH 1B?MIFONCIHN?=BHCKO?L?KOCL?M>CM=L?NCTCHA?;=B>CM=L?N?@L;=NOL?
into elements. The induced shear and normal stresses at each element i caused by the shear and opening
displacements of each element j are linearly related through constant interaction coefficients:



⎧⎪ n
Δ σ i = ⎨ ∑ BE,σ
⎩⎪ j=1

(

⎧⎪ n
Δ τ i = ⎨ ∑ BE,τ
⎪⎩ j=1

(

⎫

)i, j Δ E j + ( BD,σ )i, j Δ D j ⎪⎬⎪

)i, j Δ E j + ( BD,τ )i, j

⎭
⎫⎪
Δ Dj ⎬
⎪⎭

(2.19)

where Δ σ i CMNB?CH>O=?>HILG;FMNL?MM-;;N?F?G?HNi, Δ τ i CMNB?CH>O=?>MB?;LMNL?MM-;;N?F?G?HN
!
!
i, Δ E j is the opening displacement (m) at element j, Δ D j is the shear displacement (m) at element j,

!

!

and BE ,σ , BD,σ , BE ,τ , BD,τ are the constant matrices of interaction coefficients, calculated according
!!
!!
!!
!!
NI0BIO;H> LIuch 0BIO;H> LIO=B . It is critical to note that induced normal and shear stresses
at each element are dependent on the shear and opening displacements at all fracture elements. Shou and
LIO=B0BIO;H> LIO=B additionally provide methods for handling fracture deviations and tips.
1B?>CMJF;=?G?HN>CM=IHNCHOCNSG?NBI>MI@ LIO=B and Starfield  LIO=B;H>0N;L@C?F> and Shou
;H> LIO=B0BIO;H> LIO=B were used by the numerical simulators for this study, all of which
involved two-dimensional calculations. Three-dimensional capabilities, which allow modeling twodiG?HMCIH;F@L;=NOL?M;H>L?KOCL? discretization of the fracture surfaces into areas was recently completed
@ILNB? #/ MCGOF;NIL @IFFIQCHANB?G?NBI>I@,E;>;(Okada 1992).
1B?IOH>;LS&HN?AL;F"KO;NCIH*?NBI>"*CM;HOG?LC=;FN?=BHCKO?@ILMIFPCHAFCH?;LJ;LNC;F
>C@@?L?HNC;F?KO;NCIHM?RJL?MM?>CHNB?@ILGI@CHN?AL;F?KO;NCIHM &HNB?<IOH>;LS?F?G?HNN?=BHCKO? ;
mesh or grid of elements is defined only on the surface of the body under consideration, and a system of
MCGOFN;H?IOM?KO;NCIHMCHN?LGMI@NB?OHEHIQHM;MMI=C;N?>QCNBHI>?MI@MOL@;=??F?G?HNMCMMIFP?> 
The boundary element method can be direct or indirect. The direct integral representation gives
displacements at internal and boundary points in terms of boundary tractions and displacements. In the
indirect integral representation, the displacements are written in function of variables which are not
explicitly the boundary displacements or tractions (Brebbia and Dominguez 1977). In the context of solid
G?=B;HC=M;H;FSM?M NB?CH>CL?=N<IOH>;LS?F?G?HNG?NBI>CM=IGJLCM?>I@NQI>C@@?L?HNN?=BHCKO?M
namely, the fictitious stress method and the displacement discontinuity method. The fictitious stress
N?=BHCKO?CM;JJFC=;<F?QB?HNBe two surfaces of the boundary do not coincide in space (e.g., an
underground opening). The displacement discontinuity is the most suitable method for fractures.
1B?<IOH>;LSCHN?AL;F?KO;NCIHM@ILNB?>CMJF;=?G?HN>CM=IHNCHOCNSG?NBI>=;H;FMI<?I<N;CH?d formally
@LIG;>CL?=N"*@ILGOF;NCIHOMCHANB?JLCH=CJF?I@PCLNO;FQILE &NCM BIQ?P?L JIMMC<F?NIB?OLCMNC=;FFS
construct the method using the principle of superposition which is less mathematical and permits a
physical interpretation of the method. Its development began with attempts to model mining problems
involving slit-like openings having one dimension much smaller compared with the other dimensions
%;=E?NN0;F;GIH  LIO=B LIO=B derived the fundamental solutions for a
displacement discontinuity line segment in infinite and semi-CH@CHCN?G?>C;  LIO=B;H>0N;L@C?F> LIO=B
and Starfield 1983) @OLNB?L>?P?FIJ?>NB?N?=BHCKO?<SCGJLIP?G?HNM;H>?RN?HMCIHMCHPIFPCHA
inhomogeneous bodies and a three-dimensional formulation. Other investigators (Roegiers et al. 1982)
use the point displacement discontinuity as their fundamental solution. This solution is then integrated
over a desired element shape to form the building block of the DD method.
%CAB?LIL>?LKO;>L;NC=!!?F?G?HNM;FMIB;P?<??H?RN?HMCP?FS>?P?FIJ?>;H>OM?>(Vandamme and
OLL;H 0BIO;H> LIO=B0BIO;H> LIO=B proposed using a patch of constant elements to
A?H?L;N?;KO;>L;NC=!!P;LC;NCIHOMCHANQI>?AL??MI@@L??>IG CGJLIPCHANB?=IGJON;NCIH;F?@@C=C?H=S 
Some of the codes presented here are based on poroelastic and thermos-poroelastic formulation. Details
of the extension of the DD method to poroelasticity and thermo-poroelasticity can be found in Vandamme
2.7

;H> OLL;H3;H>;GG?;H> OLL;H, Vandamme and Roegiers (Vandamme and Roegiers 1990),
and Ghassemi and Zhang $B;MM?GC;H>7B;HA. The former also illustrate the difference between a
fully coupled poroelastic DD formulation and a partial coupling used by some participants.
2.3.2.2

Distinct Element Method

The distinct element method !"* can be used to analyze coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes
in discontinuous media &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ. A discontinuous medium is distinguished from a
continuous one by the existence of contacts or interfaces between the discrete bodies that make up the
system. The distinct element method uses rigid or deformable blocks separated by contacts to represent a
jointed rock mass. Distinct element programs use an explicit time-G;L=BCHAM=B?G?NIMIFP?NB??KO;NCIHM
of motion of the blocks directly.
The method consists of three parts which are conducted each time-step: (i) the block positions are used to
calculate block contact forces, (ii) the forces and moments are used to calculate linear and angular
accelerations of each block; block velocities and displacements are determined by integration over
increments of time and (iii) a spatial search determines if any contacts have been created or removed. In
the case of deformable blocks, additional degrees of freedom (grid points) are introduced into the blocks
;H>NB?M;G?;FAILCNBGCM;JJFC?>NINB??F?G?HNALC>JICHNM *?=B;HC=;F>;GJCHACMOM?>CHNB??KO;NCIHM
of motiIHNIJLIPC>?<INB>SH;GC=;H>MN;NC=MIFONCIHM  IOJF?>DICHN@FOC>@FIQ;H>NB?LG;FGI>?FM;L?
also available.
A rock joint is represented as a contact surface (composed of individual point contacts) formed between
two block edges. Adjacent blocks can touch along a common edge segment, or at discrete points where a
corner meets an edge or another corner. The distinct element method uses the soft-contact approach in
which adjacent blocks are allowed to interpenetrate; the joint normal stress is a function of the
interpenetration length. *;HSDICHN=IHMNCNONCP?GI>?FM@IL<FI=E=IHN;=NM=;H<?OM?>QCNBNB?>CMNCH=N
?F?G?HNG?NBI> 1B? IOFIG<MFCJDICHNGI>?FCM@IOH>NI=;JNOL?G;HSI@NB?@?;NOL?MNB;N;L?
representative of the physical response of rock joints, this model is described here. An increment in joint
normal displacement Δun results in a linear increase in joint normal stress Δσ n described by,
!
!

Δσ n = −kn Δun

(2.20)

where kn is the joint normal stiffness. A limiting tensile strength !T exists for each joint such that

!
σ = 0 if σ n < −T . The joint shear stress, τ s , is limited by a combination of a cohesive, !C , and
!! n
!
frictional, φ , strength. The maximum joint shear stress, τ max , is given by,
!

( )

τ max = C + σ n tan φ

(2.21)

When τ s ≥ τ max , then τ s = sign Δus τ max . In the absence of frictional sliding an increment of joint
!!
!!
shear displacement, Δus , results in a linear increase in joint shear stress described by,

!

Δτ s = −ks Δus
where ks is the joint stiffness.
!

2.8

(2.22)

Joint dilation may occur during non-elastic joint sliding, this may be an important mechanism for
increasing the permeability of enhanced geothermal reservoirs by high pressure water injection. Dilation
is described by the dilation angle ψ . An increment of dilatational normal displacement results from a
shear displacement according to,

Δund = Δus tan ψ

(2.23)

The dilation angle, ψ , is zero when frictional slip is not occurring or if the accumulated shear
displacement exceeds a predefined limit. If the shear displacement increment is in the same direction as
the total shear displacement, dilation increases or decreases otherwise. Displacement weakening and
Barton-Bandis joint models are also available.
Distinct blocks can either be rigid or deformable. Deformable blocks are directly represented by
discretizing the blocks into triangular plane strain elements. The force in a grid point is

FiT = ∫ σ i,i n j ds + Fic + Fil

(2.24)

s

where σ i,i is the stress tensor in the zone adjacent to the grid point, n j is the normal of the surface !s
!!
!

c
l
which delimits the grid point mass, Fi and Fi are contact forces and external loads. Dots denote
!
!
derivatives with respect to time and repeated indices imply summation. Strain is related to grid point
displacement via

(

ε! = 0.5 u!i, j − u! j,i

)

(2.25)

where the commas in the subscripts denote derivatives.
A block constitutive model is an arbitrary function which takes a strain increment as input and returns a
stress increment. The new stress results in new grid point forces. Non-linear and post peak constitutive
models are readily incorporated into this framework. Isotropic linear elastic constitutive behavior can be
written as

Δσ i,e j = λ Δε v δ i, j + 2 µ Δε i, j

(2.

where, λ and µ are the Lame constants, Δσ i,e j are the elastic increments of the stress tensor, Δε i, j are
!!
!!

the incremental strains, Δε v is the increment of volumetric strain and δ i, j CMNB?(LIH?=Eer delta
!
!!
function.

The joint model and block deformation model described above are used to determine the force on each
ALC>JICHNIL<FI=E=?HNLIC>CHNB?=;M?I@LCAC><FI=EM 1B??KO;NCIHI@GINCIHI@;ALC>JICHNILLCAC>
block) is

du!i FiT + Fid
=
+ gi
dt
m

2.9

(2.27)

T
where, Fi is the total unbalanced grid point force (consisting of contact forces, external loads and

!

d
stresses from adjacent zones), Fi is a mechanical damping force described below, !m is the grid-point

!

mass and gi is the acceleration due to gravity. A finite difference approximation of the transient term is

made

!

du!i u!it+Δt/2 − u!it−Δt/2
(2.28)
=
dt
Δt
where, !Δt is the integration time step. Rearranging, substituting, and defining velocities at half time steps
gives,
⎞
⎛ FT + F d
i + g Δt
!uit+Δt/2 = u!it−Δt/2 + ⎜ i
⎟
i
⎟⎠
⎜⎝
m

(2.29)

The grid-point (or rigid-block) locations, x i are updated as,
!

xit+Δt = xit + u!it+Δt/2 Δt

(2.30)

The new grid point locations yield new contact forces and zone stresses and the calculation continues.
For static (non-inertial) problems a form of mechanical damping referred to as local damping is used to
>CMMCJ;N?ECH?NC=?H?LAS;H>KOC=EFS;JJLI;=BNB? steady state. Local damping is proportional to the
unbalanced force magnitude and is applied in the direction opposite the unbalanced force. The force is
defined as

(

Fid = −α FiT sign u!it−Δt/2

)

(2.31)

where, α is a constant typically taken as 0.8. This force is added to the total grid point force during the
time integration.
An efficient spatial search algorithm is used to find new contacts and remove old contacts as blocks are
displaced. For the purpose of contact resolution only block corners are represented as a circular arc whose
tangent point is a constant distance from the block apex. This approximation is taken to avoid numerical
artifacts (corner locking), typical rounding lengths are on the order of 1% of the characteristic block
length.

2.3.3

Joint Models

Fractures are a H?;LFSO<CKOCNIOM@?;NOL?I@LI=EG;MM?M;H>B?FJ>CMNCHAOCMBA?IG?=B;HC=M@LIGNB?
mechanics of other engineering materials. For this manuscript, closed fractures are considered to have
surface contact in some regions, but separated in others. Fractures that have undergone significant shear
will be classified as faults and those that have not will be denoted as joints *;H>F. Both the
continuum and discrete fracture modeling approaches use relationships to relate effective normal stress
and cumulative shear displacement to void (volume of fluid stored per fracture surface area) and
hydraulic (fluid transmittance) aperture. A number of relationships were used by the participating
numerical simulators.

2.10

1B?L?CMHIN;J;LNC=OF;LM?NI@?KO;NCIHMNB;N;L?OHCP?LM;FFS;==?JN?>@ILGI>?FCHADICHN=FIMure. One
common method is to define the void and hydraulic aperture of a closed fracture as a function of the
effective normal stress and cumulative shear displacement (IBF;H>*?A?F/;BG;H?N;F 
Willis-/C=B;L>M?N;F :

E=

e=

Eo
+ DE,eff
⎛ σ′ ⎞
1+ 9 ⎜ n ⎟
* E
⎝ σn ⎠

eo
+ De,eff
⎛ σ′ ⎞
1+ 9 ⎜ n ⎟
* e
⎝ σn⎠

⎞
⎛
⎟
⎜
E
⎟
⎜
ϕ dil
tan ⎜
⎟;
⎛ σ′ ⎞⎟
⎜
n
⎜ 1+ 9 ⎜ * E ⎟ ⎟
⎝ σn ⎠ ⎠
⎝

⎞
⎛
⎟
⎜
e
⎟
⎜
ϕ dil
tan ⎜
⎟;
⎛ σ′ ⎞⎟
⎜
n
⎜ 1+ 9 ⎜ * e ⎟ ⎟
σ
⎝ n⎠⎠
⎝

E
E ⎤
Deff
= min ⎡ D, * Deff
⎣
⎦

(2.32)
e
e ⎤
Deff
= min ⎡ D, * Deff
⎣
⎦

where, !!E !or!e is the void or hydraulic aperture (m), Eo is the reference void or hydraulic aperture (m),
!

σ ′ CMNB??@@?=NCP?HILG;FMNL?MM-;  *σ nE !or! *σ ne is the void- or hydraulic-aperture reference fracture
! n
!!
E
e
E
e
MNC@@H?MM-;  ϕ dil !or!ϕ dil is the void- ILBS>L;OFC=;J?LNOL?>CF;NCIH;HAF?d  * Deff
is the
!or! * Deff
!!
!!

E
e
maximum void- or hydraulic- aperture cumulative sliding displacement (m), and Deff
is the void!or!Deff

!!

or hydraulic- aperture cumulative sliding displacement (m). A non-zero aperture dilation angle
corresponds with aperture dilation with slip along the fracture. The void and hydraulic aperture of an open
fracture is defined as a function of the cumulative shear displacement and the physical separation of the
fracture surfaces *= FOL?;H>%ILH?:

( )
tan (ϕ ) + e

E
E
E = Eo + Deff
tan ϕ dil
+ Eopen
e
e = eo + Deff

e
dil

(2.33)

open

0CGCF;L?KO;NCIHM=;H<?QLCNN?H@ILNB?PIC>;J?LNOL?I@;=FIM?>@L;=NOL? @IFFIQCHANB?Barton-Bandis
formulations ;LNIH;LNIH;LNIH?N;F :

E = Eo −

( )

σ n′
+ Δδ tan d n°
kn σ n′
+
A d max

(2.34)

where, !E is the void aperture (m), Eo is the reference or initial void aperture (m), σ n′ is the effective
!
!

HILG;FMNL?MM-;  kn is the normal stiffness of the fracture (N/m), !A is the surface area of the fracture

!

°

(m ), dmax is the maximum fracture closure (m), Δδ is the shear displacement (m), and dn is the joint
!
!
dilation angle. The reference or initial void aperture can be related to three joint characterization
parameters (Barton et al. 1985):
2

2.11

Eo =

JRC
5

⎛
⎞
σc
⎜⎝ 0.2 JCS − 0.1⎟⎠

(2.35)

where, !JRC is the joint roughness coefficient, !JCS CMNB?DICHNQ;FF=IGJL?MMCP?MNL?HANB-; ;H> σ c is

!

the unconfined compressive strength of the rock. Furthermore the joint roughness coefficient typically
varies between zero to 15 and can be determined from experimental tests:

JRC =

α − φr
⎛ JCS ⎞
log ⎜
′ ⎟⎠
⎝ σ no

(2.)

′ is the effective
where α is the tilt angle when sliding occurs, φr is residual friction angle, and σ no
!
!
HILG;FMNL?MM-;QB?HMFC>CHAI==OLM The joint characterization parameters can additionally be used to
determine the joint dilation angle (Barton et al. 1985):
d n° =

⎛ JCS ⎞
1
JRC log ⎜
⎟
2
⎝ σ n′ ⎠

(2.37)

IHP?LMCIH<?NQ??HPIC>;J?LNOL?;H>BS>L;OFC=;J?LNOL?@ILNB?;LNIH-Bandis model makes use of the
joint roughness coefficient:

e=

E2

(2.38)
JRC 2.5
An alternative approach to relating the mean effective normal stress to the fracture aperture using the
Barton-Bandis model involves two material constants defined via three parameters. In this model mean
effective normal stress is defined as a function of the mechanical aperture (Fu et al. 2013):

σ n′ =

E max − E

(

A − B E max − E

)

(2.39)

where !A (m) and !B are two material constants. These constants can be determined from a reference
normal effective stress and mechanical aperture:

⎛ E max − * E ⎞
A = E max ⎜
⎟;
⎜⎝ *σ E * E ⎟⎠
n

⎛ E max − * E ⎞
B=⎜
⎟
⎜⎝ *σ E * E ⎟⎠
n

(2.40)

*
* E
where σ n CMNB?L?@?L?H=?HILG;F?@@?=NCP?MNL?MM-; ;H>!! E is the reference mechanical aperture.
!!

2.4 Geochemical Reaction Modeling

*I>?LHHOG?LC=;FMCGOF;NILMQCNB=;J;<CFCNC?M@ILGI>?FCHAA?I=B?GC=;FL?;=NCIHMA?H?L;FFS=IHMC>?L;
P;LC?NSI@?KOCFC<LCum and kinetic process types: 1) mineral dissolution/precipitation, 2) homogeneous
;KO?IOM MOL@;=?=IGJF?R;NCIH CIH?R=B;HA? @FOC>?R=B;HA?? A ;KO?IOM-A;M ;KO?IOMHIH;KO?IOMFCKOC> ;H>GC=LI<C;FFSG?>C;N?> #IL"$0NB?JLCH=CJ;FL?;=Nion processes of concern are
GCH?L;F>CMMIFONCIH JL?=CJCN;NCIH QBC=B;L?A?H?L;FFS=IHMC>?L?>NI<?ECH?NC=CHH;NOL?;H>;KO?IOM
<;M?>L?;=NCIHM HILG;FFSMO@@C=C?HNFSL;JC>NI<?=IHMC>?L?>NI<??KOCFC<LCOGCHH;NOL? 1B?A?I=B?GC=;F
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chemical system is defined by the number of independent chemical species and the reactions between the
MJ?=C?M #ILG;NB?G;NC=;F=FIMOL?;H?KO;NCIHCMH??>?>@IL?P?LS=B?GC=;FMJ?=C?MQB?L? NB??KO;NCIHM
=;H?RJL?MM=B?GC=;F?KOCFC<LCOG ECH?NC=L?;=NCIHM IL=IHM?LP;Nion of total concentration.
"KOCFC<LCOG?KO;NCIHM I@N?HL?@?LL?>NI;MG;MM;=NCIH?KO;NCIHM L?F;N?MJ?=C?M;=NCPCNC?MNBLIOAB;H
?KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN4BCN?;H>*=$L;CF:

(γ

j

)

Cj = Kj

eq
Nj

∏ ( γ i Ci ) i, j
υ

(2.41)

i=1

where, γ j is the activity coefficient of species! j , C j is the concentration of species! j (kmol/m3), K j is
!
!
!

NB??KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN@ILNB??KOCFC<LCOGL?;=NCIH! j , N eq
CMNB?HOG<?LI@MJ?=C?MCHNB??KOCFC<LCOG
! j
reaction! j , and υi, j is the stoichiometric coefficient for species !i CHNB??KOCFC<LCOGreaction! j .

!!

"KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HNM;L?@L?KO?HNFS?RJL?MM?>;MB;PCHAN?GJ?L;NOL?>?J?H>?H=?

(CH?NC=?KO;NCIHM?KO;N?NB?NCG?L;N?I@=B;HA?I@;=IFF?=NCIHI@MJ?=C?MQCNB;L?;=NCIHL;N?(White and
*=$L;CF:

d

kn
N sp

∑ ( bi Ci )
i=1

dt

=

kn
N rt

∑ ( ck Rk )

(2.42)

k=1

kn CMNB?HOG<?LI@MJ?=C?MCHNB?ECH?NC=?KO;NCIH  b is the kinetic-?KO;NCIHMNIC=BCIG?NLC=
where, N sp
!i
!

kn is the number of kinetic
coefficient of species !i , C i is the concentration of species !i (kmol/m3), Nrt
!
!

reaction rate mechanisms, ck is the weighting parameter for reaction rate !k , and Rk is the rate for
!
!
reaction rate !k (kmol/s).

IHM?LP;NCIH?KO;NCIHM;L?OM?>NI=FIM?NB?MSMN?GI@A?I=B?GC=;F?KO;NCIHM 1B?HOG<?LI@
=IHM?LP;NCIH?KO;NCIHMH??>?>NI=FIM?NB?MSMN?G?KO;FMNB?NIN;FHOG<?LMJ?=C?MGCHOMNBe number of
?KOCFC<LCOG?KO;NCIHM "KH 2. GCHOMNB?HOG<?LI@ECH?NC=?KO;NCIHM "KH 2.  IHM?LP;NCIH
?KO;NCIHM>?@CH?NIN;F=IH=?HNL;NCIHMIL<;MCMMJ?=C?M;H>MJ?=C@SNB;NNB?NCG?L;N?I@=B;HA?I@NB?NIN;F
concentration of a basis species is zero 4BCN?;H>*=$L;CF:

d

cn
N sp

∑ (υi, j Ci )
i=1

dt

=

d Ψj
dt

= 0;

for i = j, υ i, j = 1

cn is the number of species that make up the total concentration, and Ψ is the total
where, N sp
!
! j
concentration of species! j .
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(2.43)

2.4.1

Aqueous Reaction Rates

KO?IOML?;=NCIHL;N?MA?H?L;FFSappear in either a reversible or irreversible form (Steefel et al. 2014).
The reversible form can be written with a transition state theory (TST) type rate law:

⎛ Q ⎞
Rk = kk ⎜ 1− k ⎟
Kk ⎠
⎝

∏ ( γ i Ci )

n

(2.44)

where, Rk is the rate for reaction rate !k (kmol/s), kk is the rate constant for reaction rate !k (m3/s), Qk
!
!
!

is the ion activity product for reaction rate !k , K k CMNB??KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN@ILL?;=NCIHL;N?!k . The ion
!
;=NCPCNSJLI>O=N>?J?H>MIHNB?;=NCPCNC?MI@NB?MJ?=C?MCHNB?ECH?NC=?KO;NCIH
eq
Nj

Qk =

⎛

⎞

!!⎝

Kk ⎠

∏ ( γ j C j ) i, j
j=1

υ

(2.45)

( γ i Ci )

Q
The term ⎜ 1− k ⎟ >LCP?MNB?L?;=NCIHNIQ;L>?KOCFC<LCOG QCNBNB?MCAHI@NB?L?;=NCIHL;N?=B;HACHA;M

NB?CIH;=NCPCNSJLI>O=NNL;HMCNCIHM;=LIMMNB??KOCFC<LCOGJICHN 1B?N?LG

(γ C )
!∏ i i

n

is the product of

NB?@;L@LIG?KOCFC<LCOG?@@?=NMIHNB?L?;=NCIHL;N?? A J% which promote or inhibit the reaction, with
the product being over all species and the exponent being zero for species that have no effect on the
L?;=NCIHL;N? 1B?CLL?P?LMC<F?@ILGI@NB?;KO?IOML?;=NCIHL;N??KO;NCIH?FCGCH;N?MNB?NB?LGI>SH;GC=
?KOCFCbrium term:

Rk = kk

∏ ( γ i Ci )

n

(2.

2.4.2 Mineral Precipitation/Dissolution Rates
*CH?L;FJL?=CJCN;NCIH >CMMIFONCIHL?;=NCIHMG;S<?=IHMC>?L?>MO@@C=C?HNFSL;JC>NI<?GI>?F?>;M<?CHACH
?KOCFC<LCOG <ONCHA?H?L;F;L?=IHMC>?L?>NI<?MFIQ?LNB;H;KO?IOML?;=NCIHL;tes and are modeled as
being kinetic. A number of reaction models have been developed that are distinguished by processes and
controls. The transition state theory reaction rate models consider precipitation and dissolution to be
reversible processes, with the dependence on the species saturation state being implicitly included (Steefel
et al. 2014):

(

Rm = sgn Ω Am km ∏ γ i Ci

)n

η

λ

⎛Q ⎞
⎛Q ⎞
m
m
−
1
;
sgn
Ω
=
sgn
log
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
K
K
⎝ eq ⎠
⎝ eq ⎠

(2.47)

where sgn Ω gives the sign of the reaction (i.e., negative for dissolution, positive for precipitation), Am

!

!

is the exposed specific surface area of the mineral (m /m ), km is the reaction rate (kmol/s m ),
!
2

(γ C )
!∏ i i

n

3

2

CMNB?;=NCPCNSJLI>O=NI@NB?@;L@LIG?KOCFC<LCOG?@@?=NMIHNB?L?;=NCIH? A J%  Qm is

!
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NB?;KO?IOMCIH;=NCPCNSJLI>O=N ;H> K eq CMNB??KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN INBNB?L?;=NCIHL;N?;H>

!

?KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN;L?A?H?L;FFS=IHMC>?L?>NI<?N?GJ?L;NOL?>?J?H>?HN 1B??RJIH?HNM η and λ are
generally determined experimentally. A common temperature dependence model for the reaction rate
m;E?MOM?MI@;L?@?L?H=?N?GJ?L;NOL?? A  d(;H>L;N?4BCN?;H>*=$L;CF:

⎡−E ⎛ 1 1 ⎞ ⎤
k m = *k m ⎢ a ⎜ − ⎟ ⎥
* ⎠
T ⎦
⎣ R ⎝T

(2.48)

*
where, km is the reference reaction rate (kmol/s m2), Ea is the activation energy (J/kmol), !R is the ideal
!
!!
*

A;M=IHMN;HN' EGIF( !T CMNB?N?GJ?L;NOL?( ;H>!! T CMNB?L?@?L?H=?N?GJ?L;NOL?(

Dissolution- or precipitation-only mineral rate models are used to describe reactions that are not
considered to be reversible or an extremely slow reversible reaction, therefore they do not include the
?KOCFC<LCOG>LCPCHAN?LG MNB?M?NSJ?MI@L?;=NCIHL;N?GI>?FM=;HB;P?>CM=IHNCHOCNC?M;=LIMMNB?
?KOCFC<LCOGJICHN NB?S=;HSC?F>HOG?LC=;F>C@@C=OFNC?M &LL?P?LMC<F?GCH?L;FL?;=NCIHL;N?F;QMB;P? no
>?J?H>?H=?IH?KOCFC<LCOG=IH>CNCIHM HILIHNB?;=NCPCNC?MI@NB?GCH?L;FMJ?=C?M ;H>L?;=NCIHMG;S
JLI=??>Q?FF<?SIH>NB?NB?LGI>SH;GC=?KOCFC<LCOGJICHN <ON=;HB;P?;>?J?H>?H=?IHNB?
concentration of a remote species (e.g., pH):

(

Rm = Am km ∏ γ i Ci

2.15

)n

(2.49)

3.0

Numerical Solution Schemes

+OG?LC=;FFSMCGOF;NCHA=IOJF?>NB?LG;F BS>LIFIAC= A?IG?=B;HC=;F;H>A?I=B?GC=;F1%* JLI=?MM?M
have been approached in a vast number of ways, and a complete review of the possible formulations is
beyond NB?M=IJ?I@NBCMJ;J?L *IL?IP?L GIMNI@NB?HOG?LC=;FMCGOF;NILM@IL"$0CHPIFP?NB?MIFONCIH
I@F;LA?FCH?;LILHIHFCH?;LMSMN?GMI@?KO;NCIHM;H> FCH?;LCT;NCIHI@NB?HIHFCH?;LMSMN?GM=IGGIHFS
relies on Newton-/;JBMIHN?=BHCKO?M 1B?M?G?NBI>M;H>their application in EGS simulators are well
documented in the literature and will not be described in this paper. We will present specific and general
HOG?LC=;FM=B?G?M@ILMIFPCHA=IOJF?>1%* JLI=?MM?MCHMO<MOL@;=??HPCLIHG?HNM 1B?AFI<;FCGJFC=CN
solONCIH QB?L?;FFI@NB?AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIHM;L?MIFP?>MCGOFN;H?IOMFSCMJIMMC<F? <ONCMA?H?L;FFS
considered to be impractical for anything but small to moderate problems. The art of numerical simulation
is clearly displayed in the ingenuity of code deveFIJ?LMCH=L?;NCHAG?NBI>M@ILGI>?FCHA=IGJF?R1%* 
coupled processes.

3.1 Sequential Schemes
MNL;CABN@ILQ;L>G?NBI>@IL;PIC>CHA;AFI<;FCGJFC=CNMIFONCIHCMNIMJFCNNB?=IOJF?>1%* JLI=?MM?M
CHNIOHCNJLI=?MMIJ?L;NCIHMNB;N;L?MIFP?>M?KO?HNC;FFS 1he unit process operations are then coupled
together via key input and output parameters (e.g., temperature, pressure, stress, aperture, porosity,
permeability). If changes in the key parameters are small between unit process operation computations,
then s?KO?HNC;FM=B?G?M=;HSC?F>;==OL;N?L?MOFNM 1CG?MN?JMCT?CMA?H?L;FFSNB?=IHNLIFFCHA@;=NIL@IL
limiting changes in key input and output parameters between the unit process operation executions. A
=IGGIHM?KO?HNC;FM=B?G?CMIH?QB?L?NB?AIP?LHCHA?Kuations for heat transport and multifluid flow
are solved fully coupled, followed by geomechanics, and then geochemistry. Within the geochemistry
unit operation it is additionally typical to use operator splitting, where a single time step is split into
transport and reaction operations. Transport involves the migration of total species concentrations
between grid cells based on the solution of the heat transport and multifluid flow field, and then
geochemistry occurs within a grid cell, modifying the chemical composition of the grid cell. The reaction
IJ?L;NCIHCM;H;FIAIOMNI=IH>O=NCHANB?L?;=NCIHMCHCH>CPC>O;F-;LLP?MM?FM;NN?GJ?L;NOL?;H>JL?MMOL? 
For this scheme, the key parameters output from the coupled heat transport and multifluid flow process
=IGJON;NCIH;L?NB?N?GJ?L;NOL? JL?MMOL? @FOC>M;NOL;NCIH ;H>@FOC>@FIQ@C?F> (?SJ;L;G?N?LCHJONMNI
the geomechanics computation are temperature and pressure, with key parameter outputs generally being
stress, deformations, and changes in porosity, ;H>J?LG?;<CFCNS (?SJ;L;G?N?LCHJONMNINB?A?I=B?GCMNLS
computation are temperature, pressure, fluid saturation, and the fluid flow field, with key parameter
outputs being volumes of mineral precipitation/dissolution, and changes in porosity, and permeability.

3.2 Iterative Schemes
&N?L;NCP?M=B?G?M;FMI>CPC>?NB?=IOJF?>1%* JLI=?MM?MCHNIM?KO?HNC;FOHCNIJ?L;NCIHM <ONNB?HL?J?;N
the operations until convergence is reached on the key input and output parameters. Iterative schemes are
specifically designed to overcome the small-time-MN?JL?KOCL?G?HNI@JOL?M?KO?HNC;FM=B?G?M &N?L;NCIH
between unit process operations can be limited to a subset of operations, with common subsets being
1%*;H>1%

3.2.1

Split Solid and Fracture Mechanics

One simulation strategy specifically developed to model long-term production of an EGS reservoir is one
that combines continuum heat transport and multifluid flow with separate solid and fracture mechanics

3.1

(Fu et al. 2013). This scheme comprises four process computations: 1) discrete fracture network
(Discrete-Fracture), 2) solid geomechanics via finite elements (Solid-#"* LI=EDICHNGI>?F/I=EJoint), and 4) a continuum-<;M?>B?;NNL;HMJILN;H>@FOC>@FIQ IHNCHOOG-TH). The scheme is initiated
QCNB;HCN?L;NCP?M?KO?H=?<?NQ??HNB?!CM=L?N?-Fracture and Rock-Joint models, with the effective stress
on the fracture and aperture width being the key input and output parameters, until the solution converges.
The discrete fL;=NOL?H?NQILECMNB?HG;JJ?>IHNI;@CHCN?>C@@?L?H=?G?MBNI=L?;N?;H?KOCP;F?HN
J?LG?;<CFCNS@C?F>@ILNB? IHNCHOOG-1%=IGJON;NCIHM 1B?E?SIONJONJ;L;G?N?L@LIGNB? IHNCHOOGTH computations is temperature, which is used as input for the Solid-#"*computations. The key output
parameter from the Solid-#"*=IGJON;NCIHCMNB?HNB?NIN;FMNL?MM QBC=BM?LP?MNIOJ>;N?NB?NIN;FMNL?MM
on each fracture element of the discrete fracture network. Each new time step is initiated with the updated
total stress field, which is used as key input parameters for the Discrete-Fracture computations and
iteration with the Rock-Joint models.

3.2.2

Implicit Sequential Solutions

0?KO?HNC;FMIFONCIHMI@1%* OHCNJLI=?MM=IGJON;NCIHMI@N?HCHPIFP??R?=ONCHACH>?J?H>?HN=IGJON?r
codes, which could potentially execute on different spatial discretizations. For these situations, coupling
GI>OF?M;L?L?KOCL?>NINL;HMF;N?NB?E?SIONJON;H>CHJONJ;L;G?N?LM<?NQ??HNB?OHCNJLI=?MM
computations /ONKPCMN?N;F  HCN?L;NCP?MIFONCIHMNL;N?AS@ILGI>?FCHA=IOJF?>1%*JLI=?MM?M
that involves independent computer codes, using different spatial discretizations has been developed that
JLIPC>?MNQIIJNCIHM@ILM?KO?HNC;F1%;H>*JLI=?MM=IGJON;NCIHM 1BCMM=B?G?=IGJLCM?M@IOL
elements: 1) a continuum-<;M?>B?;NNL;HMJILN;H>@FOC>@FIQ IHNCHOOG-TH) process computation, 2) a
thermal-hydrologic to geomechanical coupling module (TH-*- IOJFCHA ;=IHNCHOOG-based
A?IG?=B;HC=M IHNCHOOG-*JLI=?MM=IGJON;NCIH ;H>;A?IG?=B;HC=;FNINB?LG;F-hydrologic
=IOJFCHAGI>OF?*-TH- IOJFCHA 1B?M=B?G?CMCHCNC;N?>QCNBNB? IHNCHuum-TH computation, which
generates temperature, pressure, and fluid saturations. The TH-*- IOJFCHAGI>OF?NB?H=IHP?LNMNB?M?
CHNIN?GJ?L;NOL?;H>JL?MMOL?CHJONM@ILNB? IHNCHOOG-*JLI=?MM=IGJON;NCIH (?SIONJONM@LIGNB?
IHNCHOOG-*=IGJON;NCIHM;L?Nhe effective stress tensor, which are then converted to changes in
JILIMCNS J?LG?;<CFCNS ;H>?HNLSJL?MMOL?NBLIOABNB?*-TH- IOJFCHAGI>OF?
1B?GOFNCJF?=I>?;H>ALC>M?KO?HNC;FM=B?G?>?M=LC<?>;<IP?=;H<?CGJF?G?HN?>CH;H?RJFC=CN
M?KO?HNC;FG;HH?L SC?F>CHA;MCHAF?OHCNJLI=?MM=;F=OF;NCIH?;=BNCG?MN?J 1B? IHNCHOOG-TH
calculation is carried out over the time step using old values of porosity, permeability and entry pressure,
yielding changes in temperature and pressure, which are then used foLNB? IHNCHOOG-*=;F=OF;NCIHNI
generate changes in stress and strain. The updated stress and strain tensors are then used to update the
JILIMCNS J?LG?;<CFCNS ;H>?HNLSJL?MMOL?NICHCNC;FCT?NB?H?RNNCG?MN?J 1B? IHNCHOOG-TH calculation
is nonlinear ;H>L?KOCL?M;HCN?L;NCP?MIFONCIHM=B?G?NIL?;=B=IHP?LA?H=? &HNB?CGJFC=CNM?KO?HNC;F
procedure /ONKPCMN?N;F  NB? IHNCHOOG-*=;F=OF;NCIHM;H>;MMI=C;N?>OJ>;N?MNIJILIMCNS 
J?LG?;<CFCNS ;H>?HNLSJL?MMOL?;L??R?=ON?>;@N?L?;=BCN?L;NCIHI@NB? IHNCHOOG-TH calculation, not
after the completed time step. With this scheme the resulting porosity, permeability and entry pressures at
NB?=FIM?I@NB?NCG?MN?JM;NCM@S<INBNB? IHNCHOOG-1%;H> IHNCHOOG-*JLI=?MM=;F=OF;NCIHM

3.3 Explicit Schemes
A common thread across the numerical simulators used in this study is the discretization of time and
space. Spatial discretization involves dividing solid domains into discrete volumetric or areal elements or
dividing fractures into discrete areal or linear elements, depending on the problem dimensionality.
Temporal discretization involves dividing time into discrete steps. Implicit solution schemes seek the
MIFONCIHI@NB?AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIHM;N;@ONOL?JICHNCHNCG?@IL;FF>CM=L?N?MJ;NC;FJICHNM L?KOCLCHA;
AFI<;FMIFONCIHI@NB?AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIHM QCNB;HSHIHFCH?;LCNC?M<?CHAL?MIFP?>NBLIugh iterative
3.2

M=B?G?M &H=IHNL;MN ?RJFC=CNMIFONCIHM=B?G?MM??ENB?MIFONCIHI@NB?AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIHM;N;@ONOL?
point in time for individual discrete spatial points; where contributions from other spatial points are based
on values at the previous time step. From a computational perspective implicit schemes, with their
L?KOCL?G?HN@IL;AFI<;FMIFONCIH ;L?GIL??RJ?HMCP?J?LNCG?MN?JNB;H?RJFC=CNM=B?G?M <ONNB??RJFC=CN
M=B?G?ML?KOCL?MG;FF?LNCG?MN?JMNIL?G;CHMN;<F?
1B?#) 3D &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ geomechanical simulator, used by a number of participating
N?;GMCHNBCMMNO>S B;M;H?RJFC=CN@CHCN?>C@@?L?H=?@ILGOF;NCIHCHNCG? 0J;NC;F>CM=L?NCT;NCIHCH#) 3D
divides the three-dimensional domain into discrete tetrahedra, with the solutions being sought at node
points located at the four vertices of the tetrahedron. In this explicit scheme, the velocity of a node point
is assumed to vary linearly with time over the time step interval, and velocities are computed at half-timesteps with respect to displacements and forces &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ:
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is the !i component of the velocity vector at global node point l (m/s), !t is time (s), !Δt is

the time step (s), !M

l

is the nodal mass (kg), and Fi

!

!

l

is the out-of-balance force (N), which is a

function values from all the tetrahedron that have vertices at global node point l . Node locations and

!

nodal displacements are updated using central differencing &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ:
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l

where, x i (t ) is the !i component of the node location at global node point l (m) at time !t , and
!!
!
l

u (t ) is the !i component of the nodal displacement at global node point l (m) at time !t .
!! i
!

The time stepping criterion for this explicit scheme is based on conceptualizing the mechanical system as
a collection of nodal masses connected with springs, whose spring constants are dependent on the bulk
and shear modulus of the rock. For simulating oscillating mass-spring systems with an explicit finite
difference scheme, time step increments are restricted to values below the minimum natural periods of the
total system &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ. Natural periods of oscillating mass spring systems can be
determined from a global eigenvalue analysis, but this would be impractical for a practical spatial
discretization of an EGS system. For an infinite series of uniform masses and springs, the time step limit
can be expressed as a function of the mass and spring constant:

m
(3.3)
k
where, !m is the mass (kg) and !k is the spring constant (N/m). This infinite series criterion can be
extended to a single tetrahedron by interpreting the mass as the nodal mass contribution at a local node,
and the spring constant as the corresponding nodal stiffness contribution. The resulting time step limit is
Δt ≤

3.3

the minimum time step determined from a local analysis at global node point l &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA

!

Group 2014):

Δt ≤

where, !m
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m

l
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is the tetrahedron mass contribution at a global node point l (kg), !K is the bulk modulus

!

-; !G CMNB?MB?;LGI>OFOM-; !V is the volume of the tetrahedron (m3), and ni
!
of the unit surface normal vector and surface area (m2).

l

Si

l

is the product

3.4 Functionalization Schemes
+OG?LC=;FMCGOF;NCIHI@N?HL?KOCL?ML?J?;N?>MCGOF;NCIHMI@;J;LNC=OF;LJBSMC=;FJLI=?MM? A B?;N
transport, fluid flow, geomechanics, and geochemistry) conducted on a fixed model domain with varying
driving forces (i.e., boundary conditions, sources, and sinks). The direct solution approach to this
situation is to conduct the simulations with a mechanistic numerical simulator for the particular process or
coupled processes. An alternative approach is to conduct a series of numerical simulations with a
mechanistic model with different driving forces to develop a functional representation of the system The
functiIH;FL?JL?M?HN;NCIH QCNBCNMFIQ?L?R?=ONCIHNCG?L?KOCL?G?HNM CMNB?HOM?>NIGI>?FNB?JBSMC=;F
JLI=?MM?MMO<D?=NNI>C@@?L?HN>LCPCHA@IL=?M #ILGOF;NCIHI@NB?@OH=NCIH;FL?JL?M?HN;NCIHL?KOCL?M;
number of executions of the mechanistic process simulator, and a number of options are available for
developing the representation: intuitive linear with a step-wise boundary function, analytical approach,
KO;MC-linear, nonlinear using Volterra series solution, and nonlinear matrix model using Volterra series
solution !;HEI. The formulation can be extended to multiple variables and multiple dimensions.
For EGS systems the functionalization ;JJLI;=BB;M<??H;JJFC?>CH;OHCKO?@;MBCIHNIMIFP?=IOJF?>
1%* JLI<F?GMQCNB>CM=L?N?@L;=NOL?M(Danko and Bahrami 2012; Danko et al. 2012). In this approach
three independent numerical simulators are executed to develop functional representations for a particular
physical domain with a discrete fracture network for three processes: 1) coupled heat transport and fluid
flow in geologic media, 2) geomechanics and 3) geochemistry. Heat transport and fluid flow within the
discrete fracture network are then modeled via a solution of the Navier-0NIE?M?KO;NCIHM 1B?IP?L;FF
scheme melts these components together using iterative loops with successive approximation between the
@OH=NCIH;FL?JL?M?HN;NCIHM;H>NB?>CM=L?N?@L;=NOL?GI>?F?KO;NCIHM 1B?M=B?G?MN;LNM<S=IGJONCHA<OFE
fluid flow in the discrete fracture network, assuming initial distributions of temperature, pressure, fracture
aperture, and species concentrations. These results are then used to iterate between the discrete fracture
network and the three functional representations for coupled heat transport and fluid flow, geomechanics
and geochemistry between the continuum domain and discrete fractures.

3.4

4.0

Code Descriptions

4.1 AD-GPRS
Automatic-!C@@?L?HNC;NCIH$?H?L;F-OLJIM?/?M?;L=B0CGOF;NIL!-$-/0(Younis 2011; Zhou 2012)
is a reservoir modelCHAJF;N@ILG>?P?FIJ?>;H>MOMN;CH?><SNB?02-/&-B research group in the Energy
Resources Engineering Department at Stanford University. AD-$-/0;FFIQMNB?@F?RC<F?NL?;NG?HNI@;FF
nonlinear physics or formulations through the automatic differentiation framework inherent in the
simulator (Voskov and Tchelepi 2012; Voskov et al.). Other AD-$-/0IJNCIHMCH=FO>?@F?RC<F?*OFNC-ICHN#FORJJLIRCG;NCIH>CM=L?NCT;NCIH;H>A?H?L;F>;JNCP?&GJFC=CN*?NBI>(Zhou et al.) ,J?H*-
;H>*OFNC-$-2J;L;FF?Fimplementation (Tchelepi and Zhou; Zhou 2012), advanced thermalcompositional formulation (Iranshahr et al. 2010; Zaydullin et al.) fully-coupled geomechanics for
fractured media (Garipov et al. 2012) and adjoint-based optimization (IOLIOHCM?N;F 3IMEIP;H>
Volkov).
The main focus of AD-$-/0CMNIJLIPC>? a flexible reservoir simulation research simulator that focuses
IH;H?RN?H>;<F?MNLO=NOL?  IHM?KO?HNFS ;GI>OF;LI<D?=N-orientated code structure was implemented.
AD-$-/0@I=OM?MIHJLIPC>CHA;@F?RC<F? ?@@C=C?HN;H>?RN?H>;<F?HOG?LC=;F@L;G?QILENB;NCM>esigned
for reservoir simulation research. AD-$-/0MIFP?MNB?AIP?LHCHAG;MM;H>?H?LAS<;F;H=??KO;NCIHM
QCNBNB?@CHCN?PIFOG?G?NBI>;H>FCH?;LCTCHANB?HIHFCH?;L?KO;NCIHMOMCHA+?QNIH-Raphson method.
1B??HNCL?=I>?CMQLCNN?HCHMN;H>;L>
@OFFdescription of the entire structure and implementation
of the code is available in (Zhou 2012).
The main library that AD-$-/0OM?MNI;=BC?P?NBCM@F?RC<CFCNSCM;HONIG;NC=!C@@?L?HNC;NCIH
Expression Template Library (ADETL) (Younis 2011; Zhou 2012). The computation of these automatic
derivatives consists of: 1) analyzing the expressions and to determine the basic operators (+,-,*, /) that are
involved; and 2) performing basic differentiation rules -- FCH?;LCNS JLI>O=N KOINC?HNM @OH=NCIH>?LCP;NCP?M
and chain rule to evaluate the derivative. The key benefit that this provides is the ability to compute
analytical derivatives automatically without any manual implementation of the Jacobian or by computing
a numerical Jacobian. This manual implementation is often tedious and can be difficult to debug. Another
alternative is to compute numerical derivatives by using a truncated Taylor series representation of the
derivatives to represent the analytical derivatives. The main downside to this is that numerical derivatives
lead to large truncation errors and small intervals would result in considerable round-off errors. A full
description of this automatic differentiation library and implementation is available in (Younis 2011;
Zhou 2012).

4.2 CFRAC
#/  IGJF?R#L;=NOLCHA/?M?L=B I>?CM;>CM=L?N?@L;=NOL?H?NQILE=I>?NB;N@OFFSCGJFC=CNFS
couples fluid flow with the stresses induced by fracture deformation. The original version of the code was
two-dimensional *= FOL?;H>%ILH?, but recently the code has been extended to three dimensions
*= FOL??N;F . The fluid flow calculations are performed using the finite volume method (;LCGCFard et al. 2004). Fluid leakoff from fractures into the matrix can be either neglected, handled with a onedimensional leakoff model (Vinsome and Westerveld 1980) or with a fully numerical solution using an
unstructured conforming mesh *= FOL?. Fluid is assumed to be single-JB;M? ?CNB?LA;MILFCKuid
(Ribeiro et al.). ;F=OFations of stresses induced by fracture sliding and opening are performed with the
constant boundary element method and the patch element formulation I@0BIO;H> LIO=B(Shou and
LIO=B in 2D and Okada (Okada 1992) CH! 1B?0BIO;H> LIO=B0BIO;H> LIO=B
method assumes the problem domain is an infinite whole space, but the Okada (Okada 1992) method
4.1

assumes an infinite half-space. With the Okada (Okada 1992) method, deformations at the surface can be
calculated.
When simulating fluid flow in the matrix surrounding the fractures, it is assumed that the deformations of
the fractures do not poroelastically affect the fluid pressure in the matrix, and fluid pressure changes in
the matrix do not affect the stress on the fractures. However, deformations of the fractures do have a
JILI?F;MNC=?@@?=NIHNB?@FOC>JL?MMOL?I@INB?L@L;=NOL?M +IHFCH?;L?KO;NCIHM;L?OM?>NIL?F;N?@FOC>
pressure, normal stress, and cumulative sliding displacement to the void and hydraulic aperture. The
coefficient of friction can be assumed to be constant, or it can be assumed to be evolving according to a
rate and state friction law. The code includes flow in both new and preexisting fractures, with the
propagation of new fractures handled by numerically calculating a stress intensity factor at the crack tip.
However, the location of any potentially forming hydraulic fractures must be specified in advance.
Similar to the fluid flow, thermal transport is simulated with the finite volume method. It is iteratively
coupled to fluid flow. Thermal transport outside the fractures can be simulated with either a fully
numerical simulation (in 2D) or a one-dimensional heat conduction model (in 2D or 3D). The onedimensional heat conduction model neglects the effect of effect of heat convection in the matrix.
Thermoelastic effects are not included. The fully numerical treatment includes both convection and
conduction.

4.3 FALCON
#) ,+#L;=NOLCHAH>)CKOC> ,+P?=NCIH$;MNIH?N;F ; <-I>AILH?S?N;F  is a fullycoupled and fully-implicit modeling tool for predicting the dynamics of fluid flow, heat and solute
transport, geomechanics, and reactive geochemistry. The code is >?P?FIJ?>IH;J;L;FF?F*OFNCJBSMC=M
,<D?=N,LC?HN?>0CGOF;NCIH"HPCLIHG?HN*,,0"(Gaston et al. 2009; Gaston et al. 2014a; Gaston et
al. 2014b) computational framework developed at Idaho National Laboratory for providing finite element
solutions of coupled systems I@HIHFCH?;LJ;LNC;F>C@@?L?HNC;F?KO;NCIHMOMCHA;$FI<;F&GJFC=CNJJLI;=B
(GIA).
#) ,+B;M<??H>?MCAH?>@ILNB?MCGOF;NCIHI@geothermal reservoirs, both conventional hydrothermal
and EGS, but has been applied for multiphysics simulations of used fuel disposition of nuclear waste,
ALIOH>Q;N?L@FIQ;H>NL;HMJILN ;H>GCHCHA;JJFC=;NCIHM 1B?;L=BCN?=NOL?I@#) ,+B;M;JFOA-andplay modular design structure based on representing ea=BI@NB?AIP?LHCHA-!"M;M;`E?LH?F` (?LH?FM
may be coupled together in any number of ways to achieve different application goals—for any given
simulation, any combination of kernels can be applied to make the problem as simple or complex as
H?=?MM;LS #) ,+MIFP?MJLI<F?GMIHMNLO=NOL?>ILOHMNLO=NOL?>G?MB?M OMCHAMN;H>;L>@CHCN??F?G?HN
approaches for geomechanics and a stabilized finite volume approach for mass and heat transport. It was
built to take advantage of GI>?LH%- NIIFM MO=B;M;>;JNCP?G?MBL?@CH?G?HN JBSMC=M-based
preconditioning, and advanced time stepping. Fig. 4-1 shows the basic architecNOL?I@#) ,+ QCNBNB?
kernels at the uppermost level, directly underlain by the numerical framework and solver libraries used to
=IOJF?NB?(?LH?FM;H>J?L@ILGL?M?LPICLMCGOF;NCIHM
H;ORCFC;LSP;LC;<F?MSMN?GB;M;FMI<??H<OCFNCHNI#) ,+NIB;H>F?MIFPCHAGIMNI@NB?>?LCP?>
KO;HNCNC?M;H>P;LC;<F?MNB;t are dependent on the primary kernels mentioned above. The number of
auxiliary kernels needed for a given simulation depends on the choice of primary variables and whether
they are formulated in terms of pressure-temperature or pressure-enthalpy. In general, a simulation run
with the pressure-?HNB;FJS@ILGOF;NCIH =IHMC>?LCHAA?IG?=B;HC=;F>CMJF;=?G?HN;H>>;G;ACHA L?KOCL?M
the most primary and auxiliary kernels and has the highest computational burden.

4.2

Figure 4-1. L=BCN?=NOL?I@NB?#;F=IH I>?

4.4 FEHM
#"%*#CHCN?"F?G?HN%?;N;H>*;MMCM;=IOJF?>MCGOF;NIL>?P?FIJ?>;NNB?)IMF;GIM+;NCIH;F
laboratory (LANL) for modeling coupled thermo- hydro-G?=B;HC=;F;H>=B?GC=;F1%*- JLI=?MM?MCH
geomedia !?GJM?S?N;F (?FE;L?N;F (?FE;L?N;F -;H>?S?N;F 7SPIFIMEC.
The simulator is designed to address spatial scales on the order of tens of centimeters to tens of
ECFIG?N?LM ;H>NCG?M=;F?MIHNB?IL>?LI@BIOLMNIN?HMI@S?;LM 1B?=IOJF?>?KO;NCIHM@IL@FOC>@FIQ 
mass transport and energy transport are implemented using finite volume, whereas the Galerkin finite
element G?NBI>CMOM?>@ILG?=B;HC=;F@IL=?<;F;H=? 1B?AIP?LHCHA=IOJF?>HIHFCH?;L?KO;NCIHM;L?
solved using a Newton-Raphson scheme with analytically or numerically computed Jacobians. A suite of
models is available for coupling flow and mechanical deformation via permeability-deformation
relationships.
1B?MCGOF;NIL#"%*Q;MILCACH;FFS>?P?FIJ?>NIGI>?FHIH-isothermal fluid flow in Hot Dry Rock
A?INB?LG;FL?M?LPICLM #"%*B;M<??H>?P?FIJ?>?RN?HMCP?FSOH>?LJLID?=NMIH
conventional/unconventional energy extraction (geothermal, oil, and gas), radionuclide and contaminant
NL;HMJILN Q;N?LMB?>G;H;A?G?HN ;H> ,2 M?KO?MNL;NCIH 1B?=;J;<CFCNC?MI@NB?MCGOF;NILCH=FO>?HIHisothermal, multiphase, multi-component fluid flow and chemical transport in media with dual porosity
and >O;FJ?LG?;<CFCNSIHOHMNLO=NOL?>ALC>M #"%*OM?M;H?@@C=C?HN;JJLI;=B@IL?P;FO;NCHA
thermodynamic functions using lookup tables and polynomial approximations to calculate derivatives.
#"%*;FMIOM?M;HIP?FN?=BHCKO?I@>?=IOJFCHANB?material coefficients from the geometric integrals
involving shape functions. This allows the pre-computation of the geometric integrals at the beginning of
the simulation, saving significant computational resources during iterative solutions of nonlinear
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JLI<F?GM #"%*CM=;J;<F?I@L?JL?M?HNCHA=IGJF?RA?IG?NLC?MOMCHAOHMNLO=NOL?>G?MB?MNIMIFP?
multi-JB;M?@FIQI@Q;N?L ;CL;H> ,2.
1B?G;MM;H>?H?LAS<;F;H=??KO;NCIHM;L?>CM=L?NCT?>OMCHANB?=IHNLIFPIFOG? 3;JJLI;=B ;MNBCMCM
known to lead NIAII>FI=;FG;MM=IHM?LP;NCIH 1B?G?=B;HC=;F@IL=?<;F;H=??KO;NCIHM;L?>CM=L?NCT?>
with the finite element (FE) approach. *;JJCHA<?NQ??HNB? 3;H>NB?#"ALC>MCM>IH?MO=BNB;NNB?
variables are defined at the same nodes. The mass and energy balan=??KO;NCIHM;L?MIFP?>
simultaneously and are M?KO?HNC;FFS=IOJF?>NINB?@IL=?<;F;H=??KO;NCIH *;N?LC;FM=;H>CMJF;SFCH?;LIL
nonlinear, elastic or elastic-plastic behavior, and may have anisotropic properties. Spatially varying
material properties are mapped from nodes onto finite elements using shape function interpolations.
IOJFCHA<?NQ??HNB?@FOC>@FIQ B?;NNL;HM@?L;H>G?=B;HC=;F@IL=?<;F;H=??KO;NCIHMI==OLM<INB
through the explicit occurrence I@N?LGMCH<;F;H=??KO;NCIHMe.g., the effective stress and thermal stress),
as well as through the dependence of various coefficients such as density, viscosity, permeability, and
porosity on the state variables such as pressure, temperature, and stresses.

4.5 FLAC3D
FLAC3D &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ is a three-dimensional explicit finite-difference program for
engineering mechanics computation. The basis for this program is the well-established numerical
formulation used by Itasca’s two-dimensional program, FLAC &N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ. FLAC3D
extends the analysis capability of FLAC into three dimensions, simulating the behavior of threedimensional structures built of soil, rock or other materials that undergo plastic flow when their yield
FCGCNM;L?L?;=B?> *;N?LC;FM;L?L?JL?M?HN?><SJIFSB?>L;F?F?G?HNMQCNBCH;NBL??-dimensional grid that
is adjusted by the user to fit the shape of the object to be modeled. Each element behaves according to a
prescribed linear or nonlinear stress/strain law in response to applied forces or boundary restraints. The
material can yield and flow, and the grid can deform (in large-strain mode) and move with the material
that is represented. The explicit, Lagrangian calculation scheme and the mixed-discretization zoning
N?=BHCKO?OM?>CHFLAC3D ensure that plastic collapse and flow are modeled very accurately. Because no
matrices are formed, large three-dimensional calculations can be made without excessive memory
L?KOCL?ments. The drawbacks of the explicit formulation (i.e., small time-MN?JFCGCN;NCIH;H>NB?KO?MNCIH
I@L?KOCL?>>;GJCHA;L?IP?L=IG?<S;ONIG;NC=CH?LNC;M=;FCHA;H>;ONIG;NC=>;GJCHANB;N>I?MHIN
influence the mode of failure. FLAC3D offers an ideal analysis tool for solution of three-dimensional
problems in geotechnical engineering.
The mechanics of the medium are derived from general principles (definition of strain, laws of motion),
;H>NB?OM?I@=IHMNCNONCP??KO;NCIHM>?@CHCHANB? idealized material. The resulting mathematical
?RJL?MMCIHCM;M?NI@J;LNC;F>C@@?L?HNC;F?KO;NCIHM L?F;NCHAG?=B;HC=;FMNL?MM;H>ECH?G;NC=MNL;CHL;N? 
velocity) variables, which are to be solved for particular geometries and properties, given specific
boundary and initial conditions. HCGJILN;HN;MJ?=NI@NB?GI>?FCMNB?CH=FOMCIHI@NB??KO;NCIHMI@
motion, although FLAC3D is primarily concerned with the state of stress and deformation of the medium
H?;LNB?MN;N?I@?KOCFC<LCOG 1B?inertial terms are used as a means by which to r?;=BNB??KOCFC<LCOG
state in a numerically stable manner.
The method of solution in FLAC3D is characterized by the following three approaches:


finite difference approach (first-order space and time derivatives of a variable are approximated by
finite differences, assuming linear variations of the variable over finite space and time intervals,
respectively)
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discrete-model approach (tB?=IHNCHOIOMG?>COGCML?JF;=?><S;>CM=L?N??KOCP;F?HN– one in which
all forces involved (applied and interactive) are concentrated at the nodes of a three-dimensional
mesh used in the medium representation)
dynamic-solution approach (tB?CH?LNC;FN?LGMCHNB??KO;NCIHMI@GINCIH;L?OM?>;MHOG?LC=;FG?;HM
NIL?;=BNB??KOCFC<LCOGMN;Ne of the system under consideration)

The laws of motion for the continuum are, by means of these approaches, transformed into discrete forms
I@+?QNIHbMF;Q;NNB?HI>?M 1B?L?MOFNCHAMSMN?GI@IL>CH;LS>C@@?L?HNC;F?KO;NCIHMCMNB?HMIFP?>
numerically using an explicit finite difference approach in time.

4.6 GeoFrac-Mech
GeoFrac-*?=BCM;NQI->CG?HMCIH;FHOG?LC=;FMCGOF;NILQBC=BMIFP?MNB?=IOJF?>?KO;NCIHM@IL@FOC>
flow, heat transfer, stress, and fracture deformation for a single- or multi-fracture sysN?G KO?IOM@FOC>
flow is considered within fractures according to Darcy’s law, in response local changes in fracture
J?LG?;<CFCNSQCNBFI=;F=B;HA?MCH@L;=NOL?HILG;F;H>MB?;L>?@ILG;NCIH KO?IOM@FOC>@FIQ<?NQ??H
the fractures and surrounding rock is considered to be fluid leakoff. Heat transfer within the fracture is via
conduction and convection, with thermal capacitance including a variable fracture aperture. Heat transfer
between the fractures and surrounding rock is time and position dependent parameter. The simulator
solves the thermo-JILI?F;MNC=CNS?KO;NCIHM L?F;NCHA=B;HA?CHLI=EMNL;CHNI=B;HA?MCHLI=EMNL?MM @FOC>
pressure and temperature, change in fracture volume to changes in rock stress, fluid pressure and
temperature, via the boundary element solution $B;MM?GC;H>7B;HA. A principal assumption of
the boundary element method is that the fracture resides in an infinite homogeneous geologic media. For
multiple fracture systems, where stresses induced by changes in temperature, fluid pressure, and
deformations in other fracture segments are obtained through spatial and temporal superposition of the
individual fracture segment solutions.
Deformation of the fracture is computed from changes in normal and shear stress on the fracture
segments, yielding both normal and shear deformations. The response of rough fractures are modeled via
the Barton-Bandis (Bandis et al. 1983) joint deformation model. Fracture slip is modeled to occur when
the shear stress exceeds the shear strength of the fracture. A linear relation is used to determine the
change in fracture aperture with the change in shear displacement. The joint is assumed to deform
elastically until the stress conditions yield permanent slip, which is determined in accordance with the
*IBL- IOFIG<@;CFOL?=LCN?LCIH FF?KO;NCIHM;L?MIFP?>MCGOFN;H?IOMFS L?KOCLCHACN?L;NCIHNIL?MIFP?
the nonlinearities. The temperature distribution and interface heat flow rate at every fracture segment can
be solved for given fluid flow rate in fractures; and the fluid pressure, normal and shear fracture
deformation, and interface flow rate can be solved for given interface heat flow rate. Solved together
NB?M??KO;NCIHMSC?F>NB?>CMNLC<ONCIHI@N?GJ?L;NOL? @FOC>JL?MMOre and fracture deformation.

4.7 GeoFrac-Stim
GeoFrac-Stim is a three dimensional numerical simulator for solving coupled thermal, hydrological, and
G?=B;HC=;FJLI=?MM?MCHA?IFIAC=G?>C; 1B?=I>?MIFP?MNBL??=IOJF?>?KO;NCIHM@ILA?IG?=B;HC=;F
displacement, fluid pressure and temperature using a finite-element formulation for discretization. The
AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIHM;L?NB?<;F;H=?I@@IL=?@ILA?IG?=B;HC=M =IHNCHOCNSI@@FOC>G;MM ;H>=IHNCHOCNSI@
energy. A partitioned solution scheme is followed that spFCNMNB?MIFONCIHI@NB?AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIHMCHNI
two parts. First a prediction of the change in temperature is made, which is then used to solve the coupled
?KO;NCIHM@ILA?IG?=B;HC=;F>CMJF;=?G?HN;H>@FOC>JL?MMOL? #FOC>P?FI=CNSCM=IOJF?>QCNBJIL?Jressure
P;LC;NCIHMPC;!;L=SbMF;Q  B;HA?MCHN?GJ?L;NOL?;L?NB?H=IGJON?>@LIGNB?=IHM?LP;NCIHI@?H?LAS
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?KO;NCIH *?=B;HC=;F>CMJF;=?G?HN=IHMC>?LMCGJ;=NMI@@FOC>JL?MMOL?;H>NB?LG;F
expansion/contraction. Oscillations in the temperature solution due to thermal convection processes are
>;GJ?H?>PC;NB?0NL?;GFCH?2JQCH>-?NLIP$;F?LECHMN;<CFCT;NCIHM=B?G?(Lee and Ghassemi 2011).
The simulator offers two approaches to modeling the geomechanical behavior of the rock: 1) thermoporoelastic and 2) damage and permeability. The thermo-poroelastic model considers the influence of
fluid flow and temperature change on stress variation in the rock, but based on linear rock behavior
without reaching the failure point. The damage and permeability model extends this capability to account
for hardening and post-peak softening near the failure point, following the continuum damage mechanics
theory, first introduced by (;=B;HIP. A modified model of rock damage and permeability,
proposed by (Tang et al. 2002) is used which considers continuous stress relaxation from the peak stress
to the residual strength. This model divides the stress-strain relationship into elastic an damage phases.
The elastic phase is reversible, but in the damage phase the rock begins to fail by crack initiation, crackgrowth, and void-growth beyond the failure criterion.

4.8 GEOS
GEOS is a massively parallel, multi-physics simulation application utilizing high performance computing
(%- NI;>>L?MMMO<MOL@;=?L?M?LPICLMNCGOF;NCIH;=NCPCNC?MQCNBNB?AI;FI@IJNCGCTCHA=OLL?HNIJ?L;NCIHM
and evaluating innovative stimulation methods. GEOS enables coupling of different solvers associated
with the various physical processes occurring duLCHAL?M?LPICLMNCGOF;NCIHCHOHCKO?;H>MIJBCMNC=;N?>
ways, adapted to various geologic settings, materials and stimulation methods. Developed at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) as part of a Laboratory-Directed Research and
Development (LDRD) Strategic Initiative (SI) project, GEOS represents the culmination of a three-year
code development and improvement plan that has leveraged existing code capabilities and staff expertise
to design new computational geosciences software (Settgast et al. 2014).
The overall architecture of the framework includes consistent data structures, generalized parallel
communication and input/output functions, and interfaces for incorporating additional physics solvers and
materials models as demanded by future applications. Along with predicting the initiation, propagation
and reactivation of fractures, GEOS also generates synthetic micro-seismic source terms that can be used
to generate motions at surface and down-hole array positions. GEOS can also be linked with existing,
non-CHNLOMCP?OH=?LN;CHNSKO;HNC@C=;NCIHM=B?G?MNI=IHMNL;CHOH=?LN;CHNSCHCNMJL?>C=NCIHM;H>M?HMCNCPCNS
to the various parameters describing the reservoir and stimulation operations.
GEOS development was originally motivated by the need to simulate hydraulic fracture stimulation;
however, the capabilities are being expanded beyond this to include simulation of long-term fault
behavior associated with injection-induced/triggered seismicity, modeling the behavior of discontinuous
rock masses under load, particle method simulation of granular mechanics, flow and transport of heat and
fluid in dual permeability (discontinuous/continuous) geologies, and numerical (finite difference based)
propagation of seismic waves. GEOS can additionally call LLNL-proprietary material models and
?KO;NCIHMI@MN;N? Despite the expansion of its application space, the GEOS framework development
continues to be focused on the solution of low-rate loading of coupled hydromechanical systems with the
target application of better characterizing reservoir response to different stimulation, fracture control, and
CHD?=NCIH >CMJIM;FN?=BHCKO?MIP?L<INBMNCGOF;tion and production timescales.



4.9 MULTIFLUX
*2)1&#)25CM;KO;FC@C?> !,"-funded code developed for coupled thermal-hydrologic-air flow
simulations for the proposed High-)?P?F+O=F?;L4;MN?/?JIMCNILS;N6O==;*IOHN;CH-LID?=N(Danko
2008). 1B?=IOJFCHAI@NB?=IGJIH?HN=I>?MCMMO==?MM@OFFS;==IGJFCMB?>OMCHANB?+OG?LC=;F I>?
FuncNCIH;FCT;NCIH+1 #N?=BHCKO?!;HEI, a transformative compression method that replaces
the original component codes with their surrogate mathematical model by numerical functionalization.
The component codes coupled in the conjugate solution use NB?*2)1&#)253?LMCIH MI@NQ;L?;M;
framework for the coupled T-H-*- GI>?F *2)1&#)25CM;FMIOM?>;NNB?MO<-model level as an
CHN?AL;N?> #!MIFP?L@IL@FIQ;H>NL;HMJILNMCGOF;NCIHMCHNB?"$0@L;=NOL?M
1B?+1 #GI>?F-elements for the rock G;MM;H>NB? #!GI>?F-elements for the fracture are coupled by
;HCN?L;NCP?JLI=?>OL?CH*2)1&)25 (Danko 2008). Fig. 4-2 is a solution flowchart showing the
=IOJFCHAJLI=?MM<SNB?!CL?=N&N?L;NCIH;H>0O==?MMCP?JJLIRCG;NCIH=IOJF?L!&0 GI>OF? !&0 
matches temperature heat flux, concentration, species flux, and bulk flow flux on the boundary surface
node and time instance during simulation. The coupled simulation results are processed and saved by the
!&0 GI>OF?
T-H-M-C model configuration
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Figure 4-2. Logic flow chart I@NB?H?Q CHN?AL;N?>1%* GI>?F
Three iteration loops are used in the Internal Balance Iteration (IBI) cycle to balance the rockmass and
fracture flow transport processes, starting from the first, most inner loop to the third outer loop:


Bulk flow calculation in the discretized fracture network system assuming an initial temperature,
pressure and concentration distribution
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%?;N@FIQ<;F;H=?CN?L;NCIH<?NQ??HNB?+1 #;H> #D models for each time division
B?GC=;FMJ?=C?MG;MM@FIQ<;F;H=?CN?L;NCIH<?NQ??HNB?+1 #;H>@L;=NOL? #D models for each
time division

The three iteration loops are executed until no significant change is observed in the results between
consecutive iterations. 4BCF?NB? #!GI>?F-?F?G?HNCMMIFP?>QCNBCH*2)1&#)25 NB?+1 #GI>?lelements are only surrogate models for the rockmass. TOUGH2 may be used as an independent solver for
the heat and bulk coolant transport processes in the rockmass. 1,2$%/" 1G;S<?OM?>;M;H
independent solver for the chemical species transport. In high temperature, strongly non-linear
;JJFC=;NCIHM NB?+1 #GI>?FJ;L;G?N?LMGOMN<?L?@L?MB?>>OLCHA=IOJFCHACN?L;NCIHM !;HEI.

4.10 NUFT
The NUFT (Nonisothermal Unsaturated-saturated Flow and Transport) code is a highly flexible computer
software package for modeling multiphase, multi-component heat and mass flow and reactive transport in
unsaturated and saturated porous media. This computer code has been developed over decades at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), and represents a current state-of-the-art in subsurface
flow and reactive transport modeling (Hao et al. 2013; Nitao 2000). NUFT uses an integral finite
difference spatial discretization along with implicit time-integration schemes to solve the mass and energy
<;F;H=??KO;NCIHM The resulting non-FCH?;L?KO;NCIHM;N?;=BNCG?MN?J;L?MIFP?><SNB?+?QNIHRaphson method. Several models or modules, which utilize a common set of utility routines and input file
formats, are implemented in NUFT to address various flow and reactive transport processes in porous
media. Available modules include:







2 01– uH=IH@CH?>;H>=IH@CH?>;KOC@?L saturated flow module
20-–unsaturated single phase flow module (Richard’s ?KO;NCIH
USNT – fully coupled unsaturated multiple phases, multiple components flow module with
isothermal and nonisothermal options
20 – unsaturated single component transport module
TRANS – geochemical multiphase transport module
RESHEAT – electrical resistive heating module

These modules can either work as stand-alone models or be coupled with another sub-model through
internal inter-module data exchange/transfer.
+2#1CM=;J;<F?I@LOHHCHAIH- M QILEMN;NCIHM ;H>G;DILJ;L;FF?F=IGJONCHAplatforms. It has been
widely used for numerical modeling of subsurface multiphase flow and reactive transport processes.
JJFC=;NCIH;L?;MCH=FO>?A?IFIAC=;F>CMJIM;FI@HO=F?;LQ;MN?  , 2 A?IFIAC=M?KO?MNL;NCIH;H>MNIL;A? 
geothermal exploitation, groundwater monitoring and remediation, and subsurface hydrocarbon
production.

4.11 STOMP
01,*-0O<MOL@;=?1L;HMJILN,P?L*OFNCJF?-B;M?M(STOMP User Guide 2015; White and Oostrom
4BCN??N;F 4BCN?;H>*=$L;CF4BCN?;H>,IMNLIG is a suite of numerical
simulators for modeling multi-fluid flow, heat transport, and reactive transport in geologic media. The
suite of simulators is distinguished by operational modes that solve various combinations of conservation
?KO;NCIHM;H>;MMI=C;N?>=IHMNCNONCP??KO;NCIHM CH=FO>CHANB??KO;NCIHMI@MN;N? Fluid flow is computed
OMCHA;GOFNC@FOC>P?LMCIHI@!;L=SbM?KO;NCIH;H>>C@@OMCP? >CMJ?LMCP?NL;HMJILNCM=IHMC>?L?>CH;FF
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fluids. -B;M?;JJ?;L;H=?M >CM;JJ?;L;H=?M ;H>NL;HMCNCIHM;L?=IGJON?>>SH;GC=;FFS>?J?H>CHAIHNB?
component composition, temper;NOL?;H>JL?MMOL?MN;N? ;MMOGCHANB?LGI>SH;GC=?KOCFC<LCOG The heat
NL;HMJILN;H>=IGJIH?HNG;MM=IHM?LP;NCIH?KO;NCIHM;L?MIFP?>CGJFC=CNFSOMCHA;+?QNIH-Raphson
scheme with numerically generated derivatives. Spatial discretization is via an integral volume
formulation on structured hexahedral grids and temporal discretization is via backward Euler.
/?;=NCP?NL;HMJILNCMMIFP?>M?KO?HNC;FFSNINB?=IOJF?>B?;NNL;HMJILN;H>=IGJIH?HNG;MM=IHM?LP;NCIH
?KO;NCIHOMCHA;HIJ?L;NIL-splitting scheme where local geochemistry is solved following transport of
conserved and kinetic species. Reactive processes include mineral precipitation/dissolution, gas
exsolution/dissolution, ion exchange, and surface complexation via the solution of three general reaction
?KO;NCIHNSJ?M?KOCFC<LCOG =IHM?LP;NCIH ;H>ECH?NC=, OMCHANB?" (" B?G"KOCFC<LCOG 
IHM?LP;NCIH (CH?NC="KO;NCIH B?GCMNLSGI>OF? Newton-Raphson iteration is used to resolve the
HIHFCH?;LCNC?MCHNB?L?;=NCIH?KO;NCIHM The precipitation and dissolution of minerals is coupled to
porosity and intrinsic permeability that then affect the coupled fluid flow and heat transport. For
geomechanical calculations, 01,*-B;M<??HMIFP?>M?KO?HNC;FFSQCNB0&*2)&bM<;KOM@IL=;L<IH
M?KO?MNL;NCIH;JJlications. For this study, geomechanical changes in fracture aperture and associated
permeability were modeled assuming static stress conditions in the rock, yielding a mean effective stress
as a function of pressure only.
1B?>?P?FIJG?HNI@NB?01,*-MCGulator was initiated in the early 1990s with the investigations of the
N?=BHC=;FJIN?HNC;F@IL6O==;*IOHN;CH;M;HO=F?;LQ;MN?L?JIMCNILS(Eslinger et al. 1993). 01,*-bM
capabilities were soon expanded to study the migration of volatile organics through the deep vadose zone
at the Hanford Site (Lenhard et al. 1995; White et al. 1995). Since these early development stages,
application areas for the simulator have greatly expanded to include environmental remediation (Oostrom
et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2012), vegetated surface barriers (White and Ward 2005), c;L<IHM?KO?MNL;NCIHCH
deep saline reservoirs  B?HA?N;F , the production of oil and gas from oil shales, enhanced oil
recovery with carbon dioxide injection (White et al. 2014b), compressed gas storage *=$L;CF?N;F 
2013), storage of low-level nuclear waste in glass form *=$L;CF?N;F , production of natural gas
hydrates (White and Lee 2014), and geothermal 4BCN?;H>-BCFFCJM. -;L;FF?FCT;NCIHI@NB?
MCGOF;NILP;LC?M;=LIMMNB?IJ?L;NCIH;FGI>?M @LIGM?KO?HNC;FIHFS NINBL?;>?>PC;,J?H*-;H>
=IOJFCHAQCNB-"10= NI@OFFy parallel on distributed memory computers PC;$FI<;FLL;SM *-& and
-"10=

4.12 TOUGH2 and TOUGH-FLAC
Developed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory since the early 1980s, TOUGH2 is currently
the most widely applied code in the TOUGH suite of nonisothermal multiphase flow and transport
simulators #CHMN?LF??N;F -LO?MM?N;F . 1,2$% NBLIOABCNMJL?>?=?MMILM*2)(,*
-LO?MM and TOUGH -LO?MM, was initially developed primarily for geothermal reservoir
engineering, <ONCMHIQQC>?FSOM?>@IL;JJFC=;NCIHML?F;N?>NIA?IFIAC=;F=;L<IHM?KO?MNL;NCIH HO=F?;L
waste disposal, energy production from geothermal, oil and gas reservoirs as well as methane hydrate
deposits, environmental remediation, vadose zone hydrology, and other uses that involve coupled thermal,
hydrological, geochemical, and geomechanical processes in permeable media (Finsterle et al. 2014). The
basic TOUGH2 code considers flow of multiphase fluid mixtures and heat in fractured porous media for
select components and phases. The considered combination of components and related fluid properties are
calculated by the particular EOS fluid property module that is linked to the main flow and transport core,
which sets up and solves the mass-and energy-<;F;H=??KO;NCons. An unstructured finite-volume
(integrated finite-difference) numerical approach is implemented for the flow/transport computations.
This allows modeling of porous and/or fractured systems and other types of systems with zones of
different component mo<CFCNS NBLIOABNB?OM?I@GOFNCJF?CHN?L;=NCHA=IHNCHO;*&+ -LO?MM;H>
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Narasimhan 1985). The TOUGH suite of simulators, including TOUGH2 have over the years been
=IHNCHO;FFSOJ>;N?> QCNBH?Q?KO;NCIH-of-state (EOS) modules, and refined process descriptions, and the
numerical performance of the simulators is being improved through parallelization and the use of state-ofthe-;LNFCH?;L?KO;NCIHMIFP?LM (Finsterle et al. 2014). All EOS modules contain water, and may include
non-condensable gases, solutes, volatile organic compounds, tracers, and radionuclides. These
components are transported through the geologic media in one, two, or three fluid phases (gaseous,
;KO?IOM ;H>HIH-;KO?IOMJB;M?FCKOC>M 0IG?=IGJIH?HNMG;S;FMIJL?=CJCN;N?;H>>CMMIFP? IL;>MIL<
and desorb, i.e., become part of or interact with an immobile solid phase. The main fluid flow processes
considered in the basic TOUGH simulators are advective fluid flow described with a multiphase
extension of Darcy’s law, which includes relative permeability and capillary pressure effects; in addition,
there is diffusive mass transport in all phases. Heat flow occurs by conduction and convection as well as
sensible and latent heat effects (Finsterle ?N;F -LO?MM?N;F .
TOUGH-#) CM;MCGOF;NCIH;JJLI;=B<;M?>IHFCHECHA1,2$%;H>#) 3D, originally developed
during the late 1990s for considering geomechanical effects on multiphase flow and transport associated
QCNBNB?6O==;*IOHN;CHHO=F?;LQ;MN?>CMJIM;FJLID?=N/ONKPCMN;H>1M;HA/ONKPCMN?N;F .
TOUGH-#) CMcurrently being applied to study coupled geomechanical processes under multiphase
flow conditions for a wide range of applications, including nuclear waste disposal /ONKPCMN?N;F <,
,2 M?KO?MNL;NCIH/ONKPCMN?N;F /ONKPCMN?N;F ;, EGS /ONKPCMN?N;F ;, gas
production from hydrate-bearing sediments /ONKPCMN;H>*ILC>CM, and compressed air energy
storage /ONKvist et al. 2012). TOUGH-#) CM=OLL?HNFS<?CHA?RN?HMCP?FS;pplied for studies related to
injection-CH>O=?>@;OFN;=NCP;NCIH;H>M?CMGC=CNS;MMI=C;N?>QCNB ,2 M?KO?MNL;NCIH/ONKPCMN?N;F ;
stimulation of shale-gas reservoirs /ONKPCMN?N;F <, and EGS (Jeanne et al. 2014). Other efforts of
TOUGH-based geomechanical models have also been developed, such as for modeling of fracture
propagation of various complexity, including TOUGH-/! -;H?N;F  and TOUGH-RBSN
(Asahina et al. 2014), though those have not yet applied for the analysis of EGS.
In the TOUGH-#) ;JJLI;=B NB?NQI=I>?M1,2$%;H>#) 3D ;L?M?KO?HNC;FFS=IOJF?>NBLIOAh a
=?HNL;F1%*GI>?FNB;NCMG;N?LC;FMJ?=C@C=;H>>?pends on the application (Fig. 4-3). The couplings
include direct pore-volume coupling between mechanics and hydraulics, as well as indirect coupling
through property changes. For example, permeability and capillary scaling can be dependent on
mechanically induced porosity changes. For fractured media, various models have been applied to correct
permeability for changes in the three-dimensional stress field /ONKPCMN?N;F . Faults and
>CM=IHNCHOCNC?MNB;N=;H<?>CM=L?NCT?>?CNB?LOMCHA#) 3D interfaces or finite thickness elements with
strongly anisotropic properties /ONKPCMN?N;F /ONKPCMN?N;F ; *I>?FMCHPIFPCHA;H>CMb
normal closure model and strain-hardening-softening shear behavior have also been used for modeling
fractures and faults, including strain-softening (slip weakening) shear strength applied for modeling
sudden (seismic) fault slip /ONKPCMN?N;F ; +OG?LC;FFS NB?=IOJFCHAI@1,2$%;H>#) 3D
corresponds to a mixed formulation that is stable in space, whereas th?M?KO?HNC;F=IOJFCHAM=B?G?uses
so-called stress fixed iterations that are known to result in an unconditionally stable solution (CG?N;F 
(CG?N;F . The fixed stress iterations means that the flow problem is solved first under fixed
stress, whereas pressure, temperature are prescribed during the mechanical run and porosity in the flow
simulation is updated through a special correction scheme (CG?N;F (CG?N;F .
Related to EGS, TOUGH-#) Q;MNB?G;CH=I>?OM?>@ILJF;HHCHA >?MCAH, and validation of the
stimulation operation associated with The G?SM?L"$0!?GIHMNL;NCIH-LID?=N in ;FC@ILHC;/ONKPCMN?N
al. 2015a) and also has also been used for modeling shear stimulation at the Newberry Volcano EGS
Demonstration (Rinaldi et al. 2015). Both cases involve relative cool water injection into very hot (up to
350° L?M?rvoir rock, associated stress changes, and induced seismicity. In the case of the Geysers, a
network of discrete fracture zones were discretized into the 3D model of the site and these have a
profound effect on the cIOJF?>1%*<?B;PCILI@NB?"$0(Jeanne et al. 2014).
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Figure 4-3. 0=B?G;NC=I@FCHECHAI@1,2$%QCNB#) 3D for a TOUGH-#) =IOJF?>1%*
simulation /ONKPCMN

4.13 TOUGHREACT and TOUGHREACT-ROCMECH
Reactive transport in geothermal systems is inherently a multicontinuum problem, typically characterized
by a more permeable fracture "network" in communication with a porous lower permeability rock matrix.
4B?L?;M@FOC>@FIQ;H>B?;NNL;HMJILN=;HI@N?H<?MCGOF;N?>;>?KO;N?FSCH?KOCP;F?HNILMCHAF?continuum media, large differences in fracture and matrix mineralogy, fluid chemistry, and potentially gas
M;NOL;NCIH G;E?CNCGJ?L;NCP?NI=IHMC>?LGOFNCJF?CHN?L;=NCHA=IHNCHO;*&+ ;M?RN?H>?>NIQ;N?L-gasrock interaction0IHH?HNB;F?N;F 5O;H>-LO?MM5O?N;F . While such methods are
computationally intensive in 3! ;==OL;N?GI>?FMI@1%* JLI=?MM?MIHL?Mervoir-scale problems will
L?KOCL?MO=BG?NBI>M 1,2$%/" 10IHH?HNB;F?N;F 5O;H>-LO?MM5O?N;F 5O
et al. 2001; Xu et al. 2011) was developed by introducing reactive geochemistry into the framework of
TOUGH2, for which the multiple continuum approach had been well developed for fluid and heat flow.
1,2$%/" 1MCGOF;N?MHIH-CMINB?LG;F GOFNCJB;M? GOFNC=IGJIH?HNL?;=NCP?NL;HMJILNI@;KO?IOM
and gaseous components in porous and fractured media. Reactive transport is solved by an operatorsplitting approach that can be either iterative or non-iterative. The code can accommodate an arbitrary
HOG<?LI@=B?GC=;FMJ?=C?MNB;N=;H<?JL?M?HNCHFCKOC> A;M;H>MIFC>JB;M?MCHG?>C;QCNBJBSMC=;F;H>
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chemical heterogeneity. Thermophysical and geochemical properties are calculated as a function of
pressure and temperature as well as of thermodynamic and kinetic data for mineral–water–gas reactions.
*OFNCJB;M?NL;HMJILNI@;KO?IOM;H>A;M?IOMMJ?=C?MI==OLM<S;>P?=NCIH;H>GIF?=OF;L>C@@OMCIH 
KO?IOM;H>MOL@;=?=IGJF?R;NCIH ;=C>–base, redox, gas dissolution and exsolution, and multi-site
=;NCIH?R=B;HA?;L?=IHMC>?L?>OH>?LNB?FI=;F?KOCFC<LCOG;MMOGJNCIH *CH?L;F>CMMIFONCIH;H>
JL?=CJCN;NCIHJLI=??>OH>?L?CNB?L?KOCFC<LCOGILECH?NC==IHMNL;CHNM &HNL;-;KO?IOMECH?NC=M;H>
biodegradation and surface complexation using non-electrostatic, constant capacity and double layer
electrostatic models were iH=ILJIL;N?>CHNI1,2$%/" 13(Xu et al. 2011).
*CH?L;F>CMMIFONCIH;H>JL?=CJCN;NCIHF?;>NIN?GJIL;F=B;HA?MCHJILIMCNS;H>;MMI=C;N?>=B;HA?MCH
permeability and unsaturated hydrologic properties, which is an important feedback mechanism that
modifies fluid flow patterns. The porosity–permeability correlation in geologic media can be complex,
depending on factors such as pore size distribution, pore shape, connectivity, and crystal morphology.
Several porosity–permeability and fracture aperture–permeability, and capillary pressure-porositypermeability relationships are included (Sonnenthal et al. 2005; Sonnenthal et al. 2014) 1,2$%/" 1
has been applied to a wide range of subsurface hydrological and biogeochemical environments, including
applications related to geothermal systems, nuclear waste repositories A?IFIAC==;L<IHM?KO?MNL;NCIH ;H>
environmental remediation (Aradóttir et al. 2012; Dobson et al. 2004; Finsterle et al. 2014; Sonnenthal et
al. 2005; Sonnenthal et al. 2012; Sonnenthal et al. 2015; Sonnenthal et al. 2014; Spycher et al. 2003; Xu
?N;F ;5O?N;F <5O;H>-LO?MM 5O?N;F .
1,2$%/" 13?LMCIH -,*-(Sonnenthal et al. 2014) adds many new features for simulating 3D
"$0;H>BS>LINB?LG;FMSMN?GM CH=FO>CHA,J?H*-J;L;FF?FCT;NCIHI@NB?GIMNNCG?-consuming routines.
IGJIMCNCIH;H>N?GJ?L;NOL?-dependent mineral heat capacities and thermal conductivities calculated
from thermodynamic data can be dynamically updated during mineral precipitation-dissolution, and the
coefficients calculated directly from mineral ;<OH>;H=?M@ILOM?CH1%*=;F=OF;NCIHM %IGIA?H?IOM
and heterogeneous heats of reaction can be calculated from the thermodynamic database and coupled to
heat and reactive transport. Reactive trace gas species can be injected/produced and transported with a
,2-H2O "carrier" gas. A newly >?P?FIJ?>MCHAF?JB;M?;KO?IOMHIHCMINB?LG;FQ?FF<IL?@FIQGI>?F
can be easily implemented with little modification to existing reservoir models.
,HAICHA>?P?FIJG?HNI@1,2$%/" 1CH=FO>?MBS<LC>*-&-,J?H*-J;L;FF?FCT;tion for large-scale
J;L;FF?F=IGJONCHA H?Q?KO;NCIH-of-state modules, and coupling of geomechanical effects in the new
1%* MCGOF;NIL1,2$%/" 1-/, *" %
1,2$%/" 1-/, *" %(CG?N;F (CG?N;F  is one of several codes that have been
>?P?FIJ?><;M?>IH1,2$%/" 1NI=IHMC>?L;MJ?=NMI@=IOJF?>1%* JLI=?MM?M /, *" %Q;M
developed specifically for treating stimulation in EGS, providing NB?;<CFCNSNIGIL?NCABNFS=IOJF?1% 
and mechanical processes, without using an external "black-<IRMCGOF;NIL 1,2$%/" 1/, *" %=IHMC>?LM=B;HA?MCHJIL?PIFOG? CH>O=?><S=B?GC=;FL?;=NCIH JILI?F;MNC=CNS N?HMCF? ;H>
shear failure when solving for fluid and heat flow (CG?N;F . The fluid and heat flow,
A?IG?=B;HC=M ;H>L?;=NCP?NL;HMJILN;L?MIFP?>M?KO?HNC;FFS ;>IJNCHACGJFC=CNMIFONCIHM=B?G?M@ILNB?
MO<JLI<F?GMC ? M?KO?HNC;FCGJFicit method), as shown in Fig. 4-4. Specifically, when solving flow and
A?IG?=B;HC=M NB?@CR?>MNL?MMM?KO?HNC;FG?NBI>Q;M?GJFIS?> QBC=BMIFP?M@FIQ@CLMN @CRCHANB?NIN;F
stress field locally, and solves geomechanics at the next step from the calculated flow solutions. As
discussed above, the fixed-stress method can provide numerical unconditional stability and high accuracy,
comparable to the fully implicit method, regardless of the coupling strength in pore-volume between flow
and geomechanics (CG?N;F (CG?N;F  #IL"$0 1,2$%/" 1-/, *" %B;M<??H
?RN?H>?>NI=IOJF?>1%* CHGOFNCJF?JILIMCNSG;N?LC;FM CH=FO>CHANB?LGIJILIJF;MNC=CNS@IL=IHMC>?LCHA
tensile and shear failure. Recently, the code has been has been further improved to solve wellbore
stimulation problems in EGS and unconventional hydrocarbon reservoirs (Smith et al. 2015). Detailed
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injection-flowback 3!1%*MCGOlations of the stimulation at the Newberry Volcano EGS Demonstration
have been performed, considering shear failure along multiple planes that represent the dominant fracture
orientations at the site (Smith et al. 2015; Sonnenthal et al. 2015).

Figure 4-4. 1B?M?KO?HNC;FCGJFC=CN;FAILCNBGI@=B?GI-thermo-poro-mechanics. Flow, geomechanics,
L?;=NCP?NL;HMJILNMCGOF;NILM;L?=IGGOHC=;N?>M?KO?HNC;FFS(CG?N;F 

4.14 TR_FLAC3D
1/:#) !(Taron and Elsworth 2009, 2010b) CM;=IHNCHOOGGI>?FNB;NL?JL?M?HNM=IOJF?>1%* 
CHN?L;=NCIHMCH>O;FJILIMCNSG?>C;CH=FO>CHAOH>L;CH?>FI;>CHA "KOCFC<LCum and complex mechanical
=IHMNCNONCP?L?F;NCIHM;L??H@IL=?>CH#) 3D. Transport of fluid (Darcian), dissolved mineral mass
#C=EC;H;H>;>P?=NCP?;H>B?;N=IH>O=NCP?;H>;>P?=NCP?;L?;==IGGI>;N?>CH1,2$%/" 1
together with non-?KOCFC<LCOGL?;=NCIHM -LCG;LS>?J?H>?HNP;LC;<F?MI@>CMJF;=?G?HN;H>@FOC>JL?MMOL?
CH#) 3D ;H>I@JL?MMOL? ;KO?IOM=IH=?HNL;NCIH;H>N?GJ?L;NOL?CH1,2$%/" 1;L?G;JJ?>
<?NQ??H>C@@?L?HNALC>MNLO=NOL?MCHNB?NQI=I>?M 2H>L;CH?>FI;>CHACM;==IGGI>;N?>CH#) 3D.
Undrained pressures are calculated from dual porosity constitutCP?L?F;NCIHMCH#) 3D and interpolated,
NB?HL?>CMNLC<ON?>CH1,2$%/" 1 /?PCM?>JL?MMOL?M;L?L?NOLH?>NI#) 3D, then incremented by
OH>L;CH?>JL?MMOL?MNB;NBIHILNIN;FMNL?MM?M?KOCFC<LCOG CH#) 3D. This principal mode of interaction
is illustrated Fig. 4-5.
Thermal behavior includes dual porosity response with thermal capacitance in the conductive matrix and
advective transport in fractures. This is coupled with linear thermal expansion in the matrix and saturation
weighted densities, specific heats and conductivities. Hydraulic behavior is also dual porosity for
multiphase flow with matrix permeabilities weighted by saturation and fracture permeabilities controlled
<SMNL?MM *?=B;HC=;Fbehavior uses a cracked continuum with dual porosity deformation response (Bai
and Elsworth 2000; Elsworth and Bai 1992) comprising a linear elastic matrix but nonlinear elastic
fracture with exponential closure to residual aperture, damage upon closure limiting recovery, and linear
>CF;NCIHCHMB?;L@IFFIQCHA;*IBL- IOFIG<@;CFOL?=LCN?LCIH The deformation cycle includes the
generation of undrained fluid pressures and of thermal stresses, each in dual porosity media (Bai and
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Elsworth 2000; Elsworth and Bai 1992).

Figure 4-5. IOJFCHAL?F;NCIHMBCJ<?NQ??H1,2$%/" 1 #) 3D and the interpolation module,
illustrating the different grids used in the two principal models
B?GC=;FL?MJIHM?CH=ILJIL;N?M>O;FJILIMCNSNL;Hsport together with dissolution/precipitation that is rate
constant dependent for multiple species and with Arrhenius dependence. 1%* =IOJFCHA;==IGGI>;N?M
@L;=NOL?=FIMOL?;H>J?LG?;<CFCNS?PIFONCIH>O?NI1* ?@@?=NMCH=FO>CHA>CMMIFONCIH;H>JL?=CJCN;Nion on
@L??@;=?MI@@L;=NOL?M;H>>CMMIFONCIH@LIG<LC>ACHA;MJ?LCNC?M 1BCM=IH@ILGMNI<INB?KOCFC<LCOG=FIMOL?
QCNBJL?MMOL?MIFONCIH;=NCP;N?><S;=LCNC=;FMNL?MM;H>QCNB?KOCFC<LCOG>CMMIFONCIH*CH?N;F  and
;FMI>CM?KOCFC<LCOG=FIMOL?QCNBHIH-?KOCFC<LCOG>CMMIFONCIH(Taron and Elsworth 2010a) with
IOMMCH?MK=IGJ;=NCIHI@;MJ?LCNC?M;H>L;N?-controlled dissolution.

4.15 UDEC Universal Distinct Element Code
1B?2!" ;H>!" codes are used to analyze coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical processes in
discontinuous media via the distinct element method !"*&N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ. Using the
distinct element method to solve discrete geomechanics problem is described in the previous section.
0?P?L;F=IOJF?>@FOC>@FIQGI>?FM;L?J;LNI@2!" ;H>!" 1B?NL;HMC?HN=IGJL?MMC<F?DICHN@FIQ
model is the most applicable to geothermal reservoir analysis and is described here. In this formulation
matrix flow is not considered. Fluid flow domains (locations where fluid pressure is defined) exist
between the mechanical contact points which represent rock joints. A length is associated with each
G?=B;HC=;F=IHN;=N 1B?L;N?I@@FOC>@FIQ K ;=LIMMa contact (from one domain to another) is given by,

q = −k j a3
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Δp
l

(4.1)

where, k j is the joint permeability factor (whose theoretical value is 1/12 µ , where µ is the fluid
!
dynamic viscosity), !a is the joint hydraulic aperature, !Δp is the difference in fluid pressure between
adjacent domains and !l is the contact length. Because the distinct element method uses the soft-contact
approach in which adjacent blocks are allowed to interpenetrate the hydraulic aperture of a joint is not
directly represented. Joint hydraulic aperture is defined as

a = a0 + un

(4.2)

where, a0 is the aperture at zero normal stress and un is the joint normal displacement described above.

!!

!

The apertures can be bound by user specified upper and lower limits.

During each time step, new block positions are found which may result in joint hydraulic aperture or fluid
domain volume change. The domain fluid pressure is update as

p = p0 + K w Q

ΔV
Δt
− Kw
Vm
V

(4.3)

where!p and p0 are the new and old fluid pressures, K w is the fluid bulk modulus, !ΔV is the domain
!!
!
volume change, !Q is the unbalanced flow into the domain and Vm is the average of the old and new

!

domain volumes. These fluid pressures are applied to the adjacent blocks to achieve two-way hydromechanical coupling. Total stresses result inside the blocks and effective stresses are obtained at the
mechanical contacts. Standard Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions can be applied in this scheme.
Additional terms can be included to account for partial saturation, two phase flow, or gas flow. A standard
vertex centered finCN?PIFOG?G?NBI>CMOM?>NIMIFP?NB?NL;HMC?HNB?;N=IH>O=NCIH?KO;NCIHIP?LNB?ALC>
points. The resulting temperature can influence block and joint stresses and fluid properties. Advection of
heat and convective heat transfer terms can also be included in this approach.
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5.0

Benchmark Problem 1: Poroelastic Response in a Fault
Zone (Permeability-Pressure Feedback)

Problem Champion: Robert Podgorney, Idaho National Laboratory
?H=BG;LE-roblem 1 was loosely based on recent observations at a test well from the Raft River EGS
demonstration site in southern Idaho (Bradford et al. 2013; Bradford et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2013).
However, the data were simplified and generalized for the purposes of the code comparison study. The
simulation problem involved a poroelastic fault layer in a geothermal reservoir undergoing water
injection. The observed reservoir behavior includes a strong non-linear response between the injection
rates and pressures over multiple-day, variable-rate injection tests. Simulation of the behavior is
simplified with the assumption of the permeability being an exponential function of hydrodynamic
pressure in the inferred fault zone. Water was injected into a well at a constant rate of 80 kg/s, with the
fluid entering the reservoir in a narrow (4-meter thick) fault zone at a depth of 2000 m. Simulated
pressure and temperature are given in the wellhead over a 3 day test, emulating monitored data. For
MCGJFC=CNS NB?CHD?=N?>@FOC>CM;MMOG?>NI<?;NNB?PCLACHLI=EN?GJ?L;NOL?I@NB?L?M?LPICL;N>?A 
GCHCGCTCHANB?B?;NNL;HMJILN<?NQ??HNB?=IIF;HN@FOC>;H>NB?BIMNLI=E -;LNC=CJ;HNM=IOF>=BIIM?
whether or not to model the overlying reservoir rock, with two sets of results being presented for either a
case with no leak off to the dense formation and a case with leak off. Eleven teams participated in the
solutions using various simplifying assumptCIHM GOFNCJF?LOHM;H>1%*GI>?FMas listed in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. -;LNC=CJ;NCHA1?;GM;H>0CGOF;NILM2M?>CHNB?0IFONCIHI@?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G 1
Simulation Team
Team Identifier
I>?M
Idaho National Laboratory
INL
#) ,+
&N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ
Itasca
#) 3D
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
LBNL
1,2$%;H>#) 3D
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
LLNL
GEOS
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
ORNL
-#),1/+
-?HHMSFP;HC;0N;N?2HCP?LMCNS
-02
#)0 !
-;=C@C=+ILNBQ?MN+;NCIH;F);<IL;NILS
-++)
01,*Stanford University
Stanford
#/ ;H>!-$-/0
University of Nevada, Reno
UNR
*2)1&#)25;H>
TOUGH2
The University of Oklahoma
OU
$",#/
The University of Texas at Austin
UTA
#/ :21

5.1 Geometry and Input Data for Benchmark Problem 1
The schematic of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 5-1; 1B?>IG;CHG;S<?=IHMC>?L?>CH ;LN?MC;HIL
cylindrical coordinates depicted in Figs. 5-1(b) and (c), respectively. A disc-shaped fracture of in
cylindrical coordinates is the most economical. In this case, the injection point is at the center of the
hollow disk at radius 0.15 m at 2000 m depth. The outer perimeter of the disk is at 2828.42 m, modeling
NB?BSJIN?HOM?I@;MKO;L?I@GMC>?M &H ;rtesian domain, the bottom, left, front and top-sides are
treated as no flow and zero heat flux boundaries for simplicity. The right- and back-sides are at fixed fluid
JL?MMOL?;H>N?GJ?L;NOL?QCNBP;FO?M?KO;FNINB?CHCNC;F@FOC>JL?MMOL?;H>N?GJ?L;NOL? in the reservoir.
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Figure 5-1. IH=?JNO;Fmodel for ?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G 1
A 1-dimensional cylindrical grid is recommended. A wedge of the complete cylindrical domain may be
GI>?F?>CH ;LN?MC;H=IIL>CH;N?M The density of discretization of the domain is as desired by individual
participants, using e.g., 100 grid cells in the radial direction with geometrically increasing grid spacing,
starting with a grid spacing of 0.05 m. Other choices may be used with geometrical progression which is
fine at the injection point and gradually increases according to
i

r ( i ) = 0.15 + ∑ q j ; with q > 1

(5.1)

j=1

where q, the KOINC?HN, varies for representing finer or coarser grids as needed to check grid-independency.
The results should be reported at grid centroids at 1.414 m, 3.535 m, 7.071 m, 14.14 m, 70.71 m, and
 G NIG??NNB?L?JILNCHAL?KOCL?G?HNMCH ;LN?MC;HALids at x = 1.0 m, y = 1.0 m; x = 2.5 m, y = 2.5
m; x = 5.0 m, y = 5.0 m; x=10.0m, y=10.0m; x=50m, y=50m; and x=500m, y=500m, respectively. Only
the fractured zone is considered in the no leak-off case in simulation, setting the vertical height of the
computational domain to 4.0 m. In the leak-off case, Darcy flow in the compressible dense rock may be
considered.
The effective-stress-dependent permeability characteristics of the fracture/fault zone are assumed to
follow the exponential law of (Nathenson 1999):

⎛ c ⎡ P − Po ⎤⎦ ⎞
k = ko exp ⎜ ⎣
⎟
σ
⎝
⎠
where k0 is the permeability at zero stress, the exponent !c is a fitting parameter that can be

!!

(5.2)

experimentally determined, !P and Po are the current and initial fluid pressures CH*-; ;H> σ is the
!
NIN;FIP?L<OL>?H=IH@CHCHAMNL?MMCH*-; Table 2 summarizes the parameters for the permeability
function. Examination of the permeability function reveals that the permeability response can be
determined using the fluid pressure aFIH? ;H>NB;N=;F=OF;NCIHMI@?@@?=NCP?MNL?MM;L?HINL?KOCL?> 1BCM
was chosen for initial ease of comparison, and to allow codes that do not include mechanics the ability to
participate. The properties of the reservoir rock surrounding the fault zone are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 5-2 -?LG?;<CFCNS Function -arameter Values
-;L;G?N?L+;G?
Units
m2
k

!! 0
!c
σ

Table 5-3 *;N?LC;F-LIJ?LNC?M
-LIJ?LNS+;G?
-?LG?;<CFCNS k
-ILIMCNS ϕ
Thermal conductivity, κ
Specific heat of water, cp
Specific heat of rock, c
Rock Density, ρ
-IL?=IGJL?MMC<CFCNS, Cϕ
Bulk compressibility, Cb
Bulk modulus, K
-ICMMIHbML;NCI, ν
Young’s modulus, E
Water density, ρw
Water viscosity, µw
Water compressibility, Cw

10.0
45

*-;
Units
m2
-4 G(
' EA(
' EA(
kg/m3
-;-1
-;-1
$-;
-$-;
kg/m3
-;M
-;-1

Value
1 x 10-13

Value for Dense Rock
1 x 10-18
1.0 x 10-2
4.0

920
2500
4.0 x 10-10
4.0 x 10-12
250
0.1

 
2.0151 x 10-4
4.475 x 10-10

Value for Fault Zone
1 x 10-13
1.0 x 10-4
4.0

920
2500
1.0 x 10-7
1.0 x1 0-11
100
0.2
180
 
2.0151 x 10-4
4.475 x 10-10

5.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions and Sources for Benchmark
Problem 1
1B?CHCNC;F=IH>CNCIHM@IL@FOC>JL?MMOL?;H>N?GJ?L;NOL?@ILNB??HNCL?>IG;CH;L?;MMOG?>NI<?*-;
;H>d L?MJ?=NCP?FS 
For a symmetric ;LN?MC;H>IG;CH, the bottom, left and front sides are treated as no flow and zero heat
flux boundaries. For simplicity, the top-side is also treated as no flow and zero heat flux boundary since
all fluid flow essentially occurs in the faulted zone and the cooling front only barely propagates into the
overburden rock within the test period. The right- and back-sides are treated as fixed fluid pressure and
temperature boundaries QCNBP;FO?M?KO;FNINB?CHCNC;F@FOC>JL?MMOL?;H>N?GJ?L;NOL?CHNB?L?M?LPICL 
For a cylindrical coordinate system, a Dirichlet (constant pressure) boundary condition is defined at the
outer radial boundary surface. All other boundary surfaces are zero-flux type boundaries except for the
injection boundary at the well.
Fluid injection was modeled as a constant mass source of water of 80 kg/s at the circular well with a
radius of 0.15 m. For example, the first inner radial grid cell at r(1)=0.15 m for a 45d wedge domain
assumes 10 kg/s injection source rate, i.e., 1/8 of the specified rate of 80 kg/s for the full cylinder.

5.3 Solution Metrics for Benchmark Problem 1
This problem is based on field observations that demonstrate nonlinear feedback from pressure changes
on the permeability field. The basis for comparison was to report a number of pressure and permeability
time series at specified points in the fault zone. Table 5-4 summarizes the comparison metrics for this
problem. Eight teams submitted results for both the leak-off and no leak-off cases, and three teams
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submitted results for only one case.
Table 5-4. IGJ;LCMIH*?NLC=M@IL?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
*?NLC=
-;L;G?N?L
;LN?MC;H
Location
(m)
Time
 -L?MMOL?
x = 10
Series
 -?LG?;<CFCNS
y = 10
3. Water Density
z = 2,000
4. Water Viscosity
Spatial
 -L?MMOL?
Along line x = y
2. -?LG?;<CFCNS
z = 2,000
3. Water Density
4. Water Viscosity

Radial
Location
(m)
r = 14.142

Time
(s)

Line from
r = 0.15 to
r = 2,828.4
z = 2,000

1.0 x 104

IHNCHOIOM

5.4 Results for Benchmark Problem 1
?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G 1 was designed to provide the simulation codes with the least complexity in terms of
the coupled processes being modeled, and to have the submitted results reflect the overall findings in this
study; where the degree of uncertainty in the collective simulation results was correlated with the number
of the modeled coupled processes and their complexity. Note that the structure of the “no-leak-I@@`
scenario allowed for a one-dimensional solution, whereas the “leak-I@@` scenario L?KOCL?>;GOFNCdimensional approach. Results are presented by output parameter (C ? JL?MMOL? J?LG?;<CFCNS ;KO?IOM
>?HMCNS ;H>;KO?IOMPCM=IMCNSQCNB?;=B@CAOL?J;CLL?JILNCHAL;Q>;N;;H>NB?&0,-13528 average,
standard deviation, and uncertainty. For each output parameter there are two pairs of plots, one versus
time at the reference location and one versus distance at the reference time.
-L?MMOL?MIFONCIHM@ILNB?_HI-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI;L?MBIQHP?LMOMNCG?;H>>CMN;H=?@ILI@NB?
participating teams in Figs. 5-2 and 5-3, respectively. For the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCIthe pressure at
14.142 m rapidly rises in response to the fluid injection and then asymptotically approaches a constant
value. The spatial distribution at 104 s, shows a sharp decay in pressure from the centroid, followed by an
exponential decay toward the ION?L<IOH>;LSJL?MMOL?  IGJ;LCMIHMI@JL?MMOL?MIFONCIHM;GIHANB?
participants for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI;L?MBIQHP?LMOMNCG?;H>>CMN;H=?CH#CAM 5-4 and 5-5,
respectively. Uncertainty in the simulation pressures are relatively low, being generally 2.5 orders of
G;AHCNO>?FIQ?LNB;HNB?CLLI<OMN;P?L;A?M <INBCHNB?N?GJIL;F;H>MJ;NC;FL?MOFNM *;RCGOG
OH=?LN;CHNC?MJL?MMOL?I==OL=FIM?MNNINB?CHD?=NCIHQ?FF <ON;L?A?H?L;FFSHIN;<IP? *-;

5.4

Figure 5-2 -L?MMOL?MIFONCIHP?LMOMNCG?;NL G@ILNB?HI-leak-off" scenario for the 10 teams.

Figure 5-3 -L?MMOL?MIFONCIHP?LMOM>CMN;H=?; at t = 104 s for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM
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Figure 5-4 Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in pressure solution versus
time at r = 14.142 m for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@Ir the 10 teams

Figure 5-5 Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in pressure solution versus
distance at t = 104 s for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM



-?LG?;<CFCNSMIFONCIHM@ILNB?_HI-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI;L?MBIQHP?LMOMNCG?;H>>CMN;H=?@ILNB?
participating teams in Figs. 5-;H>5-7, respectively. As the expression for permeability as a function of
JL?MMOL?Q;MJLIPC>?> M??"KH .2), the agreement in permeability between the teams is comparable to
NBIM?@ILJL?MMOL?  IGJ;LCMIHMI@J?LG?;<CFCNSMIFONCIHM;GIHANB?J;LNC=CJ;HNM@ILNB?_HI-leak-I@@`
scenario are shown versus time and distance in Figs. 5-8 and 5-9, respectively. Uncertainty in the
simulation permeability are relatively low, being generally 1.5 to 2.0 orders of magnitude lower than their
LI<OMN;P?L;A?M <INBCHNB?N?GJIL;F;H>MJ;NC;FL?MOFNM *;RCGOGOH=?LN;CHNC?MJ?LG?;<CFCNSI==OL
closest to the injection well, but are generally not above 10-14 m2, with the robust averages being around
10-12 m2 at those points in space and time.
The “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI=IHMC>?L?>NB?L?M?LPICLLI=ENIB;P?;FIQ <ON@CHCN?CHNLCHMC=J?LG?;<CFCNSC ? 
10-18 m2), meaning it could receive water from the fault zone. -L?MMOL?MIFONCIHM@ILNB?_F?;E-I@@`
scenario are shown versus time and distance for all 11 participating teams in Figs. 5-10 and 5-11,
respectively. The pressure responses predicted by all the participating teams for the “leak-I@@` scenario
were in good agreement, and as expected were lower than those for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI Although
the rock surrounding the fault zone had an extremely low permeability, sufficient water migrated from the
fracture to alter the pressure response between the “no-leak-I@@`;H>_F?;E-I@@`M=?H;LCIM  IGJ;LCMIHMI@
pressure solutions among the participants for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI;L?MBIQHP?LMOMNCG?;H>
distance in Figs. 5-12 and 5-13, respectively.

Figure 5- -?LG?;<CFCNSMIFONCIHP?LMOMNCG?;NL G@ILNB?_HI-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?
teams

5.7

Figure 5-7 -?LG?;<CFCNSMIFONCIHP?LMOM>CMN;H=?;NN4 s for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?
teams

Figure 5-8. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in permeability solution
versus time at r = 14.142 m for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;rio for the 10 teams

5.8

Figure 5-9. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in permeability solution
versus distance at t = 104 s for the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM

Figure 5-10 -L?MMOL?MIFONCIH versus time at r = 14.142 m for the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM
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Figure 5-11 -L?MMOL?MIFONCIH versus distance at t = 104 s for the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM

Figure 5-12. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in pressure solution versus
time at r = 14.142 m for the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNhe 11 teams
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Figure 5-13. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in pressure solution versus
distance at t = 104 s for the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM
Uncertainty in the simulation pressures are relatively low, being generally 2.5 orders of magnitude lower
NB;HNB?CLLI<OMN;P?L;A?M <INBCHNB?N?GJIL;F;H>MJ;NC;FL?MOFNM *;RCGOGOH=?LN;CHNC?MJL?MMOL?I==OL
closest to the injection well, but are generally not above 0.1 *-;
-?LG?;<CFCNSMIFONCIHM@ILNB?_F?;E-I@@`M=?H;LCI;L?MBIQHP?LMOMNCG?;H>>CMN;H=?@ILNB?
participating teams in Figs. 5-14 and 5-15, respectively. As the expression for permeability as a function
I@JL?MMOL?Q;MJLIPC>?> M??"KH .2), the agreement in permeability between the teams is comparable
NINBIM?@ILJL?MMOL?  IGJ;LCMIHMI@J?LG?;<CFCNSMIFONCIHM;GIHANB?J;LNC=CJ;HNM@ILNB?_F?;E-I@@`
scenario are shown versus time and distance in Figs. 5-;H>5-17, respectively. Uncertainty in the
simulation permeability are relatively low, being generally 1.5 to 2.0 orders of magnitude lower than their
LI<OMN;P?L;A?M <INBCHNB?N?GJIL;F;H>MJ;NC;FL?MOFNM *;RCGOGOH=?LN;CHNC?MJL?MMOL?I==OL=FIM?MNNI
the injection well, but are generally not above 10-14 m2, with the robust averages being around 10-12 m2 at
those points in space and time.
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Figure 5-14 -?LG?;<CFCNSMIFONCIH versus time at r = 14.142 m for the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB? 10 teams

Figure 5-15 -?LG?;<CFCNSMIFONCIH versus distance at t = 104 s for the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM
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Figure 5-. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in permeability solution
versus time at r = 14.142 m for the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM

Figure 5-17. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in permeability solution
versus distance at t = 104 s for the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI@ILNB?N?;GM
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5.5 Discussion of Benchmark Problem 1 Results
This problem served as an important first test problem for the validation of reservoir simulation codes
against each other, and was also used as a means to develop a common dialogue between participants
with a reservoir engineering background and those with a hydrogeology background. The assumption of
the given poro-elastic characteristics of Nathenson (Nathenson 1999) was followed in all models
including the self-propped, open-@L;=NOL?;JJLI;=B 1B?=I>?M<S;FF?F?P?HN?;GM>?FCP?L?>KO;FCN;NCvely
=FIM? =IGJ;L;<F?L?MOFNM ,JNCIH;FIONJONM@ILNB?JLI<F?GQ?L?;KOeous density and viscosity. In
A?H?L;FGIMNJ;LNC=CJ;NCHAN?;GMOM?>?KO;NCIHM-of-state for computing water properties that included
dependences on pressure and temperature. 0IG?I@NB?N?;GM BIQ?P?L OM?>=IHMN;HNP;FO?M@IL;KO?IOM
density and viscosity. As the problem involved isothermal conditions no systematic differences between
NB?P;LCIOM;JJLI;=B?M@IL>?N?LGCHCHA;KO?IOM>?HMCNS;H>PCM=IMCNSQ?L?HIN?>
For the time variation of pressure, the computed curves obtained by ten teams using the “no-leak-I@@`
scenario have reached good agreement (see Fig. 5-2), despite the small discrepancy between each other
G;CHFS>O?NINB?>C@@?L?HNHOG?LC=;F>CM=L?NCT;NCIHG?NBI>M@CHCN?>C@@?L?H=?G?NBI>#!* @CHCN?
PIFOG?G?NBI>#3* ;H>@CHCN??F?G?HN G?NBI>#"* A?IG?NLC=NIJIFIAC?M ;LN?MC;H;H>L;>C;F 
;H>=IGJON;NCIH;FG?MB?MOM?>NLC;HAF?M KO;>L;HAF?M ;H>B?R;B?>LIH 0CGCF;LFS NB?=IGJON?>
permeability curves also match well (see Fig. 5-), since the permeability in the fault zone solely depends
IHNB?JL?>C=N?>JL?MMOL?P;FO?;MMBIQHCH"Kn. (5.2). In the “leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI, the computed pressure
curves match very well (see Fig. 5-10), except for the OU curve whose values appear lower than the
others. According to the OU team, the reason is probably that the variable permeability function is also
applied to the dense rock zone in OU’s simulation, whereas the permeability is assumed to be a constant
value in the dense rock zone in all the other teams’ simulations. Nevertheless, this does not lead to a huge
difference between OU’s and the other teams’ results in the computed permeability curve (see Fig. 5-14).
*IL?IP?L HIG;DIL>C@@?L?H=?CMI<M?LP?>QB?HNB?“leak-off`M=?H;LCIL?MOFNM;L?=IGJ;L?>QCNBNBIM?
of the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCo, mainly because the permeability is five orders of magnitude lower in the
dense rock zone than the fault zone.
For spatial variations at the specified time instant, the agreement between different models is also very
good. In the “no-leak-I@@`M=?H;LCI simulation, the curves match well for both pressure (Fig. 5-3) and
permeability (see Fig. 5-7). The OU’s results in the “leak-off` scenario simulation differ from the other
teams’ (see Figs. 5-11 and 5-15), with the reason explained earlier. Overall, the codes by all the eleven
J;LNC=CJ;NCHAN?;GMB;P?=;LLC?>IONKOCN?MCGCF;LJL?>C=NCIHI@NB?JL?MMOL?P;LC;NCIH<INBCHNCG?;H>CH
space, indicating the high fidelity for simulating the cold-water injection process in the case of no fracture
occurrence yet.
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6.0 Benchmark Problem 2: Shear Stimulation of Randomly
Oriented Fractures by Injection of Cold Water Into a ThermoPoro-Elastic Medium with Stress-Dependent Permeability
Problem Champion: Sharad Kelkar, Los Alamos National Laboratory
?H=BG;LE-roblem 2 involved injection of cold water at a specified pressure at one location inside a
three-dimensional domain with outside boundaries held fixed at initial conditions of pressure, temperature
and far-field stresses. This problem was motivated by the shear stimulation treatment of the well 27-15 at
!?M?LN-?;E +?P;>; CH0?JN?G<?L B;<IL;?N;F ; ;H>NB?MO<M?KO?HNGI>?ling analysis
(Dempsey et al. 2013). Observed results of the field stimulation including injection rate, wellhead
JL?MMOL?4%-;H>>IQHBIF?JL?MMOL? !%-;L?MBIQHCH#CA -1.

Figure -1 ,<M?LP?>L?MOFNMI@NB?@C?F>MNCGOF;NCIH;N!?M?LN-?;EQ?FF-15
The primary objective of the simulations was to predict the injection rate as a function of time. The
AIP?LHCHA?KO;NCIHM@ILNB?JLI<F?Gare:
 single-phase fluid mass balance with Darcy’s law,
 thermal energy balance including advection and conduction,
 static force balance with linear poro-elasticity (Biot’s theory) and thermal stress,
 NB?*IBL- IOFIG<=LCN?LC;@ILMB?;L@;CFOL?OMCHA?@@?=NCP?MNL?MM

1
1
MCStress ≡ (σ 1 − σ 3 )( µ 2 + 1)1/2 − µ (σ 1 + σ 3 ) + µ P − S0
2
2



 

where σ 1 and σ 3 ;L?NB?FI=;FG;RCGOG;H>GCHCGOGJLCH=CJ;FMNL?MM?M -CMNB?JIL?JL?MMOL? 

µ is the coefficient of friction and S0 is the cohesion.


J?LG?;<CFCNS?HB;H=?G?HN;M;MJ?=C@C?>@OH=NCIHI@*IBL- IOFIG<MNL?MMOJIHL?;=BCHANB?
failure criteria:

K = K initial

if MCStress < 0

⎛ MCStress ⎞
K = K initial + ⎜
⎟ K max − K initial
⎝ MCramp ⎠

(

K = K max

)

if 0 < MCStress ≤ MCramp

 

if MCStress > MCramp

Where 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 is the initial permeability, 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 is the maximum allowed permeability, and 𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 is the
ramp stress - range of MCStress over which the permeability ramps from the initial to the final value. The
simulation duration was 27 days.
"CABNN?;GMJ;LNC=CJ;N?>CHNB?MIFONCIHMOMCHAP;LCIOMMCGJFC@SCHA;MMOGJNCIHM GOFNCJF?LOHM;H>1%*
models as listed in Table -1. The methods and codes used by each team are described in (White et al.
2015a). Near the injection point, the -++) -SU, and LBNL models used a grid spacing of 1m, the
LANL model used a grid spacing of 1.25 m, and the Itasca models used a grid spacing of 5 G -++) 
-SU and Itasca-local models used a local approximation for calculating the MCStress >?@CH?>CH"Kn.
 , not solving the stress->CMJF;=?G?HN?KO;NCIHM;H>MCStress by using far field stresses and local
values of temperature and pressure at each node – these models are referred to as the ‘local’ models. The
-++);H>-SU models solved the three-dimensional porous flow and advective-conductive heat transfer
?KO;NCIHM The Itasca-FI=;FGI>?FMIFP?>NB?JILIOM@FIQ?KO;NCIHMQBCF?OMCHA;MCGJFC@C?>M?GCanalytical approach for the temperature calculations. The LBNL and LANL models solved the threedimensional porous flow and advective-=IH>O=NCP?B?;NNL;HM@?L?KO;NCIHMM?KO?HNC;FFS=IOJF?>QCNBNB?
three-dimensional solution of static linear elastic stress->CMJF;=?G?HN?KO;NCIHM 1B?&N;M=;-mech model
solved the three->CG?HMCIH;FJILIOM@FIQ?KO;NCIHMQBCF?OMCHA;MCGJFC@C?>M?GC-analytical approach for
the temperature c;F=OF;NCIHM ;H>M?KO?HNC;FFS=IOJF?>QCNBNB?NBL??-dimensional solution of static linear
elastic stress->CMJF;=?G?HN?KO;NCIHM 1B?M?NBL??GI>?FM;L?L?@?LL?>NI;MNB?aHIH-local’ models.
Table -1. -;LNCcipating Teams and Simulators Used in the Solution of ?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G 2
Simulation Team
Team Identifier
I>?M
Idaho National Laboratory
INL
#) ,+
&N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ
Itasca
#) 3D
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
LBNL
1,2$%;H>#) 3D
Los Alamos National Laboratory
LANL
#"%*
-?HHMSFP;HC;0N;N?2HCP?LMCNS
-02
FLA !;H>1,2$%/" 1
-;=C@C=+ILNBQ?MN+;NCIH;F);<IL;NILS
-++)
01,*The University of Oklahoma
OU
$",#/
The University of Texas at Austin
UTA
#/ :21

6.1 Geometry and Input Data for Benchmark Problem 2
The injection point was chosen to be one corner of the model and the far field boundaries were placed at 2
km in the x,y,z directions from the injection point (Fig. -2). The problem was taken to have spherical


symmetry, and only one eighth of the domain was included in the simulation. The material properties are
specified in Table -2.

Figure -2 *odel domain showing the location of the injection point
Table -2. *;N?LC;F-LIJ?LNS1;<F?@IL?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
-LIJ?LNS+;G?
Units
Value
2
Initial -?LG?;<CFCNS, k0
m
  x 10-15
*;RCGOG-?LG?;<CFCNS k
m2
  x 10-15
-ILIMCNS, ϕ
-0.1
4 G(
2.2
1B?LG;F IH>O=NCPCNS, κ
3
Rock Density, ρ
kg/m
2480
Specific Heat ;J;=CNS c
' EA(
1200
*-;
15
Ramp Stress, 𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝
6IOHAbM*I>OFOM E
$-;
25
-0.2
-ICMMIHbM/;NCI ν
(
0.5 x 10-5
I?@@C=C?HNI@1B?LG;F"RJ;HMCIH α
-0.5
CINbM I?@@C=C?HN β
IB?MCIH, S0
*-;
3.0
-0.5
0N;NC=#LC=NCIH I?@@C=C?HN μ

6.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions and Sources for Benchmark
Problem 2
1B?>IG;CHCM;MMOG?>NI<?@OFFSFCKOC>Q;N?LM;NOL;N?> 1B?CHCNC;FJIL?JL?MMOL?CM *-;;H>NB?
L?M?LPICLN?GJ?L;NOL?CMY 1B?L?CMHIB?;N@FIQIL@FOC>G;MM@FOR;=LIMMNB??RN?LH;F<IOH>;LC?M 



The mechanical boundary conditions are rollers on the three coordinate planes going through the injection
point (located at x,y,z = 0,0,0 (i.e. the nodes on the plane normal to the x-axis with coordinates (0,y,z)
with displacement specified as 0 in the X-direction; etc.). A normal stress was applied on the far field
model faces, with a downward vertical stresMI@ *-;;MMCAH?>NINB?NIJ<IOH>;LS ;GCHCGOG
JLCH=CJ;FMNL?MMI@ *-;;MMCAH?>NINB?@;LR-direction boundary, and a median principal stress of
 *-;;MMCAH?>NINB?@;LS-direction boundary.
=IHMN;HNJL?MMOL?MIOL=?I@FCKOC>Q;N?LCs applied at the node located at x,y,z= 0,0,0. The control
PIFOG?;MMI=C;N?>QCNBNBCMHI>?CMGRGRG 1B?CHD?=NCIHJL?MMOL?CM *-;;H>NB?CHD?=NCIH
N?GJ?L;NOL?CMY

6.3 Solution Metrics for Benchmark Problem 2
The primary metric for comparing results from different models is the fluid injection rate over time. In
addition, temperature, pressure, stress, and displacement versus time were to be reported at the location x
= y = z = 2.5 m and x = y = z = 7.5 m. These locations correspond to a radial distance of 4.33 m and 12.99
m respectively.

6.4 Results for Benchmark Problem 2
The injection flow rates, scaled by a factor of 8 for the entire spherical domain, as a function of time for
the various models are plotted in Fig. -3. Also shown in this figure are the two bounding curves
calculated using the LANL model shown by dashed grey lines for constant permeabilities with the high
G!;H>FIQ G!) values – these can be expected to be the high and low bounds on the flow
rates. In the case of constant formation permeability, the injection rate at a constant injection pressure is
seen to decrease with time as expected. However, in this problem the permeability is a function of the
MCstress *IBL- IOFIG<MNL?MM "Kn.  1), and increases with time due to pore pressure and temperature
changes as demonstrated in Fig. -4. This causes the flow rate to increase with time. The increase is rapid
at the start and slows down as time progresses as can be seen in Fig. -3. The predicted injection rates
afteL>;SM@;FFCHNB?CHN?LP;FI@ NI EA M QCNBNB?-02GI>?FJL?>C=NCHANB?FIQ?MN;H>NB?
LBNL predicting the highest values. The ISO 13528 uncertainty in the injection rate is seen to be ~0.4
kg/s, about 8-10% of the average injection rate (Fig. -5).



Figure -3. Simulation results showing injection rate versus time

Figure -4 -?LG?;<CFCNS=;F=OF;N?><SNB?)+)GI>?F;N G@LIGNB?injection point as a function
of time.



Figure -5. ISO 13528 uncertainty in injection rate versus time
Temperature as a function of time at a point x=y=z=2.5 m from the injection point is shown in Fig. - 
The general trend in Fig. - is similar for all models, with the temperature dropping from the initial value
of 1900 NI0 ;P;FO?close to the injection value, in less than 9 days. Also shown in Fig. - are the
two bounding curves with high G!;H>FIQ G!) values of permeability. The model curves fall
between these two bounding curves as expected, except for the Itasca model, which shows a more rapid
decline. The LBNL and OU curves showed a similar temperature decrease, followed by -++);H>NB?H
-02 with LANL having the slowest decrease.
It is interesting to note by comparing Figs. -3 and -NB;NQBCF?NB?-++);H>)+) models show
similar flow rate trends, the LBNL model predicts faster cooling. On the other hand, the OU model
predicts lower injection rates than the LBNL model, yet they predict similar temperature declines. The
-02GI>?FJL?>C=NMFIQ?L@FIQL;N?MNB;HNB?;<IP?GI>?FM ;H>;FMIMBIQMMFIQ?L=IIFCHA %IQ?P?L 
while the LANL model calculates flow rates that are hiAB?LNB;HNB?-02GI>?F NB?=IIFCHACHNB?)+)
GI>?FCMMFIQ?L 1B?@FIQL;N?M@ILNB?-++);H>-02GI>?FM are different as seen in Fig. -3, however
they predict similar cooling curves. These differences are likely due to the different approaches taken by
each model.



Figure -. Simulation results for temperature versus time at x = y = z = 2.5 m
Temperatures at a point x=y=z=7.5 m from the injection point are shown in Fig. -7. The general trends
are similar, with cooling commencing at a later time due to the increased distance from the injection
point. With the exception of the Itasca and OU models, the other model curves fall between the two
bounding curves for the high (143 G!;H>FIQ G!) values of permeability. The relative order of the
L;N?I@=IIFCHA@IL)+) -02 ;H>)+L are similar to those in Fig. -, with LBNL showing the most,
;H>)+)MBIQCHANB?F?;MN=IIFCHA 1B?-++)GI>?FMBIQMNB?F?;MN;GIOHNI@=IIFCHg at this
location.
It is interesting to compare Fig. - showing the temperature profile at x=y=z=2.5 m with that in Fig. -7
at x=y=z=7.5 m. At 2.5m, the LANL model showed the slowest cooling, while at 7.5 m, the -++)GI>?F
shows the slowest cooling. Also, while the cooling curves for OU and LBNL are close to each other at 2.5
G NB?S;L?KOCN?>CMNCH=N;N  m. The ISO 13528 uncertainty CMMBIQH@IL<INBFI=;NCIHMCH#CAM -8 an
-9. The standard deviation and uncertainty in the temperature is greater in early time at z=2.5m and at
later time at z=7.5m.



Figure -7. Simulation results for temperature versus time at x = y = z = 7.5 m

Figure -8. ISO 13528 uncertainty for temperature versus time at x = y = z = 2.5 m



Figure -9. ISO 13528 uncertainty for temperature versus time at x = y = z = 7.5 m
Developments of the MCStress ("KH  ) as a function of time at the point x=y=z=2.5 m from the
injection point predicted by the various models (with the exception of the OU model) are shown in Fig. 10. All models show the trend of MCStress starting with a negative value, and rising to zero in less than 4
days and then plateauing at a positive value between 11-*-;CHF?MMNB;H>;SM +?A;NCP?P;FO?MI@
the MCStress denote a stable rock state prior to reaching the failure threshold. Rock failure occurs as
MCStress crosses the zero value to become positive. Increasing positive values of MCStress are a
modeling artifact caused by the fact that none of the models include plasticity in the stress calculations.
The positive values of MCStress serve as a computational proxy for material damage, which in these
models is represented by modified permeability as given in "KH  2). The Itasca model shows the fastest
LCM? @IFFIQ?><SNB?)+) -02 -++);H>)+)GI>?FM, in that order. These trends are generally
consistent with the cooling trends shown in Fig. - 1B?-02;H>-++)GI>?FMMBIQthe highest
MCStress buildup, while the LANL and LBNL models show the lowest. Similar trends are noted in Fig.
-11 showing the MCStress at the point x=y=z=7.5 m.



Figure -10. Simulation results for stress versus time at x = y = z = 2.5m

Figure -11. Simulation results for stress versus time at x = y = z = 7.5m

 

6.5 Discussion of Benchmark Problem 2 Results
IGJ;LCMIHof results between groups shows broad agreement, for the injection flow rate and temperature
variation with time close to the injection point, although the discrepancy appears to increase with
distance. *;N=B?M<?NQ??HNB?=I>?Mare imperfect because of the different numerical approaches used by
the groups and due to the different constitutive relations applied in the different models. IHMC>?LCHANB?
practical importance of the stimulation scenarios represented by this test problem and the differences
experienced between the available models, future efforts are warranted for reconciliation. It would be
instructive to attempt the derivation of a semi-analytical solution to the problem under appropriate
realistic simplifying assumptions for verification. This would facilitate a more detailed comparison
between the results of various models.
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Benchmark Problem 3: Fracture Opening and Sliding in
Response to Fluid Injection

Problem Champion: Mark McClure, The University of Texas at Austin
The objective of this problem is to simulate injection into a system with three fractures. The problem is
based on simulations performed by *= FOL?2) and *ONFO;H>-IFF;L>. Injection is performed
into a central fracture oriented to slide in response to increased fluid pressure. The central fracture is
connected to two peripheral fractures perpendicular to the minimum principal stress (Fig. 7-1). Leakoff of
fluid from the fractures to the surrounding matrix is neglected. Injection is performed at constant pressure
until the fluid pressure in all three fractures has become constant. The injection pressure is less than the
minimum principal stress.

Figure 7-1 -LI<F?GA?IG?NLS@ILNB?<;M?=;M?QCNBNBL??JL??RCMNCHA@L;=NOL?M
The stresses induced by the deformation of the fractures have strong effects on the simulation results.
Stresses induced by the sliding of the central natural fracture induce tension on the peripheral fractures,
causing them to partially open, even though fluid pressure remains below the minimum principal stress.
The peripheral fractures slide in response to shear stresses induced by the sliding of the central fracture.
Results are compared on the basis of the final distribution of deformation (when fluid pressure has
become constant everywhere) and on the basis of the evolution of fluid pressure, injection rate, and
deformation with time.
This problem is relevant to EGS because it has been hypothesized that hydraulic fractures propagate off
sliding natural fractures during stimulation 'OHA*= FOL?*= FOL?;H>%ILH?. The
concentration of tensile stress created by the fracture sliding could enable hydraulic fractures *I>?&to
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form even if the injection pressure is less than the minimum principal stress. This problem is a simplified
demonstration of that process.
Nine teams participated in the solutions using various simplifying assumptions, multiple runs, and %*
models as listed in Table 7-1. The codes used for the simulations are described in (White et al. 2015a).
Table 7-1. -;LNC=CJ;NCHA1?;GM;H>Simulators Used in the Solution of ?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G 3
Simulation Team
Team Identifier
I>?M
Idaho National Laboratory
INL
#) ,+
&N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ
Itasca
#) 3D
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
LBNL
1,2$%;H>#) 3D
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
LLNL
GEOS
-?HHMSFP;HC;0N;N?2HCP?LMCNS
-02
FLA !;H>1,2$%/" 1
Stanford University
Stanford
#/ ;H>$-/0
University of Nevada, Reno
UNR
*2)1&#)25;H>1,2$%
The University of Oklahoma
OU
$",#/
The University of Texas at Austin
UTA
#/ :21

7.1

Geometry and Input Data for Benchmark Problem 3

The geometry of the 3-fracture system is shown in Fig. 7-1. For the flow calculations, an out-of-plane
thickness, h = 100 m, for the fractures is assumed (so that the elements do not have infinite volume).
Simplifying assumptions are:
 Isothermal
 Single phase, single component fluid

onstant fluid viscosity

IHMN;HN@FOC>compressibility
 No leakoff from the fractures

onstant fracture transmissivity, even for open fractures (walls out of contact)
 No chemical effects
 Stresses induced by the very slight normal displacements of closed fracture elements are
neglected
The fractures are assumed to have a constant compressibility so that the fracture aperture of a closed
element can be given by the simple ?KO;NCIH

(

E = Eref exp cE ⎡⎣σ n − P ⎤⎦

)

(7.1)

where E is aperture (volume of fluid stored per surface area of fracture), 𝜎𝜎 is normal stress, 𝑐𝑐 is the
fracture compressibility and P is fluid pressure. For an open fracture element, the aperture is given by the
?KO;NCIH:

E = Eref + Eopen

(7.2)

where 𝐸𝐸 is the mechanical opening of the fracture. Because the fracture transmissivity is assumed
constant, the hydraulic aperture is effectively assumed to be constant. Although constant fracture
transmissivity is not realistic, this assumption was made in order to simplify the problem and facilitate
comparison between codes.

7.2

The properties of the reservoir rock are presented in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2. *;N?LC;F-LIJ?LNC?M
-LIJ?LNS+;G?
0B?;L*I>OFOM, G
-ICMMIHbML;NCI, ν
Out-of-plane thickness, h
#L;=NOL? I?@@C=C?HNI@#LC=NCIH, μ
#L;=NOL? IB?MCIH, S0
Fracture Transmissivity, Tf
#L;=NOL? IGJL?MMC<CFCNS cE
Reference Aperture, Eref
Fluid Viscosity, µw
Fluid Density (at initial fluid pressure), ρw
#FOC> IGJL?MMC<CFCNS, Cw

Units
*-;
-m
--m3
 *-;
m
cp
kg/m3
 *-;

Value
15000
0.25
100

0
10-13
0.01
.001
1.0
1000.0
0.00458

7.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions and Sources for Benchmark
Problem 3
1B?@L;=NOL?M;L?CHCNC;FFSM;NOL;N?>QCNB@FOC>;N;JL?MMOL?I@*-; 1B?Cnitial stress state is assumed
to be homogeneous, with σxx ?KO;FNI*-;;H>σyy ?KO;FNI*-; It is assumed that any stress
caused by the formation of the preexisting fractures is negligible, so that the normal and shear stress on
the fractures can be calculated solely by resolving the remote stress field onto the preexisting fractures,
and the initial aperture can be calcOF;N?>>CL?=NFSOMCHA"KH   Injection is performed at a constant
JL?MMOL?I@ *-; 1B?MCGOF;NCIHis performed for one week, long enough that the fluid pressure
?P?LSQB?L?CHNB?NBL??@L;=NOL?ML?;=B?M *-; 

7.3 Physical processes and governing equations for Benchmark
Problem 3
The simulations have no fracture propagation (the fractures are preexisting) and include the following
physical processes and properties:
1. unsteady state mass balance coupled with Darcy's law
2. linear elastic deformation of the material around the fractures (satisfying KO;MCMN;NC=MNL?MM
?KOCFC<LCOG %IIE?MF;Q ;H>NB?=IGJ;NC<CFCNS?KO;NCIHM)
3. when fluid pressure on a fracture is less than the normal stress, the fracture is "closed;" closed
fractures slide when their shear stress reaches their frictional resistance to slip, as defined by
IOFIG<MF;Q

τ ≤ ⎡⎣σ n − P ⎤⎦ µ + So

(7.3)

where τ is shear stress, µ is the coefficient of friction, and So is the cohesion.
!
4. when fluid pressure reaches the normal stress, fractures open (walls lose contact); open fractures
have @FOC>JL?MMOL??KO;FNINB?CLHILG;FMNL?MM;H>do not bear any shear stress,
5. stress calculations are two- dimensional and plane strain

7.3

7.4

Solution Metrics for Benchmark Problem 3

1. -FINMI@=B;HA?CH@L;=NOL?;J?LNOL?along the fractures (from the initial aperture) after one minute
and at the end of the simulation (plotted as y-coordinate location versus change in aperture).
2. -FINMI@@L;=NOL?MFC>CHA;FIHANB?@L;=NOL?M;@N?LIH?minute and at the end of the simulation
(plotted as y-coordinate location versus sliding).
3. -FINs of injection rate versus time.

7.5

Results for Benchmark Problem 3

As seen in Fig. 7-2, the injection rate is highest at the beginning of the simulation and gradually declines
to zero over time. At the start of the simulation, there is a sharp pressure difference between the well
(which injects at a constant pressure) and the adjacent fracture. Because there is no leakoff into the
G;NLCR NB?@FOC>JL?MMOL??P?HNO;FFSLCM?MNI?KO;FNB?CHD?=NCIHJL?MMOL??P?LSQB?L? ;H>NB?CHD?=NCIH
L;N?AI?MNIT?LI 1B?-02;H>)+)L?MOFNMB;P?;FIQ?LL;N?NB;HNB?INB?LMCGOF;NCIHL?MOFNM;N;FF
times, suggesting that there is less cumulative fluid injection in these simulations than in the others,
probably caused by differences in how fluid storage is calculated. Both UNR results deviate significantly
from the general trend of the other results. The Itasca result has one of the lowest injection rates at early
time, and the highest rate at late time, suggesting that a similar cumulative volume of fluid is injected, but
there is some difference in the way fracture transmissivity is calculated. The OU result deviates
significantly from the other results during the first 100 seconds, before settling onto a very similar trend.
This is probably because the OU result started the simulation with comparatively large timesteps (around
30 seconds). The ISO 13528 uncertainty for injection rate versus time is shown in Fig. 7-3. The
uncertainty in model results is more pronounced for this problem that many of the others, resulting from
differences in timestep selection and how the models calculate storage.
The apertOL?L?MOFNM;@N?LM?=IH>MI@CHD?=NCIH;L?KOCN?P;LC;<F?#CA -4). These results are affected
by the time->?J?H>?HNJLI=?MMI@@FOC>JL?MMOL?MJL?;>CHANBLIOABNB?@L;=NOL?M NM?=IH>M NB?L?ACIH
where significant aperture change occurs is small, and the gradient in aperture is significant. Some of the
MCGOF;NCIHM;L?HINJ?L@ILG?>QCNB;>?KO;N?G?MBL?@CH?G?HNNI=;JNOL?NBCM<?B;PCILCH>?N;CF 1B?-02
result has more opening along the peripheral fractures than the other results. The UNR Run 2 result
matches several other simulations in maximum opening near the juncture, but predicts significantly more
IJ?HCHA;FIHANB?F?HANBI@NB?J?LCJB?L;F@L;=NOL?M MQCNBNB?INB?LL?MOFNM@IL?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G 
the Stanford and UTA results are nearly identical, with the Stanford curve overlaying and obscuring the
UTA result on the figure. This is not surprising because the groups used different versions of a common
base code. Fig. 7-5 shows the ISO 13528 uncertainty for the change in fracture aperture, and the distinct
differences between models can be seen in the uncertainty particularly at the peak fracture opening.
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Figure 7-2. Simulation results for injection rate versus time

Figure 7-3. ISO 13528 uncertainty in injection rate versus time

7.5

Figure 7-4. Simulation results for change in fracture aperture (from the initial aperture) after Meconds
of injection

Figure 7-5. ISO 13528 uncertainty in change in fracture aperture after M?=IH>M of injection



The predicted final change in fracture aperture from UTA, Stanford, OU, LBNL, LLNL, and UNR Run 2
;L?KOCN?MCGCF;L#CA 7- 1B?G;CHJICHNI@>C@@?L?H=?I==OLM;NNB?DOH=NOL?<?NQ??HNB?=?HNL;F;H>
peripheral fracture at y = ±17. Fracture opening sharply increases on the peripheral fractures near the
juncture. This sharp gradient creates a strong mesh dependence that cannot be captured fully by the
groups using a relatively coarse mesh (such as in the LLNL and Itasca submissions). The UTA, Stanford,
and OU groups have nearly identical solutions for the final distribution of opening and sliding, and their
results show the sharpest increase in aperture near the fracture juncture. These three codes use the
boundary element method, which is especially well suited for this particular problem because of the sharp
gradient in aperture in a small region due to a localized concentration of stress. The UNR Run 2 is tuned
to match the UTA result for final opening displacement, and so the results match very closely. The UNR
Run 1 result neglects the effect of sliding on aperture and therefore does not show any perturbation in
;J?LNOL?H?;LNB?@L;=NOL?DOH=NOL? 1B?-02L?MOFNB;MMCAHC@C=;HNFSF;LA?LIJ?HCHA>CMJF;=?G?HN;FIHA
the length of the peripheral fracture, though the maximum displacement calculated at the juncture is
similar to other results. ISO 13528 uncertainty for the change in fracture aperture at the end of the
simulation shown in Fig. 7-7 demonstrates that the disparity in model assumptions and approaches results
in significant differences in results.
1B?MFC>CHAL?MOFNM;NM?=IH>Mare fairly similar between the groups (Fig. 7- ?R=?JNNB;NNB?-02
result predicts significantly more sliding on the peripheral fractures than the other results. This is evident
in Fig. 7-9 which shows the ISO 13528 uncertainty to be nearly zero. For the final fracture sliding
distribution, all results are similar (Fig. 7- 1B?))+);H>-02L?MOFNMB;P?GI>?MNFSF?MMMFC>CHA
along the fractures than the other submitted results. This is evident in Fig. 7-11 which shows the ISO
13528 uncertainty to be nearly zero.

Figure 7-. Simulation results for change in fracture aperture (from the initial aperture) at the end of the
simulation

7.7

Figure 7-7. ISO 13528 uncertainty in change in fracture aperture at the end of the simulation

Figure 7-8 0CGOF;NCIHL?MOFNM@IL@L;=NOL?MFC>CHA;@N?LM?=IH>MI@CHD?=NCIH
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Figure 7-9 &0,OH=?LN;CHNSCH@L;=NOL?MFC>CHA;@N?LM?=IH>MI@CHD?=NCIH

Figure 7-10. Simulation results for fracture sliding at the end of the simulation
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Figure 7-11. ISO 13528 uncertainty for fracture sliding at the end of the simulation

7.6

Discussion of Benchmark Problem 3 Results

Because the fluid pressure is uniform everywhere in the fractures at the end of the simulation, the final
distributions of deformation are determined solely from a static deformation problem. The increase in
fluid pressure along the central fracture causes it to slide. The peripheral fractures initially bear zero shear
stress, but the sliding of the central fracture induces shear stress on the peripheral fractures, causing them
to slide as well. The sliding of the central fracture also reduces the normal stress on the peripheral
fractures, causing them to mechanically open near their juncture with the central fracture. The fluid
pressure remains below the minimum principal stress, but locally, the fluid pressure exceeds the normal
stress on the peripheral fractures at the juncture. The same trends in deformation are apparent at one
minute, but are less pronounced because the fluid pressure is still in the process of increasing inside the
fractures.
,P?L;FF NB?L?CM;KO;FCN;NCP? <ONHIN?R;=N G;N=B<?NQ??HNB?>C@@?L?HNMCGOF;NCIHL?MOFNM 1B?L?CM;
theoretically "exact" solution to this problem, but it is not known, and so we do not have an independent,
preexisting solution by which to determine the most accurate results. Some differences between the
results are clearly due to differences in mesh refinement. However, some results deviate so significantly
from the others that the differences must be due to differences in accuracy or the way the problem was set
up by the groups.
The static deformation problem, isolated from time-dependent effects, is solved with reasonable accuracy
by the groups, as seen from comparison of the final fracture opening and sliding results. Differences are
mostly at the fracture juncture and are apparently due to differences in mesh refinement. However, the
time->?J?H>?HN?@@?=NMMBIQ=IHMC>?L;<F?P;LC;<CFCNS<?NQ??HALIOJM  ILL?MJondingly, the ISO 13528
robust standard deviation is a significant percentage of the robust average (indicating lower agreement
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<?NQ??HALIOJM@ILNB?CHD?=NCIHL;N? NB?=B;HA?CH@L;=NOL?;J?LNOL?;@N?LM ;H>@ILNB?@CH;F=B;HA?
in fracture aperture near the juncture.
*IMNFCE?FS NB?GCMG;N=BCHNCG?>?J?H>?HN?@@?=NMCM>O?NI>C@@C=OFNSCHCGJF?G?HNCHA=IHMNCNONCP?
relations for fracture aperture and transmissivity consistently across all groups. This problem uses rather
unusual relations for fracture aperture and transmissCPCNS"KHM  ;H>  for aperture and a constant
specified value for transmissivity). These simple relations are used in order to facilitate consistency across
groups. There is not a universally accepted set of constitutive relations available for describing fracture
aperture and transmissivity as a function of fracture aperture and sliding deformation. As a result,
regardless of which constitutive relations are chosen, some of the codes will not already have those
relations implemented. This underscores the value of developing codes with the flexibility to easily
implement user-defined constitutive relations. This also suggests that work is needed to synthesize the
rock mechanics literature on fracture aperture and transmissivity and identify which relations would be
most appropriate for universal adoption among code developers.
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8.0 Benchmark Problem 4: Planar EGS Fracture of Constant
Extension and Penny-Shaped or Thermo-elastic Aperture in
Impermeable Hot Rock
Problem Champion: George Danko, University of Nevada, Reno
Benchmark -LI<F?G=IHMC>?L?>NB?L?MJIHM?MI@;MCHAF?JF;H;L@L;=NOL?CHNB?LI=E<;M?>IHNB?@CLMN
experimental EGS in the U.0 ;N#?HNIH%CFF -B;M?& 1B? thermal-hydrologic-mechanC=;F1%*
responses of this fracture during a 24-day injection and production period were simulated. The rock
mechanics model component includes the thermo-elastic response of the self-propped fracture layer
coupled to the thermal model of the reservoir during coolant injection. Six teams participated in the
solutions OMCHAP;LCIOMMCGJFC@SCHA;MMOGJNCIHM GOFNCJF?LOHM;H>1%*GI>?FMas listed in Table 8-1.
The methods and codes used by each team are described in (White et al. 2015a).
Table 8-1. -;LNC=CJ;NCHA1?;GM;H>0CGOF;NILM2sed in the Solution of ?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G 4
Simulation Team
Team Identifier
I>?M
&N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ
Itasca
#) 3D
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
LBNL
1,2$%;H>#) 3D
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
LLNL
GEOS
-;=C@C=+ILNBQ?MN+;NCIH;F);<IL;NILS
-++)
01,*University of Nevada, Reno
UNR
*2)1&#)25;H>1,2$%
The University of Texas at Austin
UTA
#/ :21
Two sub-cases were applied to the problem:
1. &H ;M? N?GJ?L;NOL?-dependent fluid properties and a constant-aperture, penny-shaped fracture
is assumed. The injection temperature and flow rate are given. The objective is to match as
closely as possible the measured production temperature at the extraction point and the pressure
loss across the fracture between the injection point and production well for a 24-day experiment
conducted at Fenton Hill, and for the entire period of 75 days.
2. &H ;M? NB?;MMOGJNCIH;<IONNB?@L;=NOL?;J?LNOL?CML?@CH?d. A rock mechanics model
component is added to include the elasticity of the self-propped fracture layer, expanding the task
NI1%*GI>?FCHA 1B?I<D?=NCP?CMNI>?N?LGCH?C@NB?1%*GI>?F=;H<?NN?LG;N=BNB?
measured production temperature at the extraction point and pressure loss across the fracture than
the simple TH model.

8.1 Geometry and Input Data for Benchmark Problem 4
A penny-shaped, planar fracture (constant aperture) is defined with impermeable rock around it following
as closely as possible the "$0;LL;HA?G?HN;NNB?#?HNIH%CFF-B;M?&?RJ?LCG?HNM The key assumption
is that the geometry of the planar fracture is known with a given constant fracture aperture, and a given
constant radial extension in the plane. Note that an open fracture and not a porous layer are defined.
&H ;M? 2, the radial extension of the planar fracture is constant as in ;M? 1, however, the aperture of
fracture is assumed to change due to the elasticity and thermal dilatation of the rock. A simple, linear
thermo-mechanical, elastic fracture aperture model may be used by calibration to the in situ measurement
results as follows (Danko and Bahrami 2013a, b):

8.1

δ ( x, y ) = δ o + C P ⎡⎣ P ( x, y ) − Po ( x, y ) ⎤⎦ + C T Δ L ⎡⎣T ( x, y ) − To ( x, y ) ⎤⎦
(8.1)
where 𝛿𝛿 is the hydrodynamic fracture aperture, 𝛿𝛿 is the initial fracture aperture, 𝐶𝐶  is the pressure
aperture coefficient, 𝐶𝐶  is the thermal aperture coefficient, 𝑝𝑝 and 𝑇𝑇 are the initial pressure and
temperature, p and T are the pressure and temperature, and ∆𝐿𝐿 is the thermal contraction. However, other
joint characteristics are used by some project participants. The LLNL model applies the Barton-Bandis
exponential joint characteristics, while the UTA model uses the in situ stress as a threshold pressure for
the unconfined fracture opening. The properties and the in situ virgin temperature of the rock are also
known. The injection flow rate and temperature as a function of time likewise follow given trends from
published data *OLJBS?N;F . The injection and production boreholes are assumed to be heated
and/or cooled by the surrounding rock mass during circulation.
1B?#?HNIH%CFF-B;M?&L?M?LPICLGI>?FB;M;HCHD?=NCIHQ?FFMCNO;N?>;Na depth of 2750 m below the
surface, and a production well connected to the EGS fracture at a depth of  m. The injection well is
connected 25 m from the bottom of a 120 m diameter fracture, an estimate given by *OLJBS?N;F .
Fig. 8-1 shows the conceptual diagram of the EGS arrangement. The depths of the injection and
production wells are measured from the surface.

Figure 8-1. Simplified reservoir geometry (after *OLJBS?N;F )
Fig. 8-2 shows the numerical model domain with the fracture at the center as a disc void space of 120 m
in diameter. Note that the discretization is not shown to scale. The dashed line separates the near-field and
the far-field domains. In ;M?, the planar fracture aperture is assumed to be constant (0.141 mm),
irrespective of fluid pressure and rock temperature. In ;M? 2, the planar fracture aperture, δ , without
fluid injection is assumed to be nearly closed and constant (1 x 10- m); just enough to conduct fluid flow
in a minute crack under pressure. The radial extension of the closed but conducting fracture is constant as
in ;M? 1. 1B?@L;=NOL?;J?LNOL?;NNB?#?HNIH%CFF-B;M?&L?M?LPICLCMKO;HNCN;NCP?FSHINEHIQH The
given aperture of 0.141 mm in ;M? 1 is obtained from a trial-and-error simulation according to which the
aperture is determined by matching the injection pressure between simulation and field measurement for
8.2

the given injection flow rate at days 1 through 4 when the temperature is still unchanged in the reservoir.
The properties of the reservoir rock are summarized in Table 8-2.
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Figure 8-2. Schematic diagram of the near-field and far-field domains of Fenton Hill EGS with a 120 m
diameter fracture
Table 8-2. *;N?LC;F-LIJ?LNS1;<F?@IL?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
-LIJ?LNS+;G?
Units
4 G(
1B?LG;F IH>O=NCPCNS, κ
%?;N ;J;=CNS, c
' EA(
Density, ρ
(A G3
Diffusivity, D
m2/s
/I=E*;MMOFE*I>OFOMI@Elasticity, K
$-;
*-;
*CHCGOG IGJL?MMCP?%ILCTIHN;F1?=NIHC=0NL?MM, σ2
1/°
)CH?;L1B?LG;F IHNL;=NCIH I?@@C=C?HNI@/I=E, α

Value
2.9
0.25
2700
1.0 x 10-
25
37
8 x 10-

8.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions and Sources for Benchmark
Problem 4
The rock temperature at a depth of 2750 m CMY The geothermal gradient in the area is 100º /km
until about a depth of 2300 m when it falls to 55º EG Fig. 8-3 shows the vertical temperature profile
for the experimental area.
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Figure 8-3. Temperature of the rock mass (after *OLJBS?N;F )
The variation of the injection flow rate and injection pressure during the 75-day test as presented in
*OLJBS?N;F  are shown in Fig. 8-4. It can be seen that the flow rate gradually doubles between
>;SM;H> =;using interesting changes and presenting a challenge in making a simple numerical
model match. The temperature of the injection water is assumed to be constant at 25° at the surface.
The injection temperature at the depth of 2750 m is elevated, due to heat exchange with the well driven in
hot rock. The injection temperature at the entry point of the EGS fracture was not measured and is not
given in the reference literature. To overcome this deficiency, the injection temperature at the entry point
of the planar fracture is calculated for this benchmark problem OMCHA*2)1&#)25 by modeling the
coupled, time dependent advection-convection-conduction heat exchange between the coolant fluids in
the injection well and the rock mass around it. The calculated injection temperature variation with time is
shown in Fig. 8-5 and is used as input in the solution to the EGS fracture model in place of specifying an
injection well.
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Figure 8-4. Variation of injection pressure and flow rate during a 75->;SN?MNI@NB?-B;M?&L?M?LPICL
(*OLJBS?N;F )

Figure 8-5  ;F=OF;N?>=IIF;HN@FOC>N?GJ?L;NOL?P;LC;NCIHQCNBNCG?;NNB?"$0@L;=NOL?CHD?=NCIHJICHN;N
a depth of 2750 m

8.5

The production well is modeled to calculate the back-pressure at the extraction point on the EGS fracture
at a depth of G 0CH=?NB??RNL;=NCIHN?GJ?L;NOL?;NNB??HNLSJICHNNINB?Q?FFCMACP?H@LIG
measured data for Fenton Hill, this model-element can be de-coupled. With the coolant flow rate and the
input temperature at the extraction point being known ;M?J;L;N?*2)1&#)25GI>?Fwas used to find
the total back-pressure at the fracture outlet point at a depth of GNBat includes temperature-varying
hydrostatic as well as frictional loss components as a function of time. This back-pressure is shown in
Fig. 8-. The input pressure at the depth of the injection point (2750 m), depicted in Fig. 8-7, is backcalculated from the specified injection pressure at the surface using the Fenton Hill data by adding the
JL?MMOL??@@?=NM@LC=NCIHFIMM;H>BS>LIMN;NC=I@NB?CHD?=NCIHQ?FF@LIGNB?*2)&#)25GI>?F 
For those participant modelers focusing on the EGS fracture only without including the injection and
extraction wells, major simplification is provided with the pre-processed functions of the time-dependent
(a) injection temperature and pressure (shown in Fig. 8-5 and 8.7, respectively) right at the inlet point of
the fracture; as well as (b) the back pressure (shown in Fig. 8-ACP?HLCABN;NNB??RNL;=NCIHJICHNI@NB?
fracture.

Figure 8-  IIF;HN@FOC><;=E-pressure variation with time at the EGS fracture extraction point at a depth
I@G



Figure 8-7. IIF;HN@FOC>JL?MMOL?P;LC;NCIH;NNB?"GS fracture injection point at a depth of 2750 m

8.3 Solution Metrics for Benchmark Problem 4
The expectation of the model output is to match the injection pressure with time for the given
experimental flow rate shown in Fig. 8-4, and the extraction temperature shown in Fig. 8-8 for the Fenton
Hill experiment. The injection pressure at the surface was used to calculate the injection pressure at a
depth of 2750 m at the fracture plane as a derived metric for those focusing only on the fracture plane
model. The post-processed results for the simulated injection pressure at a depth of 2750 m are shown in
Fig. 8-7 as a function of time for 75 days.
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Figure 8-8  IIF;HN@FOC>N?GJ?L;NOL?P;LC;NCIH;NNB?"$0@L;=NOL??RNL;=NCIHJICHN;N ;>?JNBI@G
(from published data for Fenton Hill)

8.4 Results for Benchmark Problem 4
The time histories of the simulated injection pressure results at -2750 m for the six teams are shown in
Fig. 8-9 for ;M? 1 and Fig. 8-@IL ;M?, respectively. The dashed line in Figs. 8-9 and 8-10 represent
the performance metric, post-processed from published measurement results *OLJBS?N;F . The
maximum ISO 13528 uncertainty in the injection pressure is seen to be ~*-;@IL ;M?#CA -11) and
~8 *J;@IL ;M?#CA -12), about 12% of the average injection pressure.
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Figure 8-9. Simulation results for inj?=NCIHJL?MMOL?P?LMOMNCG?@IL ;M?QCNB constant aperture

Figure 8-10. Simulation results for inj?=NCIHJL?MMOL?P?LMOMNCG?@IL ;M?QCNB variable aperture
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Figure 8-11. ISO OH=?LN;CHNS@ILCHD?=NCIHJL?MMOL?P?LMOMNCG?@IL ;M?QCNh constant aperture

Figure 8-12. ISO OH=?LN;CHNS@ILCHD?=NCIHJL?MMOL?P?LMOMNCG?@IL ;M?QCNB variable aperture
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1B?FCGCN;NCIHMI@NB?GI>?FCH ;M? are intentional to explore the effects of the temperature-dependent
fluid properties and a constant fracture aperture on the shape of the pressure and temperature variations
with time. The model results show various degrees of deviations in the curves in Fig 8-9 against the
measured pressure function, clustering in two groups. 1B?L?MOFNMI@NB?@CLMNALIOJ)+) -++) 2+/
and UTA) run nearly parallel to each other and differ only by a vertical shift that is likely due to
differences in how a given aperture is converted NIJ?LG?;<CFCNSI@;H?KOCP;F?HNJILI?F;MNC=G;N?LC;F The
increase in pressure with time from day 1 to day 24 is caused by the change in the properties of water,
most importantly, viscosity with decreasing temperature. This effect is verified by another run, not
reported here for brevity, with constant water properties in the same models. The model runs with
constant water properties, completed only by a few groups, have shown constant pressure with time for
constant fracture aperture. The second group (Itasca and LLNL) shows near-constant pressure with time,
caused likely by simplification in the water properties or the thermal model.
The upward trend in pressure change with time for a constant injection flow rate from the constantaperture models is opposite from the measured trend of pressure variation, a proof for fracture aperture
opening with time. This opposite trend clearly implies the need for modeling fracture opening due to
thermal drawdown through thermo-mechanical coupling. Fracture opening must first compensate for the
upward pressure trend due to the viscosity increase with decreasing temperature in addition to further
lowering the hydraulic resistance of the fracture. 0O=B;H;J?LNOL?=B;HA?CMGI>?F?>CH ;M? The main
point to see from these results is that the pressure can perhaps be matched at one point but it will change
with time due to temperature variation effects resisting the forced match and demanding a deeper
understanding and a refined model.
It is also apparent that the increased flow rate from day 25 will cause a very large pressure increase in a
constant-aperture model relative to field data. KO?MNCIHCML;CM?>;MNIQBSNB?=IHMN;HN-extension
fracture model of the first 24 days cannot match the measured pressure data under a doubled coolant
injection flow rate between days 25 through 75 also measured at Fenton Hill and shown as a low-cost
computational extension in Fig. 8-9 for ;M? 1 and Fig. 8-@IL ;M?. The challenge seen from this
simplified exercis?CMNIGI>?FNB?;J?LNOL?=B;HA?QCNBL?;FCMNC=1%*=IGJIH?HNMCHIL>?LNIG;N=B
reality of the ground at a physical EGS site. The need for a self-opening, thermally-enhanced fracture
model is identified, leading to the topic of a future challenge problem.
For the time variation of the injection pressure for ;M? 2, the results cluster in two groups. The results of
NB?@CLMNALIOJ))+) -++) ;H>2+/LOHH?;LFSJ;L;FF?FNIeach other and differ only by magnitude
(vertical shifts) caused by different joint model characteristics: LLNL used an adjusted Barton-Bandis,
;H>-++);MCGJF?LJILI?F;MNC=GI>?F QBCF?2+/;JJFC?>;M?F@-propped, linear joint model with
constant pressure and temperature coefficients for the fracture. The decrease in pressure with time from
day 1 to day 24 agrees well with the measured trend. The second group is represented by the interesting
result from UTA with a constant pressure from day 1 through day 24 and onto day 75 as well. The
assumption of UTA is that the iHD?=NCIHJL?MMOL?MBIQHCH ;M? for constant aperture goes above the
normal stress from some days before day 24, therefore, the fracture must open as if in the hydro-fracture
mode at constanNJL?MMOL?NB;N?KO;FMNB?ACP?HHILG;FMNL?MM The injection pressure, however, is higher
than that from measurement that runs below the opening pressure for the entire time period; and fails to
show the signature of thermal enhancement on pressure variation with time, an important indication of the
CHN?LJF;S<?NQ??HNB?1%*=IGJIH?HNM ;FFJL?M?HNCHNB?#?HNIH%CFFI<M?LP;NCIHM
The time histories of the simulated production temperature results from the six teams are shown in Fig 8@IL ;M?and Figure 8-@IL ;M?, respectively. The dashed line in Figs 8-13 and 8-14 is the
performance metric from published measurement results *OLJBS?N;F . The maximum ISO 13528
uncertainty in the injection N?GJ?L;NOL?CMM??HNI<?F?MMNB;HY *-;@IL<INB ;M?#CA -25) and
;M?#CA - ;<ION% of the average injection pressure.
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Figure 8-13 0CGOF;NCIHL?MOFNM@ILN?GJ?L;NOL?P?LMOMNCG?@IL ;M?QCNB constant aperture

Figure 8-14 0CGOF;NCIHL?MOFNM@ILN?GJ?L;NOL?P?LMOMNCG?@IL ;M?Qith variable aperture
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Figure 8-15. ISO OH=?LN;CHNS@ILN?GJ?L;NOL?P?LMOMNCG?@IL ;M?QCNB constant aperture

Figure 8-. ISO OH=?LN;CHNS@ILN?GJ?L;NOL?P?LMOMNCG?@IL ;M?QCNB variable aperture
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/?MOFNM@ILNB?@CLMN>;SM;L?=IHMC>?L?>;MNB?JLCG;LS KO;HNCN;NCP?J?L@ILG;H=?=LCN?LC; Differences
in the measured trends for the rest of the time period serve for conclusions toward model limitations and
the challenges that EGS models must face in matching field data.
For the time variation of the production temperature for ;M? 1, the results cluster in two groups. The
results of the first group )+) -++) 2+/ ;H>21) run very close to each other albeit LBNL’s is a
bit of an outlier but on the same trend. All models over-predict the extraction temperature significantly
and thus the available heat extraction potential; and all under-predict the thermal drawdown. The results
of this group are also in very good agreement with a previous, independent simulation result conducted at
LBNL as part of a funded research project (Danko and Bahrami 2013a) and posted at GTO- 0’ Velo
site as a target metric for comparison. The difference in over-prediction is explained by the penny-shaped,
constant fracture aperture with a more efficient fluid delivery to the edge area which is not likely to be the
;M? in a lens-shaped fracture representative to the openings in the field. Indeed, if the lens-shape form is
enforced to the fracture of the same diameter, the thermal drawdown matches the measured temperature
variation very closely (Danko and Bahrami 2013a). 1B?M?=IH>ALIOJ&10  ))+)MBIQs very
good agreement with the measured data likely driven by a less effective heat exchange process in or
around the fracture between the coolant fluid and the host rock.
For the time variation of the production temperature for ;M? 2, the results also cluster in two groups. The
@CLMNALIOJ))+) -++) ;H>21OMNCHLOHP?LS=FIM?NI?;=BINB?L;H>G;N=BNB?N;LA?NG?NLC=
excellently for the first 24 days. The UNR solution in the second group shows only a very slight
CGJLIP?G?HNIP?LNB? ;M? 1 result for temperature for this time period. This is not surprising, since the
fracture, essentially penny-shape CMHINGO=B>C@@?L?HN@LIG ;M?NI ;M? 2, since the fracture model
lacks the three-dimensional stress-field effects. The refinement for three-dimensional effects has not been
assigned to this problem though it has been implemented with some success (Danko and Bahrami 2013b).

8.5 Discussion of Benchmark Problem 4 Results
Various approaches are used in different models regarding the responses of a single planar fracture in the
LI=E<;M?>IHNB?@CLMN?RJ?LCG?HN;F"$0CHNB?2 0 ;N#?HNIH%CFF -B;M?& The rock mechanics
component in all models except for that of UTA includes the thermo-elastic response of the fracture layer
coupled to the thermal model of the reservoir during coolant injection.
Only the first 24-day injection and production period is considered in the effort of matching the
simulation results of a selected 1%* model with experimental data. The working hypothesis is a good
G;N=B@ILNB?P;LC;NCIHM<INB@ILCHD?=NCIHJL?MMOL?;H>NB?LG;F>L;Q>IQH@IL>;SM 0O<M?KO?HNNINB?
24-day time period, the injection rate is gradually doubled according to the field experiment. The selected
model, if linear, is expected to be poor in matching both pressure and temperature variations against field
measurements.
Various model assumptions and successes have been shown for the solutions to ?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G 4.
Some models used more advance model assumptions than what was prescribed to test. For example,
LLNL used a Barton-Bandis joint model with calibrated parameters and obtained a much better match
than others, a courageous attempt to go beyond the stated purpose of ;M? 2 in order to point out the
failure of the simple model assumption. However, even the LLNL model fails to match the metric for the
production temperature variation which points to an increasing fracture diameter with time and injection
flow rate and an increase of the active heat transfer surface area of the EGS fracture at Fenton Hill. All
models significantly over-predict the thermal drawdown for Fenton Hill between the first 24-day and the
second 51-day time periods. This is one of the differences that calls for further investigation of model
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capabilities and necessary model-refinements to support advanced EGS studies, and will be addresses in
the GTO- 0 hallenge -roblems.
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9.0 Benchmark Problem 5: Amorphous Silica
Dissolution/Precipitation In A Fracture Zone
Problem Champion: Mark White, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G=IHMC>?L?>NB?@FIQI@Q;N?LNBLIOAB;HC>?;FCT?>BILCTIHN;F@L;=NOL?QCNB
temperature dependent reaction of the water with amorphous silica, the formation mineral. This problem
is an altered version of the simulations conducted by 5O;H>-LO?MM that investigated the effects of
mineral scaling and clay swelling in a fractured geothermal reservoir. The chemical reaction network for
this problem was reduced from the 5O;H>-LO?MM configuration to a single dissolving mineral,
yielding a network of three reactions:

SiO2 ( am) ↔ SiO2 ( aq ) kinetic dissolution

SiO2 ( aq ) ↔ H + + HSiO3− aqueous equilibrium

(9.1)

H 2O ↔ H + + OH − aqueous equilibrium
Although the number of chemical species was reduced, the problem retained the challenges of having the
kinetic amorphous silica dissolution reaction having temperature dependence in both the kinetic rate and
?KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HNM @IFFIQCHANBe general form of the rate law (Steefel and Lasaga 1994). The fracture
zone comprises three regions: 1) fracture, 2) altered granite, and 3) unaltered granite and the volume
fractions of amorphous silica, inert minerals, and pore space differ across the rock regions. The problem
is driven by the injection of water into the fracture, thereafter the flow is predominately through the
fracture, but the altered granite and unaltered granite have finite intrinsic permeability and porosity.
The two variants on the problem are either the injection of "pure" water or the injection of "recycled"
water. Under both scenarioM Q;N?L;Nd CMCHD?=N?>CHNINB?@L;=NOL?TIH? QBC=BCMCHCNC;FFS;Nd
The dissolution and precipitation of amorphous silica along the length of the fracture zone is to be
computed for two forms of injected water: _JOL?`Q;N?L;H>_L?=S=F?>`Q;N?L 1B?_L?=S=F?>`Q;N?L
scenario assumes a dissolved composition which is supersaturated with respect to amorphous silica, the
IHFSGCH?L;F=IHMC>?L?>CHNBCM;H;FSMCM  B;HA?MCHCHNLCHMC=J?LG?;<CFCNS;H>JILIMCNS>O?NIGCH?L;F
dissolution and precipitation were also considered. A relationship between changes in porosity and
intrinsic permeability developed by 3?LG;;H>-LO?MM is used to more accurately capture the effect
of pore-throat clogging by precipitates. We anticipate that some aspects of this problem will yield results
that are dependent on the spatial and potentially temporal discretizations chosen. Three teams participated
CHNB?MIFONCIHMOMCHAP;LCIOMMCGJFC@SCHA;MMOGJNCIHM GOFNCJF?LOHM;H>1% GI>?FMas listed in Table
9-1.
Table 9-1. -;LNC=CJ;NCHA1?;GM;H>0CGOF;NILM2M?>CHNB?0IFONCIHI@Benchmark -LI<F?G
Simulation Team
Team Identifier
I>?M
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
LBNL
1,2$%/"
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
LLNL
NUFT
-;=C@C=Northwest National Laboratory
-++)
01,*-

9.1 Geometry and Input Data for Benchmark Problem 5
An idealized vertical fracture zone is modeled, with a fracture half-QC>NBI@ G 1B?@L;=NOL?TIH?CM
adjacent to an altered granite zone with a width of 0.2 m. Adjacent to the altered granite zone is an
unaltered granite zone that extends to 120 m. The fracture is assumed to be 150 m in length. A unit
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length of 1.0 m of the vertical extent of the fracture is considered, creating a two-dimensional problem as
shown in Fig. 9-1 #ILNB?_JOL?`Q;N?Lscenario, water with pH of 7.0 without dissolved SiO2;K;H>
HSiO3- ;Nd CMCHD?=N?>;NIH??H>I@NB?BILCTIHN;F=IFOGH;H>CMJLI>O=?>;NNB?IJJIMCN??H> For
NB?_L?=S=F?>`Q;N?Lscenario, the composition of the water being produced from the outlet of the fracture
after 10 years is to be re-injected. IIFCHAI@NB?_L?=S=F?>`Q;N?L@LIGNB?IONF?NNId CM;MMOG?>NI
occur without precipitation of SiO2;K 4;N?LL?;=NMQCNBNB?MOL@;=?MI@NB?@L;=NOL? ;FNered granite and
unaltered granite. Hydrologic and thermal properties for the three rock zones are shown in Table 9-2.

Figure 9-1. Idealized fracture, altered granite, and unaltered granite zones
Table 9-2. *;N?LC;F-LIJ?LNS1;<F?
-LIJ?LNS
Units
&HNLCHMC=-?LG?;<CFCNS, k
-ILIMCNS, ϕ
1B?LG;F IH>O=NCPCNS κ
Tortuosity Factor, τ
Grain Density, ρg
Grain Specific Heat, cg
KO?IOM!C@@OMCIH I?@@C=C?HN, D

m2
-W/m (
-kg/m3
' EA(
m2/s

Fracture
2.0 x 10-12
0.2
2.9
0.3

1000
1 x 10-9
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Altered
Granite
2.0 x 10-15
0.1
3.0
0.1

1000
1 x 10-9

Unaltered
Granite
2.0 x 10-18
0.02
3.0
0.05

1000
1 x 10-9

9.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions and Sources for Benchmark
Problem 5
1B?CHCNC;FL?M?LPICLN?GJ?L;NOL?;H>JL?MMOL?Q?L?d ;H>*-; L?MJ?=NCP?FS The initial
mineralogical composition of the three zones is shown in Table 9-3. The initial water chemical
compositions for the three rock zones will <?NB;NQBC=BCMCH?KOCFC<LCOGQCNBNB?=ILL?MJIH>CHAGCH?L;F
=IGJIMCNCIH;Nd HIP?LJL?MMOL?I@*-;Q;M;JJFC?>NINB?CHD?=NCIH?H>I@NB?BILCTIHN;F
=IFOGH 4;N?LQ;MCHD?=N?>;Nd ;H>*-;IP?LNB?@L;=NOL?;H>;FN?L?>AL;HCN?TIH?M 1B?
JLI>O=NCIH?H>I@NB?=IFOGHQ;MG;CHN;CH?>;N*-; IP?LNB?@L;=NOL?;H>AL;HCN?TIH?M All
surfaces beyond those used for injection and production were considered to be adiabatic. Two scenarios
@ILQ;N?LCHD?=NCIHQ?L?=IHMC>?L?>_JOL?`Q;N?L;H> _L?=S=F?>`Q;N?L
Table 9-3. Initial mineralogical volume fractions of rock zones
*CH?L;F
Fracture
Altered
Granite
SiO2 (am)
0.35
0.33
+IHL?;=NCP?*CH?L;FM
0.45
0.57
-ILIMCNS
0.20
0.10

Unaltered
Granite
0.24
0.74
0.02

9.3 Constitutive Relationships for Benchmark Problem 5
The 3?LG;;H>-LO?MM model was used to relate changes in porosity with changes in intrinsic
permeability; where, the critical porosity was defined as 80% of the initial porosity and the functional
exponent was 2:
n

k ⎛ φ − φc ⎞
=
; φc = 0.8 φo ; n = 2
ko ⎜⎝ φo − φc ⎟⎠

(9.2)

where, !k is the intrinsic permeability, m2, ko is the reference intrinsic permeability, m2, φ is the

!

porosity, φc is the critical porosity, φo is the reference porosity, and !n is the functional exponent.

!

1.1

!

Reaction Network for Problem 5

MMBIQHCH"KH  NB?L?;=NCIHH?NQILE=IGJLCM?MIH?ECH?NC=L?;=NCIH@ILNB?>CMMIFONCIHI@ SiO2

!!

;H>NQI?KOCFC<LCOGL?;=NCIHM<?NQ??HNB?;KO?IOMMJ?=C?M #ILNB??KOCFC<LCOGL?;=NCIHNB??KOCFC<LCOG
constants were assumed to be a function of temperature:

c4 c5
+
; with T in K
(9.3)
T T2
QB?L? NB?=I?@@C=C?HNM@ILNB?NQI?KOCFC<LCOGL?;=NCIHM;L?MBIQHCH1;<F?9-4. The kinetic reaction rate
is expressed in terms of the change in amorphous silica per time, mol/s, using a common form for kinetic
mineral dissolution and precipitation (Steefel and Lasaga 1994):
log K = c1 ln (T ) + c2 + c3 T +
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∂ SiO2 ( am)
∂t

⎡−E ⎛ 1
⎡ Q ⎤
1 ⎞⎤
= k25 Am ⎢1− m ⎥ exp ⎢ a ⎜ −
⎟ ⎥ ; with T in K
⎢⎣ R ⎝ T T25 ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎣ Km ⎦

(9.4)

where, SiO2(am) are the moles of amorphous silica, k25 CMNB?L?;=NCIHL;N?;Nd GIF G2 s, Am is

!!

!!
!
Q
K
the specific mineral surface area, cm /gm, m is the ion activity product, m CMNB??KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN 
!
!
E is the activation energy, kJ/mol, !R CMNB?C>?;FA;M=IHMN;HN ' (GIF !T is the temperature,
! a
2

d(;H> T25 is the reference temperature (298.15d( 1B?J;L;G?N?LM@ILNBCM?KO;NCIH"KH  ;L?

!!

shown in Table 9-5.

Table 9-4. "KOCFC<LCOGL?;=NCIHM;H>=I?@@C=C?HNM@ILNB?N?GJ?L;NOL?->?J?H>?HN?KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN
"KO;NCIH
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
H2O ↔ H+ + OH R2
-7.455x102
-1.170x10-1
 R4
- R
+
1
-2
3
SiO2(aq) ↔ H + HSiO 3 5.733
-1.374x10
-3.538x10
-8.173x10
8.088x105
Table 9-5. (CH?NC=L?;=NCIHM J;L;G?N?LM ;H>=I?@@C=C?HNM@ILNB?temperature->?J?H>?HN?KOCFC<LCOG
constant
k25
Ea
Am
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
(mol/m2 s)
(kJ/mol)
(cm2/gm)
3.8x10-10
49.8
9.8
1.014x102
- R2 -7.844x10-2
 R4
-3.055x10
1B?ECH?NC=L?;=NCIHL;N? MBIQHCH"KH   >?J?H>MIHNB?L;NCII@NB?CIHactivity product to the
?KOCFC<LCOGJLI>O=N The greater the difference in these two parameters the greater the departure from
?KOCFC<LCOG;H>NB?@;MN?LNB?L?;=NCIHL;N? For a general kinetic reaction where species A and B react to
produce C and D:

a A+ b B ⇔ c C + d D

( 

where a, b, c, and d represent the number of moles of th?M?=IHMNCNO?HNM N=B?GC=;F?KOCFC<LCOG NB?
distribution of chemical species mass between reactants and products can be expressed as:
c

d

⎡C ⎤ ⎡ D ⎤
eq ⎦ ⎣ eq ⎦
Km = ⎣
(9.7)
a
b
⎡ A ⎤ ⎡B ⎤
⎣ eq ⎦ ⎣ eq ⎦
where [ A ], [ B 9 8 9 ;H>8D ] are the actiPCNC?M@ILNB?L?;=N;HNM;H>JLI>O=NM;N?KOCFC<LCOG 1B?CIH
;=NCPCNSJLI>O=NCM=IGJON?>CHNB?M;G?@;MBCIH;MNB??KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN
c

d

⎡C ⎤ ⎡ D ⎤
Qm = ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
a
b
⎡⎣ A⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ B ⎤⎦

(9.8)

If Qm K m > 1 , then the reaction tends toward the reactants (precipitation of SiO2(am) @IL"KH   
!!
!!

and conversely if Qm K m < 1 then the reaction tends toward the products (dissolution of SiO2(am) for
!!
!!
"KH  
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Species activity is computed from the product of the species concentration times its activity coefficient.
Activity coefficients were calculated using the B-dot model, which is an extension of the Debye-Huckel
model, with temperature dependent coefficients. 1B?L?;L?NQI?KO;NCIHM@IL=IGJONCHANB?;=NCPCNS
coefficient as a function of temperature and ionic strength, one for charged species and a second for
neutral or nonpolar species. As the kinetic reaction for this problem only involves the dissolution of
amorphous silica, without changes in associated charge, NB?M?=IH>@ILGI@NB??KO;NCIHCMOM?>

log γ o = a I + b I 2 + c I 3
3

4

a = ∑ cai T i (C)

b = ∑ cbi T i (C)

i=0

ca0
c1a
ca2
ca3

= 1.31678 x 10

−1

= −8.36829 x 10−4
= 3.07179 x 10−6
= 1.46701 x 10−9

i=0
0
cb = −1.86731 x 10−2
c1b = 3.9022 x 10−4
cb2 = −2.62611 x 10−6
cb3 = 4.40918 x 10−9

4

c = ∑ cci T i (C)

i=0
0
cc = 2.88841 x 10−3
c1c = −6.70405 x 10−5
cc2 = 5.65666 x 10−7
cc3 = −1.34012 x 10−9

I?@@C=C?HNM; < and c vary with temperature, as shown in Fig. 9-2.

Figure 9-2. Temperature dependence on the coefficients in the B->IN?KO;NCIH
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(9.9)

9.4 Solution Metrics for Benchmark Problem 5
Two simulations were to be conducted for a period of 10 years: 1) injection of “pure` water and 2)
“recycled` water. The following results are to be reported for both simulations:
1. Temperature d JILIMCNS @L;=NOL?J?LG?;<CFCNSG2 ;H>JL?MMOL?*-;P?LMOM>CMN;H=?;N
years
2. KO?IOM=IH=?HNL;NCIHMGIF? FCN?LI@% ,%-, HSiO3- ;H>0C,;K;M;@OH=NCIHI@NCG?;N
3.0 m from the inlet
3.
B;HA?CH;GILJBIOMMCFC=;;<OH>;H=?;M;@OH=NCIHI@NCG?;N G@LIGNB?CHF?N

9.5 Results for Benchmark Problem 5
The solutions for temperature, pressure, permeability, and porosity across the length of the fracture for the
_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI;NS?;LMCMMBIQH@ILNB?J;LNC=CJ;NCHAN?;GMCH#CAM -3 and 9-4, respectively.
The temperature profiles show heating of the injected wateL@LIGd NIH?;LFSd QCNB;H?;LFS
linear increase across the fracture length. -L?MMOL?JLI@CF?M BIQ?P?L MBIQMB;LJ?LAL;>C?HNMCHJL?MMOL?
decline near the inlet side of the fracture, transitioning to linear profiles. Both pressure and temperature
trends predicted by the three teams are in good agreement. After ten years of injecting fresh water, the
fracture porosity is higher across the entire length, with a peak occurring near 30-m from the inlet.
Increases in porosity with the dissolution of amorphous silica yield sharp increases in permeability with
logarithmic profiles similar to those for porosity, as expected from the permeability to porosity
L?F;NCIHMBCJMBIQHCH"KH   1B?JILIMCNS;H>J?LG?;<CFCNSJLI@CF?M;NS?;LML?MOFN@LIG
dissolution of the amorphous silica at about 15 meters from the inlet. This increase in porosity results in
large increases in permeability and a migration of the dissolution front downstream. A comparison of the
_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCIMCHN?LGMI@L?MOFNM@or temperature, pressure, fracture permeability, and fracture
porosity are provided in Figs. 9-5 to 9-8, respectively. For all output parameters, the uncertainty in
simulation results increase across the length of the domain, which is expected with fixed inlet conditions.
*;RCGOGOH=?LN;CHNC?MCHN?GJ?L;NOL? JL?MMOL? J?LG?;<CFCNS ;H>JILIMCNS@ILNB?_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI
;NS?;LMCM d  *-;  ?-11 m2, 0.029, respectively.



Figure 9-3. Temperature and pressure solutions for the _JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI from the 3 teams

Figure 9-4 -?LG?;<CFCNS;H>JILIMCNS solutions for the _JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI from the 3 teams
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Figure 9-5. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in temperature for the _JOL?`
water scenario

Figure 9-. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in pressure for the _JOL?`
water scenario
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Figure 9-7. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in fracture permeability for
the _JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI

Figure 9-8. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in fracture porosity for the
_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI
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The solutions for temperature and pressure and permeability and porosity across the length of the fracture
@ILNB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI;NS?;LMCMMBIQH@ILNB?J;LNC=CJ;NCHAN?;GMCH#CAM -9 and 9-10,
respectively. 1B?L?MOFNM@ILNB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI>C@@?LMCAHC@C=;HNFS@LIGNBIM?I@NB?_JOL?`
water scenario. The temperature profiles show a sharp increase in temperature at the inlet, then an
;MSGJNINC=CH=L?;M?NINB?ILCACH;FL?M?LPICLN?GJ?L;NOL?I@d The pressure profiles at 10 years show
MB;LJ>LIJ@LIGNB?CHF?N<IOH>;LSJL?MMOL?I@*-;NI*-; NBe outlet boundary pressure at the
inlet, with a flat profile across the length of the fracture. This rather unusual profile is the result of
plugging of the fracture with precipitated amorphous silica. For this problem plugging of the fracture
occurs at th?=LCNC=;FJILIMCNSI@  QBC=BI==OLMH?;LNB?CHF?N;MMBIQHCH#CA -10. The permeability
and porosity profiles along the length of the fracture are those that develop between the start of the
MCGOF;NCIH;H>OFNCG;N?JFOAACHAI@NB?@L;=NOL? -L?=CJitation of the amorphous silica from the
supersaturated inlet solution starts to occur near 5 meters from the inlet. This precipitation causes a
reduction in the flow rate, leading to migration of the fracture plugging region toward the inlet. Once the
fracture becomes completely plugged (i.e., permeability ~ 0) after a few years, the profiles at 10 years
reflect this absence of flow along the fracture. This simulation is similar to the fracture plugging
experiment and modeling discussed in (Dobson et al. 2003) =IGJ;LCMIHI@NB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?L
scenarios in terms of results for temperature, fracture permeability, and fracture porosity are provided in
Figs. 9-11 to 9-13, respectively. Uncertainty in the simulation results are highest for temperature,
permeability and porosity where precipitation of the amorphous silica was the most rapid earlier in the
MCGOF;NCIH *;RCGOGOH=?LN;CHNC?MCHN?GJ?L;NOL? J?LG?;<CFCNS ;H>JILIMCNS@ILNB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?L
scenario at 10 years CM d  ?-13 m2, 0.0091, respectively.

Figure 9-9. Temperature and pressure solutions for the _L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI from the 3 teams
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Figure 9-10. -?LG?;<CFCNS;H>JILIMCNS solutions for the _L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI from the 3 teams

Figure 9-11. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in temperature for the
_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;rio
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Figure 9-12. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in permeability for the
_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI

Figure 9-13. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in porosity for the _L?=S=F?`
water scenario
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1B?MIFONCIHM@IL;KO?IOM=IH=?HNL;NCIHMI@% , HSiO3-, and SiO2;K;M;@OH=NCIHI@NCG?;N3.0 m
@LIGNB?CHF?N@ILNB?_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCIare shown in Fig. 9-14 for the 3 participating teams.
Dissolved concentrations of SiO2;K increase rapidly from the start of the simulation with the dissolution
of amorphous silica between the inlet and the 3.0-m point. Once saturation conditions are reached the
concentration plateaus, but continued dissolution results in increasingly higher flow rates and lower
concentrations. Similar trends are seen in the H+ and HSiO3- concentrations. The change in amorphous
silica abundance, expressed as the SiO2(am) bulk concentration in mol/L (bulk), as a function of time at
 G@LIGNB?CHF?N@ILNB?_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCICMMBIQHCH#CA -15. The slope of the plot shown in
Fig. 9-15 provides an indication of the rate of dissolution of the amorphous silica, and agrees with the
dissolved concentrations of species shown in Fig. 9-14, rapid rates of dissolution early in time, followed
by more moderate rates of dissolution as the flow rate through the fracture increases, due to the constant
pressure boundary conditions and evolving fracture porosity and permeability. A comparison of the
_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCIMCHN?LGMI@L?MOFNM@IL<OFE=IH=?HNL;NCIHMI@0C,;G;H>;KO?IOM
=IH=?HNL;NCIHMI@0C,;K;L?JLIPC>?>CH#CA - Uncertainty in the simulation results at 3.0 m from
the inlet are relatively higher than those shown for the results after 10 years. Accurately capturing the
strong dissolution of the amorphous silica between the inlet and the 3.0-GG;LE L?KOCL?MBCABALC>
resolution. The level of uncertainty iML?@F?=NCP?I@NB?>C@@?L?HNALC>>CHAM=B?G?MOM?> *;RCGOG
OH=?LN;CHNC?MCH0C,;K;H>=B;HA?CH0C,;G@ILNB?_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI;L? ?-GIF );K
and 0.290 mol/L bulk, respectively.

Figure 9-14 KO?IOM=IH=?HNL;NCIHMGIF );KOI@% %0C,-, and SiO2;K;M;@OH=NCIHI@NCG?;N
 G@LIGNB?CHF?N@ILNB?_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI
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Figure 9-15. Bulk concentrations (mol/L (bulk)) of SiO2(am) as a function of time at 3.0 m from the inlet
@ILNB?_JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI

Figure 9-. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in bulk conc. of SiO2(am)
;H>;KO?IOM=IH= I@0C,;K for the _JOL?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI
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1B?MIFONCIHM@IL;KO?IOM=IH=?HNL;NCIHMI@% , HSiO3-, and SiO2;K;M;@OH=NCIHI@NCG?;N3.0 m
@LIGNB?CHF?N@ILNB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI;L?MBIQHCH#CA -17 for the 3 participating teams. Early
response I@NB?=IH=?HNL;NCIHMI@>CMMIFP?>0C,;K % ;H>%0C,- ;L?MCGCF;LNINBIM?@ILNB?_JOL?`
water scenario, but the concentrations are being achieved via the precipitation of SiO2(am) from the
supersaturated inlet fluid. Flow blockage can be observed in the concentration plots, occurring after 1.5
S?;LMCHNB?)+)MCGOF;NCIH;H> S?;LMCHNB?-++)MCGOF;NCIH Differences in these blockage times
are likely due to differences in grid spacing between the two simulations, as discussed below.
The change in amorphous silica abundance, expressed as the SiO2(am) bulk concentration in mol/L
<OFE ;M;@OH=NCIHI@NCG?;N G@LIGNB?CHF?N@ILNB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCICMMBIQHCH#CA -18.
-L?=CJCN;NCIHI@;GILJBIOMMCFC=;I==OLM;N;H?;LFS=IHMN;HN rate from the start of the simulation as
indicated by the constant slopes, shown in Fig. 9-18. The rate of precipitation predicted by the LBNL
MCGOF;NCIHCMMFCABNFS@;MN?LNB;HNB;N@ILNB?-++)MCGOF;NCIH F?;>CHANI;H?;LFC?L@FIQ<FI=E;A?NCG? 
as indicated by the transition from a constant rate precipitation to a halt in precipitation. The constant rate
of precipitation is an anticipated response of the system, considering that the inlet fluid has constant
concentrations of dissolved species in a sup?LM;NOL;N?>MN;N? =IGJ;LCMIHI@NB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?L
M=?H;LCIMCHN?LGMI@L?MOFNM@IL<OFE=IH=?HNL;NCIHMI@0C,;G;H>;KO?IOM=IH=?HNL;NCIHMI@0C,;K
are provided in Fig. 9- *;RCGOGOH=?LN;CHNC?MCH0C,;K;H>=B;HA?CH0C,;G@ILNB?_L?=S=F?`
water scenario are 2.34e-GIF );K;H> GIF )<OFE L?MJ?=NCP?FS

Figure 9-17 KO?IOM=IH=?HNL;NCIHMGIF );KOI@% %0C,-, and SiO2;K;M;@OH=NCIHI@NCG?;N
3.0 m from the inlet @ILNB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI
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Figure 9-18. Bulk concentrations (mol/L (bulk)) of SiO2(am) as a function of time at 3.0 m from the inlet
@ILNB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI

Figure 9-19. Robust average, standard deviation, and ISO 13528 uncertainty in bulk conc. of SiO2(am)
;H>;KO?IOM=IH= I@0C,;K for the _L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI

 

9.6 Discussion of Benchmark Problem 5 Results
The design objectives for BencBG;LE-LI<F?GQ?L?NI=L?;N?;MCHAF?-mineral system with temperature
dependent geochemical reaction parameters that yielded sufficiently significant dissolution and
precipitation to modify the porosity and permeability of the EGS reservoir. A single-mineral system was
selected to allow those simulators without full reactive transport capabilities to participate in the problem,
by implementing a more simple geochemistry algorithm/solution scheme into the simulator. Whereas this
was attempted by some of the participants, only those participants with existing geochemical simulation
capabilities submitted solutions, while some of those with this capability chose not to submit. The
unfortunate aspect to the resulting problem is that the solution is sensitive to grid resolution, and that the
L?KOCL?G?HN@IL; IOL;HNHOG<?LFCGCNI@ ILF?MM@ILNL;HMJILNCHAL?;=NCP?MJ?=C?M, compounded with
highly resolved grids, translates to long execution times for problem that was designed to be simpler than
standard geochemical problems with a suite of reactive minerals. Another unfortunate aspect to the
JLI<F?GCMNB?OM?I@;_L?=S=F?`Q;N?L=IGJIMCNCIH, which was supersaturated. The thermodynamics of
NB?A?I=B?GC=;FMSMN?GQ;MMO=BNB;N0C,;KB;>>?=L?;MCHAMIFO<CFity with decreasing temperature.
1B?L?@IL? 0C,;KF?;PCHANB?A?INB?LG;FL?M?LPICLQIOF>HILG;FFSJL?=CJCN;N?QCNBL?>O=CHA
temperature at the ground surface before being re-injected into the reservoir. For this problem it was
assumed that precipitation did not occur during this cooling process and the water was re-injected in a
supersaturated state.
1?GJ?L;NOL?>?J?H>?HN?KOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HNMQ?L?;=IGJIH?HNI@NBCMJLI<F?G ;MCH>C=;N?>CH"KH 
(9.3) and Table 9-4. The temperature dependence on the eKOCFC<LCOG=IHMN;HN@ILNB?NQI?KOCFC<LCOG
reactions is shown in Fig. 9-20. Whereas the concentrations of the dissolved components are in
?KOCFC<LCOG;NNB?IONF?NI@NB?L?M?LPICL;NNB?IONF?NN?GJ?L;NOL?C ? ;JJLIRCG;N?FSd CHNB?_JOL?`
water simulation), NBIM?MJ?=C?M;L?HIFIHA?LCH?KOCFC<LCOG;NNB?CHF?NN?GJ?L;NOL?I@d @ILNB?
_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCI Therefore, the concentration of H+ was held constant and OH- was re?KOCFC<L;N?>;Nd ;H>NB?=IH=?HNL;NCIHI@NIN;F>CMMIFP?>0C, C ? 0C,;K %0C,-) was
maintained. 1BCMSC?F>?>NB?@IFFIQCHA>CMMIFP?>MJ?=C?M=IH=?HNL;NCIHM@ILNB?_L?=S=F?`Q;N?L% 
2.471e-GIF );K,%- 7.774e-GIF );K0C,;K ?-GIF );Kand HSiO3- 2.953e-8
GIF );K
Since the amount of amorphous silica precipitated is mainly a function of the silica flux, temperature, and
flow rate, as long as the total silica flux is correct, then the outcome of having differing initial speciation
should be nearly identical. Likewise as the chemical system was only weakly sensitive to pH, using re?KOCFC<L;N?>,%- concentrations, should not greatly impact the amount of amorphous silica precipitated or
NB?NIN;F;KO?IOMMCFC=;=IH=?HNL;NCIHM Given that the amorphous silica is supersaturated in the injection
@FOC> FIA . (    ;N °   ;H> ;N NB? N?GJ?L;NOL? I@ @L;=NOL? FIA . (    ;N °  
substantial precipitation is likely very close to the inlet. Since the porosity change is a function of the
temperature, and changes in permeability affect the flow rate, which feed back on the rate of precipitation,
there is the likelihood of very different results for different model discretizations and implementations of
the boundary conditions.
Owing to the fixed pressure boundary condition, higher reductions in permeability near the inlet
associated with finer discretization will lead to lower silica fluxes and less overall amounts precipitated.
Therefore, results for permeability changes and downstream concentrations are uncertain, unless
sensitivity studies are performed with ultra-fine resolution. Therefore, the comparison of codes on this
problem would have to be using the exact same gridding and boundary conditions. Even though there are
only a few reactions and one mineral in this problem, the silica-MOJ?LM;NOL;N?>  @CR?> -1 <IOH>;LS
=IH>CNCIH;NNB?CHF?N@ILMCGOF;NCIHI@;G?N?L@L;=NOL?CMKOCN?=B;FF?HACHANI=;JNOL?=ILL?=NFS 
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Figure 9-20 1?GJ?L;NOL?>?J?H>?H=?I@NB??KOCFibrium constants
Simulations by LBNL were performed using a relatively refined mesh, as shown in Fig. 9-21. The
fracture was discretized into 0.4 m long blocks for a total of 375 in the X-direction. The altered granite
was discretized into 375 in the X-direction and 4 in the Y-direction. The unaltered granite has gradually
increasing grid block widths in the Y-direction. In total, there are 23,750 grid blocks, plus one added at
the inlet to fix the boundary conditions at X=0. Without several sensitivity studies, it cannot be assumed
to be refined enough. Even with the relatively large number of grid blocks, the observation point at 3
meters is only 8 grid blocks from the injection block. Ideally, this region should be further refined;
however, this would lead to significantly longer computation times. A subdomain of this problem should
be run to determine what the minimum spatial resolution is necessary to capture the "correct" results.
0CGOF;NCIHM <S -++) Q?L? J?L@ILG?> OMCHA ; =IGJON;NCIH;F >IG;CH QCNB  R  C ?   ALC>
blocks).
0CGOF;NCIHM <S )+) Q?L? LOH OMCHA 1,2$%/" 1 3 -,*- (Sonnenthal et al. 2014; Xu et al.
 5O ?N ;F   IH ; *;= -LI &HN?F 5?IH -core (12-NBL?;> -2  OMCHA  NBL?;>M  +OG?LC=;F
=IH>CNCIHMQ?L?M?KO?HNC;FHIH-iterative coupling between flow and reactive transport, with a maximum
NCG? MN?J CGJIM?> <S ; #) =IH>CNCIH I@  @IL NB? _JOL?` Q;N?L =;M? ;H>   @IL NB? _L?=S=F?` Q;N?L
M=?H;LCI  0CGOF;NCIHM <S -++) Q?L? LOH OMCHA 01,*-- ," (STOMP User Guide 2015; White and
,IMNLIG4BCN??N;F 4BCN?;H>,IMNLIG QCNB" (" B?G4BCN?;H>*=$L;CF
IH;*;=-LI&HN?F5?IH-core (12-NBL?;> -2 OMCHANBL?;> +OG?LC=;F=IH>CNCIHMQ?L?M?KO?HNC;F
non-CN?L;NCP?=IOJFCHA<?NQ??H@FIQ;H>L?;=NCP?NL;HMJILN QCNB;G;RCGOGNCG?MN?JCGJIM?><S; #)
conditioHI@ @IL<INBNB?_JOL?`;H>_L?=S=F?`Q;N?LM=?H;LCIM
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Figure 9-21. 2-D numerical mesh for -roblem 5. Upper - full mesh consisting of 23,750 grid blocks
+5 +6@ILNB?RG>IG;CH Lower - enlargement of left corner (3.0 x 1.5 m),
showing fracture (red), altered granite (yellow), and unaltered granite (gray). The thickess in the Zdirection is 1 m. One large volume grid block was connected to the fracture and altered granite at X = 0.0
to enforce th?@CR?>JL?MMOL?--T-X boundary condition
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10.0 Benchmark Problem 6: Injection into a Fault/Fracture in
Thermo-Poroelastic Rock
Problem Champion: Ahmad Ghassemi, The University of Oklahoma
The objective of the problem is to illustrate the role of coupled thermo-poroelastic processes resulting
from water injection into a fracture/fault on the fracture’s opening and shear deformation as well as on the
pore pressure and stress redistributions in the neighborhood of the fracture. Both aspects have
implications for stimulation and induced seismicity. The problem of fault slip and potential seismicity in
response to injection in its vicinity was considered in an earlier study (Dobroskok and Ghassemi 2005) so
that the focus of ?H=BG;LE-LI<F?GCMCHD?=NCIHCHNINB?@L;=NOL?CNM?F@QCNBJ;LNC=OF;LL?@?L?H=?NI
coupled processes. For simplicity, the problem is treated in 2D.
Two cases are considered with different injection temperatures. All deformations resulting from thermal,
pore pressure, and flow are mechanical deformations and result in fracture aperture variations. No
distinction is made between hydraulic aperture and mechanical aperture in these simulations. If needed,
one could specify a small residual aperture for flow purposes when the fracture is mechanically closed.
?H=BG;LEJLI<F?GCHPIFP?>injection into a fault surrounded by a poro-thermoelastic medium. Five
teams participated in the solutions using various simplifying assumptions, multiple runs and T%* models
as listed in Table 10-1. The codes used for the simulations are described in (White et al. 2015a).
Table 10-1. -;LNC=CJ;NCHA1?;GM;H>0CGOF;NILM2M?>CHNB?0IFONCIHI@?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
Simulation Team
Team
I>?M
Identifier
-?HHMSFP;HC;0N;N?2HCP?LMCNS
-02
FLA !;H>1,2$%/" 1
Stanford University
Stanford
#/
University of Nevada, Reno
UNR
*2)1&#)25;H>1,2$%
The University of Oklahoma
OU
$",#/
The University of Texas at Austin
UTA
#/ :21

10.1 Geometry and Input Data for Benchmark Problem 6
IHMC>?LNB?!JF;H?MNL;CHJLI<F?GI@;@L;=NOL?ILC?HN?>;Nd in the xy plane. The fracture is 40 m
long under the action of in-situ stresses as shown in Fig. 10-1. The rock matrix is assumed to be Westerly
granite with properties shown in Table 10-2.

10.1

Figure 10-1. #L;=NOL?ILC?HN;NCIH;H>CHCNC;FMNL?MMMN;N?;H>*IBL- IOFIG<failure diagram
Table 10-2. *;N?LC;F-LIJ?LNC?M
-LIJ?LNS+;G?
Shear modulus, G
-ICMMIHbML;NCI υ
2H>L;CH?>-ICMMIHbML;NCI υu
*;NLCRJ?LG?;<CFCNS, k
*;NLCRJILIMCNS ϕ
Biot’s coefficient, α
Water Viscosity, µw

Units
$-;
--m2
---

Fluid compressibility, Cw
Thermal expansion coefficient of solid, αs
Thermal expansion coefficient of fluid, αf
Thermal diffusivity of intact porous rock, cT
Fluid density, ρw
Heat capacity of fluid, cw
Initial joint normal stiffness, kn
Initial joint shear stiffness, ks
*;RCGOGDICHN=FIMOL? Dcmax
Initial fracture aperture, Dni
In-situ stress in the y-direction, σξ
In-situ stress in the x-direction, σψ
Friction angle (effective), cohesion, ϕ

 *-;
(
(
m2/s
kg/m3
J kg-1 (-1
$-; G
$-; G
mm
mm
*-;
*-;
*-;

-;M?=

10.2

Value
15
0.25
0.33
4 x 10-19
0.01
0.44
2.037 x 10-4 at 400º
3.547 x 10-4 at 320º
4.2 x 10-4
2.4 x 10-5
2.1 x 10-4
1.1 x 10-
1 x 103
4200
0.5
50
3.0
1.0
20
13
30

10.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions and Sources for Benchmark
Problem 6
1B?CHCNC;FJIL?JL?MMOL?CM*-;;H>NB?LI=E @L;=NOL?MSMN?GCM;N;N?GJ?L;NOL?I@d( The joint is
CH?KOCFC<LCOGQCNBNB?prescribed stress and pore pressure and temperature conditions, and has an
;J?LNOL?I@  mm. This is the actual joint aperture under reservoir conditions and is calculated
internally using the prescribed initial stiffness and stress state. The maximum joint closure is 3 mm.
Two cases are considered: 1) injection water temperature of 420d( (isothermal case) and 2) injection
water temperature of 320d( (non-isothermal case). Injection begins at time t=0 and is specified at a
constant rate of   x 10-7 m3/s per meter thickness of reservoir.
)CKOC>PCM=IMCNSof the injected fluid is chosen to be at the average system temperature. To isolate the
impact of thermal stresses, the water viscosity is unchanged when comparing isothermal (injection water
has the same temperature as the reservoir rock) and non-isothermal (injection water has a different
temperature than the reservoir rock) injection cases.
The problem does not consider the possibility of natural fracture deformation under initial in-situ stress
and pore pressure fields. Variations of density or viscosity with temperature are neglected during
simulations.

10.3 Solution Metrics for Benchmark Problem 6
1. -L?MMOL? @L;=NOL?IJ?HCHA =FIMOL? ;H>MB?;L>?@ILG;NCIH;M;@OH=NCIHI@NCG?;NNB?=?HN?LI@NBe
fracture for both cases (0-180 days)
2. Fracture opening and shear, at 72 and 180 days (isothermal case)
3. Fracture opening at 5 and 180 days (non-isothermal case)

10.4 Results for Benchmark Problem 6
Because the physics of the problem was not constrained and some teams included poroelastic stresses in
the matrix rock while others did not, the results are presented separately for each set of assumptions.
4BCF?,2;H>-02=IHMC>?L?>JILI?F;MNC=MNL?MM?Min their simulations, UTA and UNR did not include
this feature in their solutions. Stanford submitted results for both assumptions and both cases (isothermal
and non-isothermal). Fig. 10-2 illustrates the pressure with injection time for the isothermal case where
poroelastic stresses are considered. While the curves have similar shapes, the Stanford model predicts a
slightly higher pressure. The ISO 13528 uncertainty is shown in Fig. 10-3, illustrating an uncertainty of
IHFS*-;@ILNBCM=;M? F?MMNB;H 
For the isothermal case in which only pressurization of the fracture was considered, the results for
pressure versus time are also in good agreement (Fig. 10-4) with the ISO 13528 uncertainty is ~5-10%
(Fig. 10-5). Note that the UNR results were not included in the ISO uncertainty calculation because they
did not continue fir the entire simulation time period.
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Figure 10-2. Simulation results for pressure versus time for the isothermal case in which poroelastic
stresses in the matrix rock are considered

Figure 10-3. ISO 13528 uncertainty for pressure versus time for the isothermal case in which poroelastic
stresses in the matrix rock are considered
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Figure 10-4. Simulation results for pressure versus time for the isothermal case in which poroelastic
stresses in the matrix rock are not considered.

Figure 10-5. ISO 13528 uncertainty for pressure versus time for the isothermal case in which poroelastic
stresses in the matrix rock are not considered
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Aperture variation at the center of the fracture with injection time is shown in Fig. 10- for the isothermal
case with poroelastic stresses, in Fig. 10-7 for the isothermal case without poroelastic stresses, and in Fig.
10-8 for the non-isothermal case with poroelastic stresses. Note that cooling tends to increase the fracture
aperture; however, in view of the low temperature contrast (DT) between the injection water and the
rocks and the low value of thermal diffusivity, thermal stress is not very large and develops very slowly.
The thermal stress effect is focused in the central region of the fracture where most cooling occurs, and it
expands with time. Increasing DT increases the cooling-induced crack opening. Note also the contrast
between the profiles for the isothermal and cooling cases. It should be emphasized that cooling in the
crack is controlled by the residence time of the fluid which is influenced by injection rate and leak-off,
and fracture permeability.
Figs. 10-9 to 10-11 show the shear deformation along the fracture length 72 days into the simulation and
at the end of the simulaNCIH>;SM 0CGOF;NCIHL?MOFNM=IGJ;L?KOCN?@;PIL;<FS@ILNB?CMINB?LG;F=;M?
in which poroelastic streses are considered (Fig. 10-9). For the isothermal case in which poroelastic
streses are not considered, the OU and Stanford results differ in early time, but converge to nearly the
same solution by the end of the simulation (Fig. 10-10). The non-isothermal case also shows the same
pattern of timing (Fig. 10-11).

Figure 10-. Simulation results for fracture opening versus time for the isothermal case in which
poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are considered

 

Figure 10-7. Simulation results for fracture opening versus time for the isothermal case in which
poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are not considered

Figure 10-8. Simulation results for fracture opening versus time for the non-isothermal case in which
poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are considered
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Figure 10-9. Simulation results for shear deformation along the fracture length at 72 days and 180 days
for the isothermal case in which poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are considered

Figure 10-10. Simulation results for shear deformation along the fracture length at 72 days and 180 days
for the isothermal case in which poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are not considered
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Figure 10-11. Simulation results for shear deformation along the fracture length at 5 days and 180 days
for the non-isothermal case in which poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are considered
Simulation results for fracture opening along the length of the fracture are shown in Figs. 10-12 to 10-14.
In this case, the OU and Stanford models show better agreement in early time for the isothermal case in
which poroelastic streses are considered (Fig. 10-12). The results for the isothermal case in which
poroelastic streses are not considered, show a greater disparity in model results, with the UTA model
showing much less growth in the fracture opening (Fig. 10-13). In the non-isothermal case, the thermal
stress effect is focused in the central region of the fracture where most cooling occurs, and it expands with
time. This can be seen in Fig. 10-14 in both the OU and Stanford results. The less pronounced effect in
the Stanford results is likely due to differences in grid resolution.
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Figure 10-12. Simulation results for fracture opening along the fracture length at 72 days and 180 days for
the non-isothermal case in which poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are considered

Figure 10-13. Simulation results for fracture opening along the fracture length at 72 days and 180 days for
the isothermal case in which poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are not considered
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Figure 10-14. Simulation results for fracture opening along the fracture length at 5 days and 180 days for
the non-isothermal case in which poroelastic stresses in the matrix rock are considered

10.5 Discussion of Benchmark Problem 6 Results
The submitted solutions are in general agreement. Variation can be attributed to various simplifying
assumptions of the models and solution procedures. To differing degrees, the solutions submitted are
affected by the follIQCHA@;=NILMG?MBL?@CH?G?HN =IOJFCHAF?P?FCHNB?=IHMNCNONCP??KO;NCIHM
(uncoupled poroelasticity, lack of coupling between temperature and pore pressure), leak-off into the
matrix and its dependence on pressure, 1D or 2D calculations of induced poroelastic and thermoelastic
stresses, inclusion of stresses caused by joint deformation (these can play a role in this problem and can
contribute to the timing of joint element separation which impact flow). These influencing factors would
also impact pore pressure and stress distributions around the fracture.
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11.0 Benchmark Problem 7: Surface Deformation from a
Pressurized Subsurface Fracture
Problem Champion: Pengcheng Fu, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Quantifying ground surface deformation caused by the hydraulic stimulation of subsurface reservoir is an
important means for understanding reservoir characteristics and reservoir behavior. InSAR
(Interferometric synthetic aperture radar) and tiltmeter measurements are widely used for this purpose.
For reservoirs dominated by discrete fractures and stimulations that create discrete fractures, surface
deformation measurements can be particularly useful in identifying the stimulated fractures and
estimating their dimensions. For instanc? &H0/>;N;=IFF?=N?>;NNB?&H0;F;B ,2 storage site have
evidenced the creation of hydraulic fractures in the cap rocks by the injection (White et al. 2014a). The
ability to predict ground surface signatures in conjunction with modeling various responses of subsurface
reservoirs is a much-desired feature for reservoir stimulation codes because it enables direct model
validation against field observables. ?H=BG;LE-roblem 7 in the GTO code comparison program aims to
demonstrate and compare various codes’ abilities to predict ground surface deformations caused by the
pressurization of a subsurface fracture.
This problem entails the calculation of ground surface deformation caused by a pressurized subsurface
fracture. The solid medium is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous and linearly elastic. The effects
of the pressurized fluid are represented by a uniform pressure applied onto the two fracture walls. The
fracture is assumed to be rectangular in shape and various dipping angles are considered. In addition to
the full 3D solution, the problem is reduced to a plane-strain geometry, so that 2D codes can participate in
the comparison and results can be compared with those available in the literature. Due to the relatively
slow transient processes associated with fluid and heat flow compared with the transient processes in the
solid phase (namely, wave propagation), we only consider the pseudo-static solution of this problem.
Based on a literature survey, the problem design is loosely based on the plane-strain solution of -IFF;L>
and Holzhausen 1979), in which numerical solutions of the surface deformation caused by the
pressurization of a subsurface fracture as well as the stress intensity factors at fracture tips are provided. A
search of comparable 3D solutions did not yield directly useful results. Although earth surface
deformation caused by the displacement of faults is often considered in geology, analytical solutions in
that area (e.g. (Okada 1985)) typically assume known displacement fields along the fault, which is
inappropriate for the applications considered here.
Six teams participated in the solutions using various simplifying assumptions, multiple runs and %*
models as listed in Table 11-1. The codes used for the simulations are described in (White et al. 2015a).
Table 11-1. -;LNC=CJ;NCHA1?;GM;H>0CGOF;NILM2M?>CHNB?0IFONCIHI@?H=BG;LE-LI<F?G
Simulation Team
Team Identifier
I>?M
Idaho National Laboratory
INL
#) ,+
&N;M=; IHMOFNCHA$LIOJ
Itasca
#) 3D
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
LLNL
GEOS
-?HHMSFP;HC;0N;N?2HCP?LMCNS
-02
FLA 3D ;H>1,2$%/" 1
The University of Oklahoma
OU
$",#/
The University of Texas at Austin
UTA
#/ :21
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11.1 Geometry and Input Data for Benchmark Problem 7
We first present the 3D geometry. As illustrated in Figure 11-1, the rectangular fracture is 2a wide and 2b
long with a dipping angle β. A global coordinate system and a local coordinate system are created. The
origin of the global x − y − z coordinate system is at the projection of the fracture center on the ground
surface. The y-axis is along the vertical direction pointing upwards and the z-axis is along the strike
direction. The origin of the local u-v coordinate system is at the fracture center. The u-axis is along the
strike or the length direction while the v-axis is along dipping or the width direction. The fracture center
is at a depth of d so the u-v coordinate system’s origin (u=0, v=0) has a coordinate (0, -d, 0) in the global
coordinate system. If b>>a and b>>d, this 3D geometry can be modeled as a 2D plane-strain problem.
The 2D geometry is essentially a vertical cut of the 3D model in the x-y plane. Note that the coordinate
system is problem-dependent and each problem in the present paper establishes different coordinate
systems.
If in situ stress is concerned, the pressure applied on the fracture surfaces (p0) should be considered the
_H?NJL?MMOL?` QBC=BCMNB?>C@@?L?H=?<?NQ??HNB?@FOC>JL?MMOL?;H>NB?in situ normal stress acting on
the fracture plane. Anisotropy of in situ stress will not affect the results if the fracture happens to be
horizontal or vertical (β = 0 or 90º), but will affect the results foLI<FCKO?@L;=NOL?M? A β = 45º) due to
the shear stress on fracture faces. Therefore, the setup of the problem implies isotropic in situ stress.
The geometrical and material parameters are given in Table 11-2. All results are presented in a nondimensionalized form, with units only given to add some engineering reference to the problem.

Figure 11-1. Geometry of the fracture in 3D and the coordinate systems
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Table 11-2. *;N?LC;F-LIJ?LNS1;<F?
-LIJ?LNS+;G?
a
b
d

Units
m
m
m

Value
100
300
125

β
6IOHAbM*I>OFOM E
-ICMMIHbML;NCI ν
Net fluid pressure, p0

deg
$-;
-*-;

0, 45, 90
10.0
0.25
1.0

11.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions and Sources for Benchmark
Problem 7
1BCMJLI<F?G;MMOG?M;H?KOCFC<LCOGMN;N?;H>B;MHIMJ?=C@C?>CHCNC;F=IH>CNCIHor state. The “reference
=IH@CAOL;NCIH`@IL>?@ILG;NCIHKO;HNC@C=;NCIHCMNB?=IH@CAOL;NCIHOH>?L;HSACP?H;H>@CR?>in situ stress
with a zero net-pressure along the fracture. Although no boundary conditions other than the pressure
inside the fracture are specified, because this problem concerns the deformation of an infinite half space,
the simulation domain must be sufficiently large so that the boundary condition applied at the far field has
negligible effects on the near-field responses. A sensitivity analysis in (Bahrami et al. 2015) found that as
long as the dimensions of the computational domain are more than 10 times larger than those of the
fracture, the results are insensitive to the choice of the model size and far-field boundary conditions.

11.3 Solution Metrics for Benchmark Problem 7
The primary observables to be compared are the vertical surface displacement δy over the pressurized
fracture. In 2D, δy from x = −4a to x = 4a is to be reported. Following the convention in -IFF;L>;H>
Holzhausen 1979), δy should be normalized by δ∞ = 2P0a(1 − ν2)/E, which is the maximum normal
displacement of the walls of a 2D fracture in an infinite elastic domain. Results for β = 0° and 90° can be
compared with those in Fig. 8 of -IFF;L>;H>%IFTB;OM?H. For the 3D model, δy along the x-axis
from x = −4a to x = 4a and δy along the x-axis from z = −4b to z = 4b should be reported.
We are also interested in the codes’ ability to predict stress intensity factors (SIF) along the tips of the
pressurized fractures. For the 2D model, the mode-I and mode-II stress intensity factors at the two
fracture tips (v = ±a) should be reported and reference values are available in -IFF;L>;H>%IFTB;OM?H
1979). We term the tip closer to ground surface tip A and the other tip B for easy differentiation. For 3D,
the mode-I and mode-II stress intensity factors along the fracture edge with v = a (the long edge closer to
ground surface) were invited to be reported. All SIF values should be normalized by K0 = P0(πa)0.5.

11.4 Results for the surface displacement in 2D
Results submitted by the five teams for the 2D problem are shown in Figs. 11-2 to 11-4 for the three
dipping angles β=0°, 45°, and 90°, respectively. The calculated robust averages, robust standard
deviations, and ISO 13528 uncertainties are also shown. Overall the results match each other very well.
-;LNC=OF;LFS NB?L?MOFNMMO<GCNN?><S&+) &N;M=; ;H>))+);L?;FGIMNC>?HNC=;FNI?;=BINB?L;H>NINB?
results in -IFF;L>;H>%IFTB;OM?H for all three dipping angles. The results of OU over-predict the
median predicted surface deform;NCIH;H>NBIM?I@-02seem to slightly under-predict. The differences
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are relatively small (within 7%) but the trend of over-/under-prediction is very consistent among all
dipping angles simulated ?=;OM?NB?>C@@?L?H=?M<?NQ??HNB?,2 -02L?MOFNM;H>NBe rest are not only
in the overall vertical locations of the curves, but also in the vertical distances between the highest and
lowest points along the curves, they could not have been caused by the difference in domain sizes used by
different teams. They likely reflect differences in the formulations and solution methods of the codes or
meshing densities and configurations.

Figure 11-2. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from x= -4a to 4a for β = 0d for the 2D
case
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Figure 11-3. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from x= -4a to 4a for β = 45d for the 2D
case

Figure 11-4. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from x = -4a to 4a for β = 90d for the 2D
case
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Figure 11-5. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from x = -4a to 4a for β = 90d for the 2D
case

11.5 Results for the surface displacement in 3D
Four teams submitted 3D surface deformation results, among which the UTA team only obtained results
for β=90° as the new 3D implementation of #/ :21Inly handles vertical fractures *= FOL??N;F 
2015). The results for the three dipping angles and two sampling lines (along the x-axis and z-axis) are
shown in Fig. 11-NI#CA -8. As the plane-MNL;CH!GI>?FCM?KOCP;F?HNNI;!GI>?FQCNBCH@CHCN?
out-of-plane depth (i.e. b approaches infinity), the 3D surface deformation at z=0 is expected to be smaller
than the 2D solution. The 3D solutions overall are very similar to each other, although the difference is
somewhat more pronounced than that for the 2D results. For β = 0° and 45°, the OU solutions still overpredict the surface deformation, consistent with the trend in 2D. For the case with β = 0°, the OU
deformation is even greater than the 2D reference solution, a clear evidence of some inaccuracy.
However, the OU 3D deformation is smaller than their 2D deformation, passing a self-consistency check.
For the case with β = 90°, the results of all four teams are very similar, showing smaller surface
deformation than the 2D reference solution, as expected.

 

Figure 11-. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from x = -4a to 4a for β = 0d for the 3D
case

Figure 11-7. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from z = -4b to 4b for β = 0d for the 3D
case
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Figure 11-8. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from x = -4a to 4a for β = 45d for the 3D
case

Figure 11-9. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from z = -4b to 4b for β = 45d for the 3D
case
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Figure 11-10. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from x = -4a to 4a for β = 90d for the 3D
case

Figure 11-11. Vertical surface displacement δy normalized by δ∞ from z = -4b to 4b for β = 90d for the 3D
case
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11.6 Comparison of the stress intensity factor results
Although the problem specifications called for SIF results, submissions of such results turned out to be
rare. Only the LLNL team, the designer of the problem, submitted a complete set of SIF results. Their 2D
results are very similar to those in -IFF;L>;H>%IFTB;OM?H but we do not show those here since
there is no result from other teams to compare with. The UTA team submitted 3D SIF solutions for the
case of β = 90d along the long edge near the surface as this is the only geometry allowed by #/ :21 
The comparison of the 3D SIF results between the LLNL and UTA teams is show in Fig. 11-12. The
L?MOFNM;L?;FGIMNC>?HNC=;FNI?;=BINB?L ;FNBIOAB))+)bM$",0;H>21bM #/ :21;L?<;M?>IH
P?LS>C@@?L?HNHOG?LC=;FG?NBI>M#CHCN?"F?G?HN*?NBI>;H>IOH>;LS"F?G?HN*?NBI> L?MJ?=NCP?FS

Figure 11-12. The mode-I stress intensity factor at the two fracture tips for β = 90d for the 3D case

11.7 Discussion of Problem 7 Results
Overall, the surface deformation predictions made by all the participating teams are very similar. This is
?MJ?=C;FFS?H=IOL;ACHA=IHMC>?LCHANB?P;LC?NSI@HOG?LC=;FG?NBI>M#"* #"* "*, and bonded
particle type method) used. The analysis of the results revealed the importance of using sufficiently large
domain sizes to approximate the infinite domain and using appropriate mesh resolutions. Unfortunately,
most teams dC>HINL?MJIH>NINB?L?KO?MN@IL stress intensity factor predictions and therefore a
comprehensive comparison was not possible. This demonstrates deficiencies of current codes in handling
basic fracture mechanics principles, which are essential for unconventional reservoir stimulation where
fracture mechanics plays a central role. These aspects are usually not considered in traditional geothermal
reservoir modeling.
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12.0 Conclusions
Numerical simulation provides scientists and engineers with analytical tools for understanding complex
physical processes and the capabilities of current multiprocessor workstation computers allow the
consideration of coupled processes. For EGS, hydrologic, thermal, geomechanical and geochemical
processes all contribute to realizing the energy potentials from geothermal resources. The inherent
heterogeneity of the earth’s crust contributes greatly to the uncertainty in modeling EGS via numerical
simulation, but the modeling of more idealized systems provides opportunities for an in-depth
understanding of the impacts of design and field operational choices.
In 1980 the geothermal community dedicated the annual Geothermal Reservoir Engineering workshop to
defining an appropriate role for numerical simulation in terms of investment decisions related to
geothermal performance predictions and to assessing the state of development of geothermal reservoir
numerical simulators. The technical foundation for achieving the workshop objectives was a code
comparison study, which involved six geothermal problems. Whereas the suite of problems considered a
variety of geometric configurations and petrophysical property distributions, the principal processes of
concern were single-phase flow, two-phase flow, single-phase to two-phase flash, and heat transfer (i.e.,
TH processes). This study is similar to the 1980 code comparison study in that the objectives are nearly
unchanged: an assessment of computer codes for predicting the power potential and longevity of
geothermal reservoirs. Today’s numerical simulators for EGS, however, have evolved from those of the
1980s, particularly with respect to modeling coupled processes. In alignment with this transition in
simulation capabilities, all of the benchmark problems in this study included coupled process elements of
?CNB?L%* 1%* IL1% This study has demonstrated that while the U.S. EGS simulation community
has a diverse set of computational tools with respect to conceptual approaches, they are able to simulate
coupled subsurface processes with comparable results, as evidenced by the benchmark problem solutions.
The evolution of numerical simulators over the last thirty five years has been impressive, but work
remains to be done. Uncertainty in simulation results as measured by the ISO-13528 standard tend to
increase with the number of coupled processes in the problem and the modeling of strongly coupled
1%* JLI=?MM?ML?G;CHM=B;FF?HACHA The collaborative nature of this study has formed the foundation
for the EGS simulation community to collectively address field-scale systems, where coupled process
modeling will be essential for understanding the system and experimental observations. IH@C>?H=e in
numerical simulation grows from agreement among field experts, especially when diverse perspectives
are represented. This study yielded convergence in understanding over the course of each problem via
open dialogue and discussions among the participants.
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